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ABSTRACT

Chairman: Dr. Douglas Owens

This stuly was designed to investigate the relationship

between the level of conservation of displaced volume and the

degree to which sixth grade children learn the volume algorithm

of a cuboid, "Volume = Length X Width X Height

(V = L x W x H) ," at the knowledge and comprehension levels.

The problem is a consequence of an apparent discrepancy Detween

present school programs and Piaget's theory concerning the

grade level at which this algorithm is introduzed. 011ie some

school programs introduce the algorithm as early as grade 4,

Piaget (1960) claims that it is not until the formal

operational stage that children understand how they can find

volume by multiplying the boundary measures. Very few cnildren

in grade 4 are expected to exhibit formal operations. In such a

predicament the seems to be a need for research in order to

justify our present school curriculum or to suggest

modifications.

Subjects of three suburban schools in British :olumbia

were classified as nonconservers (N = 57) , partial conservers

(N = 16) and conservers (N = 32) using a judgemeigt-based test

of volume conservation. The sLibjects wore then divided int.) two

experimental groups and one control group by randomizing each
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cori;ervation group 4L:ro!;s the three treatments. One of the

experimental gEolps (N = 36) was taught the volume algorithm

using an approach (Volume Treatment) which resembles that of

school programs used in North America. Activities of this

treatment included comparison, ordering, and finding the volume

of cuboids by counting cubes and later by using the algorithm

"V =1.xWxH." The other experimental gioup (N = .0) was

taught the a3gorithm using a method that emphasized

multiplication skills (Multiplication Treatment). This

treatment included training on compensating factors with

respect to variations in other factors and was supplemented by

a brief discussion of the volume algorithm. The control group

(N = 30) was taught a unit on numeration systems.

Four different tests were used: Volume Conservation (11

items), Volume Achievement (27 items), Multiplication

Achievement (20 items) aria the computation section (45 items)

of the Stanford Achievement Test. The pretests were: Volume

Conservation, Volume Achievement, and Computation. The

posttes:s and retention tests were: Volume Conservation, Volume

Achievement, and Multiplication Achievement. Data from the

posttests and rete0ion tests were analyzed 1,eparately sing a

3 X 3 fully crossed two-way analysis of covariance.

Subjects in the volume treatment showed they were able to

apply the volume algorithm to computation and comprehension

questions regariless of their conservation level. JR the

posttest and retention test, subjects of this group shored a 65

per cent performance level. For the grade 6 students in the

4
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study, conservation level was not a significant fector in

learning the volume algorithm at the computation and

comprehension levels.

On the posttest, subjects of the multiplication treatment

performed significantly (F = 10.33, p < 0.01) better than those

in the other groups on the Multiplication Achievement Test.

Subjects of the volume treatment did significantly (F = 12.24,

p < C.01) better than those in the other groups on the Volume

Achievement Posttest. It seems appropriate, therefore, to teach

the volume algorithm of a cuboid using a method that includes

students' active involvement in manipulating physical objects.

There was, generally, an improvement of the students'

conservation levels regardless of their volume achievement

scores or treatments. The transition from a lcwer to a higher

level of conservation was foand a) independent of treatments

between the pretest and each of the posttest ( X2 = 0.93,

df = 2) and retention test ( X = 0.97, df = 2) and b)

independent of volume achievement scores between the pretest

and each of the posttest (biserial r = 0.13) and retention test

(biserial r = 0.09).

In an adlenlum to the Conservation Test students were

asked to write reasons for their judgements in items involving

equal and unequal vollmes. Thlse written reasons were more

explicit on the items of unequal volumes than of equal volumes.
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CBAPTEP 1

THE PROBLEM

The process of selecting, ordering and timing topics

1

in

the mathematics curriculum has caught the interest of many

mathematics educators. There has been, for example, major

concern among curriculum analysts about the necessary cognitive

abilities and appropriate age level for presenting volume

concepts to elementary school students. While the majority of

textLooks contain volume activities as early as grade three,

many educators hold that most children do not conserve volume

until about age 12 (Uzgiris, 1964; Carpenter, 1975-b;

Elkind, 1961-a). There has been a need, therefore, to

theoretically and experimentally examine the positions of

these educators in order to justify the present curriculum or

suggest its modification. Such an examination can focus on

many aspects of volume presentation. The present study,

hovever, deals particularly with the introduction of the volume

algorithm for a rectangular parallelepiped i.e.,

"Volume = LengthxiiidthxHight (V =LxWxH)".

Two widely used textbook series in British Zolumbia

introduce the algorithm "V =LxWxH" in grade 5 (dge 10)

(Dilley et al., 1974 and Eicholz et al., 1974) . Another series

introduces the algorithm formally in grade 4 (age 9) (Elliot et
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al., 1974) and uses it informally in grade 3 (age 8) (Elliot et

al., 1975). This last series, for example, involves third

graders in situations in which they are to compute the volume

of a rectangular parallelepiped given its length, width and

height.

Most proponents of Piaget's theory would disagree with

such early introduction of the algorithm and claim that most

children do not develop the necessary cognitive abilities for

learning it before grade 6 (age 11). Piaget (Piaget et al.,

1960) himself, for example, holds that "it is not until stage

IV [formal operationall that children understand how they can

arrive at an area or volume simply by multiplying boundary

edges" (p. 408). ?iaget (1960) adds in his discussion of volume

calculation that "knowledge learned in school increasingly

interferes with the spontaneous development of geometrical

notions as children grow older" (p. 381). Osborn (1976, pp. 27-

28), likewise, warned that a premature stress of volume

algorithms creates a serious learning problem.

There seems to be some discrepancy between Piagetos

position and most school pro .Jrams regarding the level at which

the algorithm "V = L x W x H" should be introduced. This

discrepancy raises the issue of whether or not present school

curricula are justified in presenting the algorithm at the

grade 5 level. rabricant (1975) suggested that "teaching of

geometric formulas at the elementary school level has to be

seriously studied to see where such formulas would me most

411
profitably placed in the curriculum" (pp. 6-7). It was as a

1U
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result of the concerns mention3d above that the present study

originated.

Definition of Terms

It is necessary to clarify the usage of certain terms

which will occur throughout the study.

The term volume refers to the measure of the space

displaced by a three dimensional object. The object may be any

substance: solid, liquid or gas. Volume is not to be confused

with capacity which refers to the measure of the space enclosed

by a three dimensional object. Even though "internal volume of

a hollow container ... is synonymous to capacity" (Kerslake,

1976, p. 14), the term voluae usually refers to non-hollow

objects.

The term conservation refer; to the concept that a certain

attribute of an object (or objects) remains invariant under

changes of other irrelevant attributes (Wohlwill and Love,

1962, p. 153). For example, the volume of a substance remains

invariant regardless of its shape and position as long as

nothing is added or taken away. Likewise, the nuaerousness of a

set remains unchanged during changes in the spacial arrangement

of the set as long as nothing is added or taken away.

The term rectangular nacalleleoiRed which is synonymous

with cuboid (Webster's dictionary, edited by Gove, 1971, p.

550) is illustrated by the shape of filled boxes. These terms,

however, have been confused with rectangular prism and a

17



clwrifi.:dtior. is needed. A rectangular paralleleeiRel is a

111 right rectangular prism rather than just a rectangular prism

(James and James, 1976). Throughout this paper cuboid will be

used interchangeably with rectangular_paralalepioed..

The term algorithm refers to a procedure of ordered steps

that guarantees a correct result if the steps are performed

correctly and in the proper order (Lewis and Papadimitriou,

1978). Algorithms vary in their level of difficulty. The four

basic operations, addition, subtraction, multiplication and

division have rather simple algorithms, while solving systems

of equations by the use of inverse matrices is a more complex

one. The volume of a cuboid may be obtained by applying the

algorithm of finding the measures of the three dimensions

length, width, and height - of the cuboid and computing the

product of these three measures (V =LxWx1.1).

The term learning the volume algorithm refers to the

mastery of the algorithm =Lxiix8" at the levels of

computation and comprehension. The level of computation

includes, for example, situations where students are asked to

state the volume given diagrams of partitioned cuboids, non-

partitioned cuboids with known dimensions, or a word

description of the dimensions of cuboids. The level of

comprehension includes, for example, situations where students

are asked to state the total volume given a diagram of

attachments of cuboids with known dimensions or to state the

volume of the cuboid resulting from proposed dimensional

transformations on a given cuboid.

18
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StItement of the Problem

The purpose of this study was to determine the

relationship between the level of conservation of volume and

the degree to vbich sixth grade students learn the volume

algorithm fora cuboid "V = L x W x H ". The level of volume

conservation was determined using variations of tests employed

by Piaget (Piaget, Inhelder and Szeminska, 1960). The

achievement on the usage of the algorithm was based on

objectives and activities found in widely used elementary

textbook series. The study also provided informative data with

regard to the volume conservation level of sixth grade

children. Furthermore, the study showed the relationships among

mathematics achievement, levels of conservation, and Learning

of the algorithm "V .71.xlixH" for the volume of a cubaid.

In order to gain information about learning the algorithm

for the volume of a cuboid, three treatments were implemented.

The first treatment consisted of teaching the volume algorithm

of a cuboid "V = L x W x H" using a guided discovery method

based on approaches of present school programs. The second

treatment consisted mainly of learning the task of varying

factors when the product is constant. For example, given that

36 = 2 X 3 X 6, the student would be able to complete

statements such as 36 = 4 X [ ] X i I. This task vas

supplemented by a brief discussion of the volume algorithm of a

cuboid "V =LxVxli." The third treatment served as control

treatment and coLsisted of teaching various nunerat ion systems.

The general aims of this study may be listed as follows:
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1. To determine the various degrees to which conservers,

partial conservers, and non-conservers of volume learn the

volume algorithm of a cuboid "V =1.xWxH."

2. To determine the degree of effectiveness for each of

the two teaching methods on learning the volume algorithm

for a cuboid.

3. To determine the effect of learning the volume

algorithm of a cuboid on the transition from one volume

conservation level to another.

4. To determine the relationship between sex and the

levels of conservation of volume.

5. To determine the rela.:ionship between sex and the

degree of learning the volume algorithm for a cuboid.

6. To determine the relationship between mathematics

achievement and the levels of conservation of volume.

7. To determine the relationship between mathematics

achievement and the degree of learning the volume

algorithm for a cuboid.

Finally the results of this study will be useful in

verifying aspects of the developmental theory of Piaet and

according to Siegler and Atlas (1976, p. 360) training studies

(not unlike this one) have become a standard metnod for

investigating cognitive development.

20



Jus'ification 3f the Problem

7

The present study is a consequence of a concern auaut a

discrepancy between the present school programs and the

cognitive theory of Piaget. Specifically, score school textbooks

introduce the volume algorithm of i cuboid as early as grade 3

(age 8) while Piaget and his followers claim that most children

do not develop the conservation of volume before age 11 (grade

6). In such a predicament there seams to be a need for research

in order to justify our present school curriculum or suggest

its modification. DeVault expressed the need for such research

by noting the following:

(
Needed now is the research that will make the link in the
continuum between the research of the behavioral
scientists and the work of thd mathematicians who have
designed new programs for schools ... The studies most
likely to produce useful results for curriculum work would
be experimental studies ... (DeVault, 1966, pp. 637-639)

Likewise, .effe and Hirstein (1976) discussed children's

thinking in measurement situations and recommended the

following:

In planning the mathematics experiences ... the teacher
shoull consider the stages of cognitive develoEment. The
proposed content and the methods of presenting that
content should also be considered. (Steffe and HiLstein,
1976, p. 35)

ImElications of 7i4a9et's Cognitive Theozi

Piaget has for several decades tested, interviewed and

observed children. His theory has become increasingly more

influential in curriculum plaLning because lieverybxly in

411
education realizes that Piaget is saying something that is

I 7i



relevant to the '.eaching of children" (Duckworth, 1964-b,

496).

.3

p.

A central theme in the 'cognitive theory of Piaget is the

attainment of certain conservation tasks that are considered

requirements for understanding of mathematical concepts

(Piaget, 1941, p. 4). For example "3 + 5" and "8" are two names

for the same number. This conservation of number is nezessary

for comprehension, generalization and retention of addition

basic facts. It has even been reported that conservation of

number is a better predictor of success in addition and

subtraction problem solving than is Intelligence Juotient

(I.Q.) (Van Engen, 1971). Van Engen, further, recommended that

"it would seem that for these childven (nonconservers of

number], the school should center their attention on activities

that might enhance conservation rather than on our traditional

arithmetic curriculum" (p. 48).

The effect of number conservation in addition and

subtraction problem solving is particularly relevant to this

study. Even though care should be taken in generalizing to

volume concepts, the Importance of number conservation seems to

suggest a possible anilogy. This study was designed to find the

relationship between conservation of volume and a volume

algorithm. Volume conservation seems to be an aeparent

necessity for volume measurement. To measure volume is to

compare a chosen unit of volume with the volume of an object.

It is evident that volume corservation of the unit and of the

object to be measured is a requirement before measurement can

1



be meaniriful.

Piaget (Piaget et al., i960) seems to hold the same

position regarding calculations in measurement including that

of volume. He considers the concept of conservation to be

necessary for any meaningful computation in both area and

volume:

... Children attain a certain kind of conservation of area
(and volume), based on the primitive conception of area
(and volume) as that which is bounded by lines (or faces).
That understanding comes long before the ability to
calculate areas and volumes by mathdmatical
multiplication, involving relations between units of
different powers (p. 355)

Piaget 's volume experiments have alsc revealed that most

children do not conserve volume before the formal operational

level and thus do not understand how they can arrive at a

volume of a cuboid by simply multiplying its dimensions. Piaget

argues that :

The decomposition and redecomposition of a continuum are
operations which belong to the level of formal operations.
This explains why it is not until stage IV that children
understand how they can arrive at an area or a volume
simply by multiplying boundary edges. (Piaget et al.,
1960, p. 408)

On the other hand, Piaget is not saying that the

intellectual development proceeds on its own regardless of the

stimuli of the surroundings. In fact, and contrary to what has

been attributed to him, Piaget considers education to be a tool

for cognitive development; he only questicns the extent to

which it is beneficial (;Scogill, 1974, pp. 12& -127). In other

words, Piaget favors education that leads the child to

discovery and rejects rote learning that forces information on

23
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the student who is not ready for it:

This is a big danger of school - false accommodation which
satisfies a child because it agrees with a verbal formula
he has been given. This is a false equilibration which
satisfies a child by accommodating to words, to authority
and not to objects as they present themselves to him ...
(Piaget, 1964, p.4)

Validation of some of Piagetos Findings

Piagetos findings including those of volume conservation

and computation have been examined by researchers throughout

the world. Elkind (1961-a), Carpenter (1975-b) and Uzgiris

(1964), for example, found that at least 755: of A.kerican

students do not develop conservation of volume before age 11

(grade 6). Likewise, Lovell and Ogilvie (1961) found taat it

was not until. age 14 that 50% of British students developed

volume conservation. fore recently, Arlin (1977) reported that

only about 30% of grade five students in British Columbia

conserved volume.

On the other hand, many educators believe that

"acquisition of formal scientific reasoning may be far more

dependent on specific instructional experiences and far less

dependent on general maturation than hypothesized by Julie lder

and Piaget (1960)0 (Siegler and Atlas, 1976, p. 368). Graves

(1972, p. 223), for example, considered education and

experience to be neces5ary for volume conservation. Lovell

(1971, p. 179) went further to sug;est that even seven- and

eight-year olds (grade 2 and 3) can learn how to use the

algorithm "V =LxVx II" in order to calculate the volume.
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Ned for Rtsf-irch

The task of applying psychological theories to school

curriculum depends, unfortunately, on policy makers rather than

on educational researchers. DeVault found that often school

policies "are based on theory that is never tested in

instructional contexts" (DeVault, 1966, p. 636). One reason for

this is that our awareness of the psychology of learning is

very limited (Young, 1967, p. 40). It has been reported that

the majority of students do not conserve volume before li or 14

years of age (Lovell and Ogilvie, 1961) . leanwhile, it has also

been notes that the majority of adults do not conserve volume

(Elkind, 1962: Towler and Wheatly, 1971: Graves, 1972). The

averages stated above have varied considerably with cultures

IIIand communities and may be misleading if used without

verification in curriculum planning (Fogelman, 1970). in any

case, one should not necessarily delay the introduction of the

volume algorithm "V =LxWxH" until all students conserve

volume. Studies, such as the ones mentioned above, Ladi,:ate

that one can not expect all students to conserve volume. There

is also the danger of introducing the algorithm too early and

harming the process of learning. It seems, therefore, that the

matter of placing activities, which depend cn volume

conservation, in the proper grade is presently a matter of

preference rather than exactness.

It was an intention of the investigator to provide

necessary data of the relationship between volume conservation

411 and a volume aliorithm. Such dati, was used for, making
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recormpnlations related to the justification for teaching the

volume algorithm prior to grille 6. DeVault advocates twat "it

seems reasonable ._. to assert that the studies most lixely to

produce useful results for curriculum work would be

experimental studies" (Devault, 1966, p. 639).

26
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF ?ELATED LITERATURE

Even though Piaget has for several decades tested,

interviewed and observed children, his influence in North

American educational psychology and education in general was,

until the 19501s, limited to a few individuals. In the last two

decades, however, it has become increasingly clear that he is

"the foremost contributor to the field of intellectual

development" (Ginsburg and Opper, 1969, p. ix). Only aspects

of Piaget's theory which are relevant to this study are

reviewed here. Interested readers may find more compregensive

summaries of Piaget's views in Flavell (1963), Maier (1965),

Ginsburg and Opper (1969) and serlyne (1957).

Summary of Piaget's Theory.

Piaget's goals of education seem to be consistent with his

theory in general and his philoJophy of learning in particular.

His educational goals consist of creating individuals wno are

active, critical, creative, inventive and discoverers ( Piaget,

1964, p. 5). Piaget distinguishes between development of

knowledge and learning. While development is a spontand4us and
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genuine proces5 concerning the totality of knowledge, learning

is a process limited to only a particular problem and caused by

a teacher or an external stimulus (Piaget, 1964, p. 8).

Piaget explains that the essence of the development of

knowledge starts first, even in young children, by forming

"schemes" which are organized patterns of behavior and are

based on the child's "actions on" and "experience in" his

surroundings (Ginsburg and upper, 1969, pp. 21-22). These

schemes are nourished and manifested by "operations" which

consist of. interiorized actions that act, mentally or

physically, on events or objects by modifying them,

interpreting them and understanding the way they are

constructed (Piaget, 1964, p. 8).

IIIPiaget, further, perceives that a given operation does not

exist independently from other operations. Rather, "it is

linked to other operations and as a result it is always a part

of a total structure" (Piaget, 1964, p. 9). A structure is,

thus, an independent system of operations which is governed and

closed, (in the mathematical sense) , under certain lays of

transformation- Mathematically, the interdependence of

operations can be illustrated in many ways. For instance, some

structures are substructures of larger structures as in the

case of the natural number system being a substructure of the

rational, real or complex structure (Piaget, 1970, p. 23).

Piaget did not attempt to describe the most complicated

and general structures but he tried to discover the simplest

IIIones that illustrate the acquisition of knowledge. For Piaget,
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"... the central problem of development is to understand the

(processes of) formation, elaboration, organization and

functioning of these structures" (Piaget,1964, p. 9).

Piaget observed that the processes of these structures

fall into four main stages and substages which characterize

mental growth. The first stage, the sensorimotor, starts from

birth and continues until about two years of age. In this stage

the child grows to distinguish between himself and his

surroundings; he also develops the permanence of objects even

when they can no longer be seen. The second stage, the

preoperational, lasts until about the age of seven years. It is

characterized by the child's use of symbols, by language

development, and by growth in intuitive reasoning. In the third

stage, the concrete operational, which lasts until about age 11

or 12, the child learns to group using classification as well

as seriation. The child is capable also of classifying and

seriating sirultaneously. However, he is still limited to

thinking only about objects that exist and actions meat are

possible. The last stage, the formal operational, is

demonstrated by the child's capability to define concepts and

to reason logically, systematically, and symbolically. The

child can also perform operations on verbally stated

propositions rather than only directly on reality (oinsnurg and

Opper, 1969) .

The ages mentioned in the above paragraph are not in any

way fixed or universal; they are the approximate average ages

noted in Piaget's studies. What is fixed, however, is the order

2 9
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of succes5ion of the stciyes; a normal child develops through

every one of the stages in the order they are mentioned. The

age at which children reach a certain stage may vary, amongst

children, from a few months to a few years and the period one

remains in that stage depends on his degree of intelligence and

his social milieu (Piaget and Inhelder, 1969, pp. 152-153).

The transition from one stage to the next is not

interchangeable but integrative. "Each (stage) results from the

preceding one, integrating it as a subordinate structure, and

prepares for a subsequent one, into which it is sooner or later

integrated" (Piaget and Inhelder, 1969, 13 153). The

sensorimotor perception, for example, does not cease ln the

following stages but it continues to function in developed

thought and it becomes integrated in its structures (Piaget,

1973, p. 122).

Piaget (Piaget and Inhelder, 1969, pp. 154-155) recognizes

four factors that are responsiole for the development from one

stage to the next: maturation, experience, social transmission

and most importantly, "equilibration". Maturation consists of

organic growth, especially of the nervous system which piovides

possibilities for development if minimal experience is

available. The second factor, experience, can be physical or

logical-mathematical. The physical experience cousists of

knowledge acquired by abstracting the physical properties of

objects while the logical-mathemati-:al results by abstracting

actions performed on the physical objects rather than the

physical objects themselves. An example of a logical-

30
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mathkmatical experience, often given by Piaget, cenceins a

child who was playing with pebbles. He put his pebbles in a row

and counted ten, then he counted in the cther direction and

also got ten. Next, he put the pebbles in a circle and still

counted ten. The child, thus, discovered that his pebbles add

up to ten regardless of their configuration (Piaget, 1964, p.

12, Piaget, 1970, pp. 16-17). Piaget labels this experience as

logical-mathematical, which is obviously independent of and

superior to the physical experience of the pebbles themselves.

The third factor, social transmission and interaction, is

illustrated by the verbal instructions acquired by the cnild in

the process of development and formal education (Pulaski, 1971,

pp. 9-11).

The three factors described above are considered by Piaget

to be necessary but not sufficient for mental development. The

most important factor for development is "equilibration" which

consists of "a series of active compensations on the part of

the subject in response to external disturbances and adjustment

(Piaget and Inhelder, 1969, p. 157)." The term " equilibrium",

in intellectual connotation, refers to an active state of an

open system of structures which interacts with the environment

and modifies itself accordingly (Ginsburg and Opper, 1969, p.

172). Piaget (1975, r. 170) and similarly Festinger (1957),

explain that the human being strives toward equilibrium and

harmony amongst his knowledge, opinions, attitudes and

behaviour. Piaget claims, however, that this equilibrium is

411 never attained but is continuously irproved (1975, p. 23)
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through the curiosity of exploring and the construction of new

information (1975, p. 170). Thus, "a cognitive system which has

attained a high degree of equilibrium is not at rest. It

interacts with the environment in terms of its structures

[assimilation] and it can modify itself in line with

environmental demands [accommodation)" (Ginsburg and Opper,

1969, p. 172). Assimilation and accommodation are two

inseparable aspects of every act; on one hand the learner

filters the input of the environment into his own structures

and on the other hand he modifies his structures in order to

fit the pressure of reality (Piaget and Inhelder, 1969, pp. 4
6)

The above description of the stages and factors

influencing development seem to warn educators that not only

does the child "think less efficiently than the adult, but he

thinks different/y" '(Ginsburg and Opper, 1969, p. 8) depending

upon his mental structures and capabilities. in fact, Piaget

postulated that the capabilities of understanding mathematical

concepts depends upon the attainment of specific "conservation"

attributes (Piaget, 1941, p. 4). Conservation of an attribute

refers to the realization that this attribute remains invariant

under changes of other irrelevant attributes. Piaget has made a

considerable effort to deterline the approximate ages at which

various conservation tasks are achieved and the means by which

the mind constructs the notions of these tasks. He has not been

nearly as successful in the latter as in the former. His

111
findings have revealed that cLiliren in the preoperational
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stage rely heavily on their immediate perception in ac4uiring

knowledge about th.Ar surroundings. He further reported that,

on the average, his subjects conserved number at about aye six,

length at seven, substance at eight, weight at nine and volume

at eleven (Piaget and Inhelder, 1969, p. 99).

Piaget is not saying, however, that the intellectual

capabilities of the child develop on their own regardless of

the stimuli of the surroundings. Me is only saying that ene can

not increase the understanding of the child by just telling

him; understanding necessitates conditions in which the child

experiments, manipulates, and interprets (Duckworth, 1964-a, p.

2). Piaget holds, on the other hand, that the child's

interpretation and response depend on his readiness level and

his mental structures. Piaget, consequently, does not encourage

acceleration of learning and he charges Americans of

unprofitably doing so;

Tell an American that a child develops a certain way of
thinking at seven, and he immediately sets about to try to
develop those same ways of thinking at six or even five
years of agP ... . Most of the research ... hasn't worked
because experimenters have not paid attention to the
equilibrium theory ... . Learning a fact by reinforcement
does not in and of itself result in mental adaptation.
(Piaget, 1967, p. 343)

Piaget's Studies of Volume

Piaget, Inhelder, and Szeminsxa (1960) studied rather

thoroughly the subject of conservation and measurement of

volume. They showed children a sol...: .:onpartitioned culloid of

base 3 cm x 3 cm and height 4 cm and they told them that the

33
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block wan a condemned house built on an island. They further

asked the children to use centimetre cubes in order to build

possible houses that have the same space; the new houses were

to be built on islands of 2 cm x 2 cm, 2 cr. x 3 cm, 1 cm x 1

cm, or 3 cm x 4 cm (pp. 355-357).

Piaget et al. (1960) also used an auxiliary method. They

showed children several rectangular parallelepipeds and asked

them to compare pairs of them: "are these two as big as one

another? Is there as much wood in each of them?" (p. 357) . An

alternative for this method vas to give children a certain

cuboid and ask them to find, out of a dozen cuboids, another

that had the same size or room (p. 357).

The pzeliminary two methods described atove were followed

by further questioning. The experimenters used the cubes of a

partitioned rectangular parallelepiped to Lund another of

different base while the subject watched. Then the subject was

asked: (a) whether the new and old houses had the same rccm or

which had more, (b) whether one can use the same cubes in the

present house in order to build q new one that had as much

space as the old one and looked exactly like it. The

experimenters tried continuously to discover if the child

relied totally on the conservation of the number of cubes or if

he considered the total volume and conserved it (pp. 357-358).

The experimenters always checked their results by using a

water displacement technique. They built a metal cuboid of 3 cm

x 3 cm x 4 cm in the bottom of a container while the child

IIIlocked and obgeLved the rise in the water level. They then

34
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asked the child if he thoulht the level of the water would

change if the arrangement of the cubes was modified to 2 cm x 1

cm x 18 cm or to 2 cm x 2 cm x 9 cm.

Piaget et al. noted in their experiments three levels of

understanding the volume concept (1960, pp. 358-385). These

levels are briefly described below:

Level 1 (age 8 or 9): Children conserved interior volume

i.e., the quantity of matter contained inside the boundary.

They also showed understanding of the logical (not

mathematical) relationships between dimensions, that is, when

asked to reconstruct a house on a smaller base they constructed

it taller than the original, though not tall enougm. The

children did not show conservation of volume in the sense of

space occupied or water displaced.

Level 2 (age 9 or 10) : Children of this level showe3

progress over tho'se of the previous one. They started to

measure correctly by using the unit-cubes and expressing

measures in metrical relationships such as "twice as much" and

"nearly three times as high." They could also copy volume

correctly but they could not meaningfully calculate it by

multiplying the length, width and height. In fact, when asked

about the volume or the space c_cupied by an object they

equated the vollime with the number of cubes necessary to

surround the object. They still did not ccnserve volume in

terms of space occupied or 'rater displaced even thouin they

recognizei that the rearranlorent of the unit-cubes ii.d not

alter the interior volume.

35
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Level _3 (ae 12 and above) ; Children of this level

established a relationship between the area of the base and the
.

volume. They discovered volume in terms of the product of

length, width, and height; and that two volumes were equal if

the product of their respective linear dimensions were equal.

Children of this stage also conserved volume with respect to

the surrounding space as in the water displacemett.

The experiments and interpretations of Pitget et'

al. (1960) seem to say that the conservation of volume is well

developed when the child acquires its three meanings i.e.. (1)

conservation of interior volume, (2) conservation of occupiei

space and (3) conservation of complementary volume or water

displaced. Piaget et al. (1960) concluded that the complete

notion of volume conservation and measurement involves

multiplication of three lengths and necessitates the formal

operational grasp of the continuity of space. "The

decomposition and redecomposition of a continuum are operations

which belong to the level of formal operations. This explains

why it is not until stage LI, that children understand now they

can arrive at an area or a volume simply by multiplying

boundary edges" (p. 400).
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Fetctions to Pia:otos Theory_aui Exketiments

The reactions of psychologists and educators, regarding

Piaget's methods of testing and his conclusions, have varied

from criticism to praise. Likewise the validation experiments

have shown inconsistent results.

Pinard and Laurendeau (19641 looked for the existence of

Piaget's general stages of mental development in a population

of French-Canadians. They generally confirmed the existence of

Piaget's stages of mental development but they eliminated some

substages and added others. The data they collected from 700

children in Quebec revealed that French-Canadian students

attained the Pidgetian stages a year or two later than students

used by Piaget in Geneva.

Carpenter (1975-a) reported that his own study revealed

that in the case of first and second graders "measurement

concepts begin to appear in young children earlier than Piaget

et al. (1960) concluded" (pp. 3-13). In the same year however,

be (Carpenter, 1975-b) published contradictory results. He

declared that the results of the National Assessment and

Michigan State Assessment showed that "on the whole measurement

concepts develop somewhat later in average American students

than indicated by the measurement studies of Piaget, Inhelder

and Szeminska" (pp. 501-507).

Flavell (1963) reviewed Piaget's writing and questioned

his work. He criticised Piaget mainly on (1) the gap oeteeem

the facts described in the experimt-nts and the theory he

concluded and (2) the use of the qvalitative method and the
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role of the lingnage in the interpretation cf data.

Piaget responded to Flavell's criticisms. He explained

that his method of study is epistemological rather than

psychological and he admitted that his research is far from

complete. lie even encouraged psychologists and educators to

carry on further statistically sound studies under controllei

conditions (Piaget, 1963, p. ix).

Finally, most educators seem to approve the Piagetian

order of the stages of development, but they appear to be

divided regarding the degree of accelerating the development

and particularly the conservation tasks. any side with Piaget

in respecting the level guidelines and consider learning

experiences to be necessary but not sufficient for conservation

tasks. other educators challenge Piaget's level guidelines and

consider the conservation tasks to be abilities which are

acquired through a process of cumulative learning. Shulman

(1971) claimed that those who side with Piaget seem to

outnuntEer those who do not. However, the question of

accelerating the acquisition of conservation tasks and thus the

suitable ages for presenting various activities is by no means

resolved.
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7rainin3 Exriments

Educators have been challenged, for decades, oy the

developmental theory of Piaget to take a stand regarding issues

related to education; for example, the role of training in

conservation tasks. A number of researchers, consequently, have

seriously studied this subject and have drawn their own

conclusions, Many have claimed success in their conservation

training; others have reported failure. The following two

sections of this paper will summarize some of these training

studies in conservationtasks other than volume, and in volume.

Discussion of Training Experiments other than Volume

Piaget (1970, p. 13) set out "to explain now the

transition is made from a lower level of knowledge to a level

that is judged to be higher" using his equilibration theory.

Unfortunately, there has been little evidence validating this

theory. Me himself admitted (seminar, the Catholic University

of America) that the equilibration theory does not sufficiently

explain the transition between cognitive development stages

(Beilin, 1971, p. 80. Specifically, little seems to tie known

about the laws of transition from non-conservation to

conservation (Uohlwill and Lowe, 1962, p. 153). Training

experiments have been able to suggest and test various ways

thought to aid the cognitive development from non-conservation

to con nervation.

Even though the ultimate isurpose of this study is to

investigate the learning of a volume algorithm it seems
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necessary to review training .bxperim.pnts in areas other than

volume whenever they are relevant. The studies reviewed,

therefore, it elude training for conservation of substance,

weight, volume, and number. It is in number conservation

training that most researchers have occupied themselves and

many have claimed success.

Unfortunately, research stuiies have not been consistent

with regard to the effectiveness of conservation training. In

fact, Rothenberg and Orost (1969) reported that "far every

successful study there are others testing the same types of

training which report no significant transfer-to-training" (p.

70). This is not unusual in educational researL1, because of

differences in procedures and test conditions and Ledlause of

111
varied emphasis on subject responses. Mervelstein et al.

(1967) , for example, employed what appeared to be successful

procedures of substance conservation in four major studies

(Smedslund, 1961; Bmier, 1964, Beilin, 1965; Sigel, 1966).

Their results showed that n.)ne of the training Procedures could

induce sAntance cwisc:rvation. Nevertne less, studies have

raised important asi.ects of the process of acquisition of

conservation. The most imi.ortant of these aspects are adding-

subtracting, language and verbal explanation, screening,

extinction and reversibility. A summary of what research has

shown regarding each of tho5e aspects will be discussed

hereafter.

wohlvill (1959) as the fiist to study the effect of

111 "addition-sal-traction" treatlent on the acquisition of number
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conservation. The treatment consisted of playing a game of

matching a given set of objects with one of three pictures

representing six, seven or eight elements. The experimenter

changed the configuration of objects while adding or taking

away one element. wohlwill reported that this treatment was

successful in inducing number conservation but he asserted that

the subjects who benefited the most were those who were "on the

doorstep" of conservation. Later, Wohlwill and Lowe (14b2) and

Rothenberg and Oros: (1969) used similar "addition-subtraction"

training to that of Wohlwill and also reported success in

inducing number conservation.

As far as the effect of language is concerned, it does not

seem to be clear how this factor contributes to inteliectual

development. Language has been used mainly in verbally

instructing the subjects, their verbal description of the

changes in an attribute, or in demanding verbal explanatiens

for their responses. Sonstro2m (1966) advocated that "it is

when the chili is both saying and doing that he learns not to

believe tally what he is seeing" (p. 224) . geilin (19b5) also

reported success in conservation training when he verbally

explained to the children the law of conservation after each

unsuccessful response. Mermelstein et al. (1967), however*

replicated the above experiments and found contradictory

results. They observed that language training interfered with

rather than facilitated the substance conservation processes.

Moreover, the effect of most training procedures bez.'ame

!II insignificant when verbal explanation was demanded from the

4 1
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subjects who newly acquired conservation (Sonstroem, 1966:

Wohlwill and Lowe, 1962; Roll, 1970).

The effect of screening misleading cues is closely related

to the effect of language. Subjects who are led by misleading

aspects are pat in a situation where they resFond verbally to a

non-perceived action. Bruner (1966, pp. 183-207) used the

screening techniue in asking four- to seven-year-olds to

predict the level of the water to be poured frcm a container to

another and then watch the attained level. He claimed (p. 235)

that it is when both enactive and sy_bclic representations

agree that the ikonic yields and conservation is ac, ved. He

further claired success in inducing substance conservation with

his five- to seven-year-olds but not with the four-year-olds.

Bruner's approach has been under attack by other researchers

including Piaget himself. Piaget (1968) accused Bruner of

inducing a pseudoconservation and forcing the verbalization of

identity. He argued that conservation shows understanding of

identity and not vice versa. Moreover, Piaget advocated that

the mental structure precedes language development rather than

follows it. Experimentally, Strauss and Langer (1970) reported

rejection of Bruner's hypothesis that screening misleading cues

induces substance conservation.

The effect of extinction has also been a source of

conflict in the research literat4re. Extinction is measured by

the degree to which conservers resist aeliblrate confusion by

the researcher. Smedslund (1161) reported that trained

con.-iervers did not resist extinction as did natural conservers.
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Hall and Kingsley (1968) rejected Smedslund's claia that

natural conservers resist extinction more than trained ones do.

Hall and Kingsley replicated Smedslund's experiment and

reported that none of their 17 natural conservers resisted

extinction.

There seems to be a promising trend in inducing

conservation by reversibility training. Piaget (1968) explains

that reversibility has two forms, reversibility by inversion-

negation and reversibility by reciprocity. Inversion-negation

includes the mental operation of returning to the original

state while reciprocity consists of compensating variations in

related attributes. Wallach and Sprott (1964) employed what

seemed to be successful application of reversibility, via

inversion-negation, for number conservation. They used the

techni4ue of fitting dolls back into their beds after they have

been clustered or scattered. The experimenters did not provide

training for reversibility but gave those subjects who already

knew it in real life a chance to apply it in the number

conservation process. In a later study, Wallach, Wall and

Anderson (1967) checked Wallach aneSprott's (1964) results and

applied them to conservation of continuous liquid quantity.

They concluded that "reversibility as well as .not using

misleading perceptual cues would seem to be necessary for

conservation" (p. 441). Roll's (1970) findings, however,

confirmed those of Vallach and Sprott (1964) and wallach et

al. (1967). Roll (1970) asserted that inversion-negation

reversibility results in an increase of number conservation if
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no verLal explanation is required.

Discussion of Experiments Involvina_Volume Conservation tasks

Elkind (1961-a) replicated some of Piaget's conservation

experiments. His results agreed with Piaget's for mass and

weight but not for volume. The data he collected from a sample

of 175 elementary students in Newton, Massachusetts, revealed

that "the conservation of volume did not in most cases (75%)

appear before the age of 11" (p. 225). Carpenter (1975-b)

reported similar results from the data ccllected in the

National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) . Only 6% of

the 9-year-olis, 21% of the 13-year olds and 43% of tue 17-

year -olds gave correct answers to the volume of a pictured

solid which is partitioned into unit cubes.

Elkind (1961-b) extended his replication to junior and

senior high school students. The data of '$69 subjects from

Newton, Massachusetts, showed that 95% to 100% of high school

graduates attain conservation of mass and weight but only 68%

of them reach the conservation of volume. On the average,

houever, only 47% of the secondary students conserve volume.

Moreover, Elkind fond that, in all secondary grades, I.Q.

scores and age were positively correlated with volume

conservation and a significantly hig4er number of boys than

girls conserved volume. Nadel and Echoeppe (1973) replicated

Elkind's (1961-b) study on 29 eighth-grade females in

Levittown, New York. Their "results are strikingly parallel to

those obtained by Elkind for the s3 me mean age group" (p. 309).

1.14
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In volume, particularly, Nadel and Shoeppe found that only 29%

110 of their subjects, whose mean age vas 13 yours 5 montus, had

reached tne conception of volume conservation (p. 309).

Elkind (1962), finally, extended his testing to young

adults. He chose a sample of 240 college students from

Massachusetts whose ages varied between 17 and 37 years. His

results were consistent with his previous findings in that 92%

of those college students conserved mass and weight but only

58% conserved volume. Age as well as I.Q. scare were

positively correlated to volume conservation and significantly

more boys conserved volume than did girls in all age groups.

Towler and Wheatley (1971) replicated Elkinds (1962) last

study on 71 college students at Purdue University and they

confirmed Elkind's results.

Lovell and Ogilvie (1961) u3ed Piagetian methods to

question 191 British students in grades 6 to 9 abcut various

volume concepts. They found that Piaget (Piaget et al., 1960)

vas certainly correct when he asserted that a well developed

concept of volume can not be attained, on the average, before

age 11 or 12. In fact, "it appears that not until the fourth

year (aye 14) of the junior school do 50 per cent of pupils

realize that the amount of water displaced by a single cube is

independent of the size of the full container" (p. 124). On the

other hand, the researchers believed that proper school

training can speed up the acquisition of the volume concepts.

They even assumed that it is i.ossible to "learn" now to

110 calculate interior volume as well as occupied volume, before
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the concept of volume (in terms of water displacement) is

developed; and trusted that such activities may focus attention

on conservation of both interior and occupied volume. Lovell

(1971) suggested that even some seven and eight year olds can

learn how to use the algorithm HI/ =LxVx11" in order to

calculate the interior or occupied volume of a cubDid (p. 179).

Uz3iris (1964) tested Piaget.s findings cf the ordered

sequence of conservation of substance, weight, and volume with

respect to the variation of materials used in the experiments.

The data collected from 120 elementary students in Illinois

supported Piagets sequence and the average ages he found in

conservation of substance and weight but not of volume. Only

20% of Uzgirist sixth graders, who had a mean age of 12 dears 2

months, conserved volume. Bat-Baee (1971) also reported support

of the above sequence of Piagetian conservation tasks in the

data he collected from 181 pupils in Missouri. Bat-haee,

further stated that conservation performance was positively

related to r.2. score and age; it was independent of sex.

Graves (1972) investigated the effect of race and sex on

the degree of conservation of mass, weight, and volume. She

tested 120 adults; 30 of whom were white males, JU white

femall:-, 30 black males, and 30 black females. The subjects

were all enrolled in adult basic education classes and their

grade levels varied from one to eight. ;raves found tuat in

volume conservation tasks, whites scored significantly higher

than blacks and mals scored significantly higher than females.

IIIMoreover, 737 of all subject adults conserved mass, 671E weight
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but only 24; volumt.. Graves concluded that in the case of

volume, mauration alone can not explain development. "It may

be that educational or practical experiences in the sciences

and mathematics are necessary before an individual can attain

conservation ... of volume" (Graves, 1972, p. 223).

Price-Williams, Gordon and Raminez (1969) studied the role

of experience and particularly manipulation in various

conservation tasks. They administered Spanish versions of

Piagetian conservation experiments in number, liquid,

substance, weight, and volume. Their sample consisted of

total of 56 Mexican students whose ages varied between 6 and 9

years; half of the students lived in pottery-making families.

Those children who had experience in pottery-making scored

significantly higher in substance conservation tasks than the

other subjects. The same children scored higher out not

significantly higher than the rest of the subjects in all four

remaining conservation tasks. Price-Williams et al. concluded

that their study suggested "that the role of skills in

cognitive growth may be a very important factor" (p. 769).
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Summary and Inlications of Literature Reviewed

Age of Sublects

Within certain limits, age does not seem to affect the

process of conservation training. In number conservation, for

example, Rotnenberg and Orost (1969) succeeded with younger

children while Wohlwill and Low (1962) failed with older ones.

What appears to be important is the cognitive level of the

subject involved. Inhelder (cited in Modgil, 1974, pp. 125-126)

reported that in one of her experiments 12.5% of the

preoperational subjects progressed to an intermediate level

while 75% of the intermediate level subjects advanced to the

operational level. This particular finding can be seen across

many studies; Wohlwill (1959), Beilin (1965), Strauss and

Langer (1970) and others have noted that training is most

successful with children. who are "in possession of the proper

cognitive structure but have not yet reached equilibration"

(Kingsley and Hall, 1967). These subjects are said to be at a

transitional stage and standing "on the doorstep" of

conservation.

For volume, however, the reviewed studies indicate that

tIe expected percentage of conservers among 11 and 12 year olds

(grade 6 and 7) varies from 20% to 25% (Uzgiris, 1964; Elkind,

1961-a; Carpenter, 1975-b). This expected percentage of volume

conservers is particularly important to this study. The nature

of this study necessitates the inclusion of volume caaservers

!S
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in the sazple. ,trade 6 seems to be a reasonatle choice tor this

study because (1) it is just one grade higher than grade 5

wherein most textbook series introduce the velure algorithm for

a cuboid and (2) one can expect to find a sufficient numoer of

conservers for the study.

Nature of Volume Conservation Tests

The value given to the subjects' justification for their

responses while inferring tiieir developmental stages (i.e.,

conservation levels) seems to have caused a considerable

discussion in the literature. Some cf Piaget's main

collaborators, for example, have explaine6 that in Piagetian

experiments "special attention should be paid to the child's

IIIjustificatior of his answers (Inhelier and Sinclair, 1369,

p.5)." Others have criticized the eminance of language in

Piagetian type experiments and, specifically have disagreed

with Piaget's emphasis on the child's verbal explanation of his

actions and decision2 (Flavell, 1963). In order to eliminate

this procedural problem, some researchers have conducted

research in which they did not require justification for

students' responses, and in fact have attempted to avoid verbal.

instructions through pretraining procedures (Brain, 1959,

Bever, .iehler and Epstein, 1968, for exalple) . Calhoun (1971)

reported difficulty in al-sessing children's number conservation

using their verbal responses ani recommended the use of totally

nonvethal procedures for such assessmint.

IIIresearchers who favour justification seem to believe that
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without such justification type 1 error may be caused by

mistakenly inferring a higher developmental stage to subjects.

Subjects may respond correctly by concentrating on irrelevant

attributes (Smedslund, 1963 and 1969). For example, a child

might respond correctly by simply chosing the first (or last)

alternative or, in case of volume conservation testing, by

focusing on the substance or weight attribute. Research is

reported which has shown that more subjects are classified as

conservers when the justification criterion was net used than

when it was (Brainerd, 1973, p. 174). For example, Boll (1970)

reports that few of his trained number conservers showed verbal

awareness of conservation. Wohlwill and Lowe (1962) indicate

that using their nonverbal training procedures for number

conservation the increaze in conservation responses became

negligible when verbal justifications were demanded. Thus the

argument is that justificatiors of students* responses may

further reveal their developmental level and reduce type 1

error.

Researchers uho oppose the requirement of a verbal

explanation for inferring the subject's develomental level,

argue that type II errors may be made by using criteria which

are too stringent. The argu4tReitt of those researchers seems to

be Lased on the theory of Piaget himself. Flavell (1963j, for

example, obeerved that in the thPory of Piaget "language

behavior is tere treated as a dependent variable with cognition

as the independent variable (p. 271)." Frainerd (1973) also

explains that "Piaget has lon4 naihteined that ... cognitive
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1.

structures originate in yogi:, rather than laguag,:" and

further, considers adequate explanations sufficient out not

necessary conditions for inference of cognitive structures (p.

177). Brainerd holds that if one chooses to employ the

explanation criterion, then one unduly restricts the behavioral

domain to which the theoretical construct (structure) applies

(p. 177). Brainerd concludes that "from the standpoint of

Piaget's theory the judgement criterion risks only the usual

"extraneous" type I and type II errors but does not risk any

built in source of error as does the explanation criterion

(p.178).

Hobbs (1975) sided with Brainerd while discussing the

necessary and sufficient subject's behaviour for deteimining

developmental level and applied his conclusions to volume

conservation testing. He explained that even though in

Piagetian type testing a mistake is not taken at face value and

subjects are given repeated chances to give the correct

answers, the persistent subjectivity of the experimenter is

liable to cause incorrect inference of ccnservation levels

(Hobbs, 1975, p. 272).

Piaget's position, regarding the verbal justification of

the subject's action, does not seem to oppose Brainerd's (1973)

or Hobbs' (1975) position. Piaget (1963) explained teat the

nature of his epistemological studies necessitates interaction

with the subjects in order to "... unearth what is original ar.4.1

easily overlooked ... and to Lu:;e] methods, including verbal

ones, which are as free and flexible as possible." Furtharmore,
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he eecenraged elu::ators to coniuct studies under controlled

conditions (Piaget, 1963, p. ix). More recently, Piaget (1973)

explained that

In fact it is a very general psychological law that the
child can do something in action long before he really
becomes 'aware' of what is involved- 'awareness' occurs
long after the action. In other words, the subject
possesses far greater intellectual powers than he actually
consciously uses. (Piaget, 1973, p. 86)

Hobbs (1975) developed and used a displaced volume

conservation test based on judgement alone. In the first part

of the test subjects were shown experimentally that objects

occupy space in water and cause the water level to rise and

that the space occupied varies directly with the size of

objects. The second part of the test was designed to detect

those who persistently judged that weight, rather than size, is

directly related to the space occupied. The last part of the

test consisted of presenting balls of the same size and glasses

of water to the same level, immersing one of the balls in

water, transforeing each of the other balls in turn and

questioning the student about the anticipated vater level in

the other glass if the transformed ball vas irrersed in it. The

procedures used by Hobbs (1975) were particularly useful is the

development of the Volume Conservation Test used in this study.

The position of Piaget (1973) himself and the

interpretations of Flavell (1963) and Brainerd (1973) to

Piaget's theory are the basis for the justification of the

judgement-based Volume Cor5ervetion Test used in this study. In

the devolopme s annt of the Volume Zoe serve Test, further care

vas taken to tluce type I error caused by students'
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concenttation on irrelevint attriblies. For exempla, no

questions that allowed subjects' guessing were asked. Ln fact

the response format consisted of darkening one of five broken

lines to whichever the student thought the water rose. Further,

an effort was made to detect the students who concentrated on

weight rather than volume and classify those students as

nonconservers of volume. The criteria used in developing the

items of the Volume Conservation Test used in this stud] were

based on Piagct's testing procedures of volume conservation

(Piaget et al., 1960, Piaget and Inhelder, 166e). The variety

of transformations to plasticine balls, the preparation of

subjects for the test and detecting the conservers of weight

but not volume were adaptations of Hobbs' (1975) proceaares in

his volume conservation testing. The protocol of the Volume

Conservation Test used in this study is presented in letail in

Chapter III.

Choice of Treatments

The concept underlying treatment procedures is d very

important issue because this study is designed to .snow the

relationship between training on the usage of the volume

algorithm "V = L x V x H" and volume conservation. k concern

has been expressed about the necessary maltiplication abilities

involved in the calculation of the volume of a caboid (Spitler,

1977). It is conjec*.ured that when students are proficient in

varying factors of a fixed ;,reduct they can rapidly predict,

detervine and co3pare volumes or dimensions of cuboids. For
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example, it is probable that students with such proficiency

would successfully solve Piaget's island frcblem in which

subjects are to predict the height of a replacement for a

condemned building to be built on a base different from the

original. In other words in this treatment factor manipulation

is consiierei to be the key for volume calculatIon and

conservation. This conjecture provides the basis far the

multiplication treatment of the study. An outline is given in

Chapter III and details are provided in Appendix A.

The conjecture mentioned above may be justified within the

context of the cognitive theory of Piaget. Inhelder and Piaget

(1958) asserted that conservation presumes reversibility by

inversion-negation or Iy reciprocity. Reciprocity "... is

IIIanalogous to compensating changes in one affirmation by egual

and opposite changes in a related affirmation" (Brainerd, 1970.

p. 227). The procllre proposed in the previcus paragraph is

intended to train students in compensating one or more factors

in multiplication with respect to variations in other factors.

In fact the effectiveness of reversibility via inversion-

negation seems the most promising of training procedures.

Piaget cautioned, however, against inappropriate yeneraLzation

across various conservations. He explained that the firsc-order

conservation (number, length, substance, weight, and area) are

an inlex of concrete operational level and that secatd-order

conservations (volume, density, momentum, and rectilinear

motion) are as iii:lex of for.431 operational level. He added that

the filst-order :oaservations rJguire only successive
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application of the two aspects of reversibility (inversion-

negation and compensation) , while the second-order ones

necessitate simultaneous application of both aspects (Inhelder

and Piaget, 1958, p. 320). Inhelder (cited in Green, Ford and

Flamer, 1971) also objected to the separation of various

aspects of reversibility. She held that emphasizing one aspect

of reversibility, at the expense of the other, could narm the

subjects' learning.

Piaget further maintains that proficiency in number

manipulation does not lead to understanding of volume if

conservation is not achieved. He holds that "it is one thing to

multiply two numbers together and quite another to multiply two

lengths or three lengths and un3erstand that their product is

an area or a volume. The latter involves the continuity of

space ..." (Piaget, et al., 1950, p. 408). There seems to be a

possibility that the multiplication treatment would lead to a

limited and temi.orary learning of the volume algorithm and of

conservation. Piaget would 3xamino the effectiveness of such

learning with respect to three criteria: retention,

generalization, and cognitive level of subjects before such

training (Piaget, 1964, pp. 17-18). The results of this study

are exported to reveal the effect of multiplication skills in

the learning of the volule algorithm.
/

The other Lxperimpntal treatment, labeled volume

treatment, was de signed to teach the volu=e algoritnm for a

cuboid "V =bxWxil" using an approach that ri,,sembles those

of txhool pLograms ol;cid in north America and particularly in
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British C\Aumbia. Such rerzemblance was necessary in order to

apply the results of the study to school progrdms. On the other

hand, this treatment was considered an improvement over school

approaches because it was more comprehensive and required more

students' active involvement, for example in building with

cubes, than is normal in the elementary school classroom.

Furthermore, the sequential progress of activities used in this

treatment, comparison, ordering, counting of cubes, algorithm,

as consistent with other models for the teaching of volume in

particular (Elliot et al., Teacher's guidebook, 1974, v. 4,

p. 4) and of measurement in general (Tbyer and Naggs, 1971) .

Preliminary activities of this treatment involved

macroscopi,:al direct comparison and direct ordering of closei

5 boxes (cuboids) with respect to their volume as well as

building with unit cubes models of polyhedrals seine of whose

units may not be visible, counting the number of cubes and

stating the volumefs) (Eicholz et al., 1974, v. 5, e. 276;

Dilley et al., 1974, v. 6, p. 110; Elliot et al., 1974, v. 4,

p. 145). Later, students used nonstandard then standard unit

blocks to build similar cuboids to the ones given, counted the

number of flocks and inlirrctly compared then ordered those

cuboids.

The volume algorithm "V =LxWx11" was introduced as a

simplification (Cicholz et al., 1974, v. 5, p. 276) of cJanting

cubes i.e., len4th X width yielded the number of cubes in one

layer and len4th X width X height pile the total number of

111 cubes piney et al., 1974, v. 5, p. 134; "'allot et al., 1974,
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v. 4, p. 143). This treatment ended by applying the volume

algorithm to various cases. For example, the algorithm was

applied to attachments of cuboids (Dilley et al., 1974, v. 6,

p. 111), to partially covered cuboids (Eicholz et al., 1974,

v. 6, p. 272) and to proposed dimensional transformations

(Eicholz et al., 1974, v. 6, p. 273). An outline of the main

activities of tnis treatment is given in Chapter III and

detailed lesson plans are provided in Appendix A.

Conclusion

There seems to be a growing belief among educators that

iLtellectual development, at least for transitional subjects,

can be accelerated with proper training. Flavell and Hill

(1969) summarized:

The early Piagetian training studies had negative
outcomes, but the picture is now changing. If our reading
of recent trends is correct, few on either side of the
Atlantic would now maintain that one cannot by any
pedagogic means measurably spur, solidify, or otherwise
further the child's concrete-operational progress. (p. 19)

Even those who are in accord with the Piagetian theory

hold that learning can accelerate development but they maintain

that it does not initiate it (Smedslund, 1961; Halford and

Fullerston, 1970). Piaget himself considers education to be a

tool for stage acceleration:

But it remains to be decided to what extent it [educationj
is beneficial... Consequently, it is highly probable that
there is an optimum rate of development, to exceed or fall
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behind which would be Equally harmful. But we do not know
its laws, and on this point as well it will be up to
future research to enlighten us. (Piaget, 1972, quoted by
bodgil, 1974, pp. 126-127)
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CHAPTER III

PROCEDURES

This chapter includes discussion and description of four

major considerations: the choice of subjects, description of

the treatments, the preparation of tests and the way the tests

and treatments were conducted.

Subjects

The stuiy was conducted on sixth grade students in a

suburban school district of the lower mainland of British

Columbia. These subjects followed a matheratics program typical

of those used in north America. In 1971, the aiinual average

family income in that district was $11 033 while the average

family income in the Vancouvet metropolitan area was $10 664

(Statistics Canada, 1974). These subjects were of ajas and

socioeconomic status similar to thosa of most suburban grade 6

students in North America. The sample chosen, therefore,

appeared to he repref;e2ht1tive of tLe population of suburban

grade 6 students in Korth Amorica.

The :;ubjacts consisted of 171 stdents cf seven jrade 6

classes in three schoolo. Each of two schools had two full
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classes of oracle 6, while the third school had one full class

of grade 6, one class of grade 5 and grade 6 combined, And one

class of grade 7 and grade 6 combined. Subjects who missed any

test or treatment day were eliminated from the study. The final

sample was 105 students.

Description of the Treatments

The study incladed two experimental groups and one control

group. The two experimental groups underwent two different

treatments which were both aimed at arriving at the volume

algorithm of a cuboid i.e.,V=LxiixH. The treatment of the

control group consisted of learning various numeration sistems.

The three treatments were believed to be of about the same

level of difficulty and required about the same amount of time.

Each of the three treatments is described in detail below.

Volume Treatment

The aim of this treatment was to teach the volume

algorithm fora cuboid "V =Lxiixii" using a guided discovery

method based on approaches of present schocl programs. in such

piograms volume lessons include activities for finding or

computing the volam,i of cuboids by counting cubes or by using

the algorithm, "V =LxWxH."

The main concepts and activities of this treatment are

outlined below. Complete and detailed lesson Flans are provided

in Appendix A.
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1. Diioct compari.ion of Jbjects.

2. Direct ordering of objects.

3. Indirect comparison of closed boxes.

4. Standard units: m3, dm3 and cm3.

5. Indirect ordering of closed boxes.

6. Volume of polyhedral models built from unit tunes.

7. volume of partitioned and non-partitioned cuboids.

8. Algorithm for the volume of a cuboid "V =LXWXii."

9. Application of the volume algorithm to cuboids and
diagrams of cuboids.

10. Application of the volume algorithm to the following
cases:

a. Word description of cuboids.
b. Cuboids touching site by side.
c. Diagrams of cuboids with some unit cubes attached

or removed.
d. Attachments of half cubes to cuboids.
e. Diagrams of partially covered cuboids.

11. Application of the volume algorithm to cuboids with
proposed dimensional transformations.

Multiplication Treatment

This treatment, like the volume treatment, was aimed at

teaching the volume algorithm of a cuboid "V =LxVxd". The

emphasis here was on developing the skills of varying two and

three factors provided that their product remained fixed. For

example, given that 24 = 2 X 3 X 4, the students were trained

in completing statements such as 24 = 6 X [ ] X [ ]. This task

was followod by a irief discussion of the volume of a cuboid

"V =1.xWxii". The (!etails of this treatment are provided in

Appendix A: a brief outline is given below.

61
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1. newicw of the commutative and associative principles.

2. Prescribing the range for the missing factor in an
inequality involving tua factors at each cf its sides.

3. Prescribing the range for the missing factor in an
inequality involving three factors at each of its sides.

4. Effect on the product of two factors when these
factors are changed additively or multiplicatively. (Note:
"additively" and "multiplicatively" will subsume decrease
as well as increase.)

5. Effect on the product of three factors when these
factors are changed additively or multiplicatively. (Note:
" additively" and "multiplicatively" will subsume decrease
as well as increase.)

6. Effect on one of two factors when the other factor is
changed and the product is fixed

7. Effect on two (or one) of the three factors when one
(or two) of these factors is (are) changed and the product
is fixed.

8. Clarification of the concept of volume.

9. Algorithm for the volume of a cuboid "V =1.XN7CH."

10. Application 3f the volume algorithm to partitioned,
partially partitioned and partially covered cuboids.

11. Application of the volume algorithm to cuboids with
proposed dimensional transformations.

Control Treatment

This treatment was given to the control group for the

purpose of controlling for any "Hawthorne", maturation, history

and sensitization effe-cts. The treatment consisted of an

instructional unit on numeration systems and was believed to be

of about tLe 3ame level of difficulty as the treatment offered

to the two expriak.ntal giops. The following is a general

outline for this treatment (detailed lesson plans may he found
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1. Review of Base 10 place value concepts

2. Bundling in fives and expressing numbers in Base 5

3. Counting in Base 5

4. Converting numerals from Base 10 to Base 5

5. Bundling in sixes and expressing numbers in Base 6

6. Counting in Base 6

7. Converting numerals from Base 10 LO Base 6

8. Converting numerals from Base 5 to Base 10

9. Addition in Base 5 with anid without renaming

10. Subtraction in Base 5 with and without renaming

IIIDescription of Tests

49

Three different tests were administered as pretests,

posttests and retention tests. The )retests consisted of the

Volume Achievement Test, the Volume Conservation Test and a

portion of the Stanford Achievement Test (SAT) . The posttests

and the retention tests consisted of the Volume Achievement

Test, the Volume Conservation Test and the Multiplication

Achievement Test. The Volume Conservation Test, the Volume

Achievement Test and the Multiplication Achievement Test were

piloted using a fifth grade class, a sixth grade class and a

seventh grade cla;s. The pilot results ware used to revise the

classification scheme of conservation levels, to confirm the

suitability of the grade level (sixth) chonen for the aajor

study and to iaprove the testing instrurentn. Eacii of the
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revised tests will be described in turn and copies of tc tests

except the Volume Conservation Test are included in Appendix E.

The Volume Conservation Test is .completely describes below and

the answer sheets are given in Appendix E.

The Volume Conservation Test was based on procedures uses

by Piaget (1960), Piaget and Inholder (1963) and. Hobbs (1975)

in their detection tests for volume conservation levels. In

this test the experimenter explained the procedures and

demonstrated the tasks to the class as a group. During this

test an effort was made to keep minimal the interaction among

students, and between students and the experimenter. Each

student responded on a separate answer sheet by darkening a

line to show the judgement. Terms such as "mcre" or "less" were

avoided as much as possible. The first part (pages 2 and 3, see

Appendix F) of the test was intended to give the students

familiarity with the test procedures. The second part (pages 4-

0 was used to identify those subjects that associate volume

with weight. The third part (pages T-11) was designed to

classify the subjects in one of the three categories,

nonconzervation, partial conservation and conservation. In the

last part (pages 11 and 12) the students were asked to give

reasons for their judgement; this provided validity information

for the classification in the third part of the test. The

following is a description of the conservation test.

1. The experimenter displayed, side by side, three
identical test tubes partially filled to the same level
with coloured water. The levels were marked around the
tubes. The exp4mimi-rater told the grout that the levels
were the same. The experimenter then displayed two
identical balls and a larger ball of plasticise close to
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the tubes. He told the .group that two of the balls were
the same and the third was larger. He asked a student to
come forward and confirm that the water levels in the
tubes were the same, that two of the halls were the same
and that the third was larger. If the student disagreed,
the experimenter asked him to adjust the amount of eater
or plasticine by adding or deleting. each student was
given a pencil and an answer booklet which consisted of 12
different coloured answer sheets.

2. The experimenter asked, "what will happen if I put this
ball (right) into this tube (right)? Where will the water
level be?" The experimenter put the ball in one of the
tubes, the water rose and students were instructed to turn
to page 2 and observe the drawn result. This question vas
suggestive by nature and was intended to familiarize
students vith the questioning and answering process.

3. The experimenter asked, "What vill happen if I put this
other ball (middle) into this tube (middle)? Where will
the water level be after I put the ball in? Darken the
line nearest to where the water level will be after I put
the ball in." The subjects darkened a line shoving their
judgement and turned to page 3. Then the experimenter put
the hall in the tube and pointed out the level to the
students.

4. Step 3 was repeated using the third tube and the larger
plasticine ball than the ones in the first two tubes;
students used page 3 for their responses.

5. All tubes and balls were removed. The experimenter
displayed two new tubes partially filled with tae same
amount of water, a plasticine ball, and a steel ball of
the same size as the plasticine ball. The experimenter
pointed out that the palls were of the same size. A

different student was called on for verification. The
student was also asked to compare the weight of the steel
ball and the plasticine ball using a double-pan ealdnce
scale. The experimenter put the plasticine ball in one of
the tubes, the water rose. Similar questions to the ones
in section 3 above were asked using the steel ball.
Students responded on page 4, then the experimenter put
the steel ball in the tube.

(. Step 5 was repeated using a steel ball which was
smaller but heavier than a ball of plasticine. Students
responded on page 5, turned to page 6 and the experimenter
put the steel ball in the tube.

7. All tubes and halls were remove'. Two new test tubes
partially filled with water were displayed. The
(xperimf-nter presented two cubes; one made of glasJ, the
other of alueinum. Bata cubes had the same size but one
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was heavier than the other. A student came foLweed Ind
confirmed the facts. The experimenter put the glass cube
in one of the tnbcs and the water rose to a certain level.
The experimenter said, "From now on I will net stioo you
the answers. If I put the aluminum cube into this ether
tube, where will the water level be? Darken the line
nearest to where the water level will be." Student.; were
instructed to respond and then turn to page 7. The
experimenter did not put the aluminum cube in the tribe.

Subjects who failed two of the questions on pages 4, 5 and

6 demonstrated evidence of as volume with weight.

These subjects were classified as nonconservers of volume. The

eecond part of the test immediately followed.

8. The experimenter presented two test tubes, and five
plasticine balls of the same size. He put one of tne balls
in one of the tubes and the water rose. He then rolled one
of the balls into a sausage shape in front of the group.
The experimenter then said, "If I put the sausage into
this other tube, where will the water level be? Darken the
line nearest to where the water level will be," The
children responded on page 7, turned to page 8 but the
experimenter did not put the sausage in the tube.

9. Step 8 was repeated by transforming cne of tne balls
into nine or ten small pieces, one of the balls 'lto a

small piece and a large piece, and finally the last ball
into three similar but flattened pieces. In each of the
above mentioned transformations the students used a

separate answer sheet (pages 8,9,10) to darken a line
indicating their judgement.

10. All tubes and balls were removed. Two beavers with the
same amount of water and two plasticise balls of the same
size were presented. A student came forward and confirmed
these facts. The experimenter put one of the balls into
one of the beakers. He transformed the other ball into a

"pancake" shape in front of the group. He then said, "If I
put the 'pancake' into this other beaker, where will the
water level be? Darken the line nearest to where the water
level will he." The children responded (page 11). The
experimenter did not put the 'pancake' in the beaker but
he sail, If you indicated that the level of the water
will be higher 'Joan the level in the other beaker, explain
why it will be hiener. If you indicated that tun level
will be lover, explain why it will be so. And if you
Lndicated that the water level will be the same as the
other heater, explain why it will be the same." The
students rerponled and turned to page 12.

66
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11. Tbc beaker containing the ball was repla,:eo by an
identical beaker with water at the same level. Step 10 was
repeated using two identical boxes made of marble. The
experimenter put the first box and its detached top
simuItaneously into one of the beakers. They sank. ad then
placed the top of the other box on the box and said, "If I
seal the top to the box, put the box in the other beaker
and it sinks, where will the water level be? Darren the
line nearest to where the water level will be." The
experimenter asied for reasons as in step 10.

Success in the above test was measured by scoring tue five

responses on sheets 7 through 11. Each item has considered

correct if the correct line was darkened. Students who

succeeded in all 5 responses were classified as conservers.

Those hho succeeded in one or none here classified as

nonconsrvers. The rest of the students were classified as

partial conservers.

The somments written by the students on pages 11 and 12

were only uted to reveal the degree of consistency between the

students' jadgement and reisoning. However, due to difficulties

in interpreting verbal communications these comments were not

considered in the conservation classification. Furthermore, the

question on page 12 concerning the two marble boxes was not a

part of the conservation classification scheme. This bastion

involved twi unequal quantities and was not consistent with the

Piagetian questioning protocol. It was included Lecsuse it was

helievel that students are able more easily tc give reasons for

isequality thin for equality.

The piL!,ose of the Mathematics Ar;ievement Test was to

i(veal any possible correlation hethen velure achievement

eor.-s anl vneral natheatics achik.v4ment. The arithmetic

compatation section of the Stinford kchicvesent Test wis used
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(Maidt.n ct al., 1',73). Two r.limbility coefficients, the slit

half esti.;ate and the coefficient based on Kuder-hicnardson

formula, are stated in the manual to be 0.90 with a standard

error of 2.9. This Ma'zhematics Achievement Test CORt4i4S 45

multiple choice items and was administered, as recommended, in

a taximum of 35 minutes. The score of each subject on this test

was determined by the number of correct responses.

he items of the Volume_Achievement_Test are variations of

questions found in the three textbook series, Heath Elementarx

Mathematics, Trivestilatin2_School_lathematics, and Project

Mathemabims. The test was composed of 27 questions for each of

which the stint was given a drawing of a cuboid, or an

attachment of cuboids, and asked to find the volume.

411
Measurements of dimensions were given in the form of number

without units. Scores on this test were also determined by the

number of correct responses.

The Multimlication Achievement Test consisted of 11

multiple choice iter.s and 9 short answer items. In some mf the

items stulents w,re given ansortions of the formaXbacX d,

alCb>c)Cd, aXbXc=c1XeY.f, aY.b)(c>d1LeX f,

wbert ,ne of the factors was not jivcn and were asked to

predict this minning factor. In ether its students were asked

to ptelict chant's, :luch as in,:rcase, cb.crease cr dolblinj, in

irotIucts wh4.n factors chkng=.1 additively or multiplicatively.

Stubn_41 n.:or.!s vete ,loternin.12 by the mutter of their correct
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Three male instructors who were all certified teachers

were used to carry out the three treatments. The choice of the

same sex instructors was made in order to exclude the teacher

sex variable. The instructors were randomized in suca a way

that each of them taught all treatments. The investigator dig

not teach any of the treatments. He trained the instructors

before the treatments and provided printed guides and materials

for daily instruction. lie also met with the instructors as a

group every morning and afternoon Miring the treatment period

411
in order to review lessons, handle problems and insure

uniformity of instruction. The instructors cnly carried out the

4-day treatments; they did not administer any of the tests.

The investigator administered the pretest, posttest and

retention test of volume conservation. Two female teachers

assisted in administering the Mathematics Achievement pretest

and the Volume Achievement Pretest, posttest and retention

test.

Schedule of Instruction and Testini

In the bejinning of the experiment the students were told

that the reason for including them in the study was to learn

more about the vay grade 6 Atudents learn mathematics. They

110
were also inforred that the outcome of the study would not

et )
35 .fr
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affect tbeir ura1,1,3 at school tier would it serve for inlividual

diagnosis or evaluation. The classroom teachers were reluested

not to teach any mathematics during the period of treatment nor

to discuss the treatment topics with their students.

The experiment began by giving the pretests: mathematics

achievement, volume achievement and volume ccnservation. The

Volume Conservation Test was used to classify students as

conservers, partial conservers and nonconservers. The names of

the subjects of all classes at each school were listed

initially according to conservation level. Then the names of

pupils within each conservation group were randomized across

the three treatments. Boys and 'girls were randomized separately

in order to balance for sex. This procedure determined the

subjects of each treatment at ede-h of the schools. Three school

days at the beginning of the experinent were reserved for the

pretests and randomization.

The treatments began after the three pretesting lays and

lasted for four consecutive school lays. At each school the

students of loth classes were taught in tFe three predetermined

groups for the sine class period. On each of the faer days

instruc.ors roved to all tLzee schools in such a way thaz they

gave at each 4e:hool one class period of instruction before

recess, one after recess and one in the afterncon.

Two days after the tLoitrents the Vol eme Conseivation

Teat, the Volnme Achievement Test and the Multiplication

Achi(velent 'feet wore aleinistered. Throe consecutive school

ddys were r4::,;(frvA for tLe5e i.osttests. The Lt.tontion tests of

7'0
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volume con.;ervation, volume achievereat and multiplica tion

achievemc.nt were given seven deeks after the posttests. During

these seven weeks the classroom teachers resumed regular

classroom instruction in mathematics.

Desiln_of_the Study

The basic concern of this study necessitated considering

two rain factors. One factor was made up of the three levels of

volume conservation, while the other was composed of the three

treatments. There were also tour dependent variables, the

Volume Achievement Posttest, the Volume Achievement Retention

Test, the multiplicatiln Achievement Posttest and the

Multiplication Achie4e2ent :retention Test. Scores on the Volume

Achievement Pretest aria Mathmatics Achievement Pretest (SAT)

were use?. as c)variates. A .-"chematic representation of the

design is given in able 3.1.

To bl,a 3.1
:;.,Ip-r inental Design

Conservation levels Fiultiplication Volume
and treatments

Nonconservers

Control

Partial conservers

Conservers

A Pref-f.st-ilosttest Control 3raup design which appears in

IIICampell and Stanley (1963, p. 13) was used with blacking on

,
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the conservation factor. Schematically the design is as

follows:

Randomized G1 Pretest Treatment 1 Posttest Retention Test

assignment G2 Pretest Treatment 2 Posttest Retention Test

to groups G3 Pretest Treatment 3 Posttest Retention Test

Hypotheses

While searching for answers to the aims of the stidy

certain statistical hypotheses in null form were tested. Some

of the hypotheses listed below were deduced from the design

descrited above while the others were based on the aims of the

stuly.

H 1. There are no significant differences in volume

achievedQnt scores, on the posttest and retention test,

among conservation groups.

H 2. There are no significant differences in volume

achievement scores, on the posttest and retention test,

among treatment groups.

H 3. There are no significant interactions in volume

aohieveiment :,cores, on the posttest and retention test,

b(.tween conservation and treatment.
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H V. There are no siejnificant differences in

multiplication achievement scores, on the posttest and

retention test, among treatment groups.

H 5. The transition from a lower level of conservation on

the pretest to a higher level of conservation, on the

posttest and retention test, is independent of volume

achievement scores on the posttest and retention test

respectively.

H 6. The transition from a lower level of conservation on

the pretest to a higher level of conservation, on the

posttest and retention test, is independent of treatments.

H 7. The transition from a higher level of conservation on

the pretest to a lower level of conservation, on the

posttest and retention test, is independent of volume

achievement scores on the posttest and retention test

respectively.

H 8. The transition from a higher level of conservation on

the ptetest to a lower level of conservation, on the

posttest and retention test, is independent of treatments.

H 9. The volume echievement scores, on the posttest and

retention test, are not related to mathematics achievement

SCOVQ8.
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H10. The initial level of conservation is indepenlent of

mathematics achievement scores.

H11. The in level of conservation is not related to

sex.

H12. The volume achievement scores on the posttest are not

related to sex.

Statistical Analises

In order to test hypotheses 1-4, each dependent variable

posttest score and retention test score, was analyzed

separately by using a 3 X 3 fully crossed two-way analysis of

covariance. The analysis was carried out using the computer

program EMDP2V. In the cases where significant differences were

found across treatments and conservation levels, Scheffe post

hoc comparisons were made to determine which groups differed

significantly.

Hypotheses 5 and 7 dealt with two variables, one of which

involved a forced dichotomy while the other was measured on an

interval scale. A biserial correlation coefficient as

recommnded by glass and Stanley (1973, p. 168) was used for

testing these hypotheses. Hypotheses 6 and 8 were tested using

fregueny tables and the Chi Square statistic. However, since

the number of transitional Cd:.ic!G amonj the three conservation

levels was exppcted to be small it was not afpropriate to use
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the number of transitional cases between each pair of levtlls.

Instead transitions were classified as "change" vs "no change"

for each treatment in order to allow for Yates' correction for

continuity to be applied (Glass and Stanley, 1970, p. 332).

Hypothesis 11 dealt with a nominal variable and an ordinal

variable. The 1;i1coxon two-sample test using tied scores as

recommended by Marascuilo and McSweeny was used for testing of

this hypothesis (1977, p. 267). Hypothesis 9 dealt two

variables on interval scales and the recommended analysis is

the usage of Pearson's product-moment correlation coefficient

(Glass and Stanley, 1970, pp. 109-113). Hypothesis 10 included

variables on ordinal and interval scales. This hypothesis was

tested using Kendall's Tau correlation coefficient (Glass and

Stanley, 1970, pp. 176-178). Finally, hypothesis 12 involved a

truly dichotomous variable and a variable on an interval scale.

It was tested using a point-biserial correlation coefficient

(Glass and Stanley, 1970, pp. 163-164).
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

This chapter contains the results of the study. lacluded

are sections on test analyses, preliminary study, analysis of

covatiance, correlation study, tests for independence and post

hoc qualitative analyses. The section of preliminary study

contains two parts, the variable covariates and the instructor

effect.

Tests Reliahilities and Item Analysis

Three different tests were administered as pitests,

posttests and retention tests. The pretests consisted of the

Volume. Achievement Test, the Volume Conservation Test aad the

arithmetic computation section of the Stanford Achievement Test

(SAT). The posttests and the retention tests consisted of the

Volume Achievement Test, the Volume Conservation Test and the

Multiplication Achievement Test. The test reliabilities and a

summary of item analysis will be reported for the Volume

Achievement Test, the Volume Conservation Test and the

multiplication achievement teat. A complete list of item

IIIstatistics (an be find in Appndix B.
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The Hoyt estimates of reliabilities (internal consistency)

in the pretest, posttest and retention test were 0.94, 0.95 and

0.94 respectively. The difficulty level, as defined by the

percent of subjects responding correctly, ranged from 8.2 to

80.7 in the pretest, from 23.4 to 78.4 in the posttest and from

21.6 to 87.1 in the retention test. The item point-uiserial

correlation coefficients rauged from 0.35 to 0.74 in the

pretests, from 0.35 to 0.79 in the posttest and from 0.39 to

0.78 in the retention test.

Volume Conservation Test

The Hoyt estimate of reliabilities in the pretest,

posttest and retention test were 0.78, 0.85 and 0.82

respectively. The difficulty level ranged frcm 35.7% to 76.6%

in the pretest, from 59.6% to 86.0% in the posttest and from

68.4% to 91.2% in the retention test. The item point-biserial

correlation coefficients ranged from 0.46 to 0.78 in the

pretest, from 0.46 to 0.75 in the posttest and from 0.33 to

0.77 in the retention test.

Multiplication Achiev.Iment Test

The Hoyt estimate of reliabilities in the posttest and

retention test were 0.86 and 0.79 respectively. The difficulty

level ranged from 8.2% to 85.4% in the posttest and from 7.6%

to 53.0% in the retention test. The item point-biserial

cntrelation coefficients ranged from 0.34 to 0.67 in the
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posttest and from 0.34 to 0.55 It the retention test.

Preliminary_Anal/sis

covariates

64

The Stanford Achievement Test (SAT) and the Volume

Achievement Pretest were considered as possible covariates for

the four dependent variables, Volume Achievement Posttest,

Volume Achievement Retention Test, Multiplication Achievement

Posttest and Multiplication Achievement Retention Test. To

determine the covariates a sequence of multiple step-wise

regression analysis was conducted using a 5% inclusion and a 5%

deletion levels. The analysis was carried out using the

computer program 3MD02R which automatically removes any

variable when its significance level becomes toe low.

The results of the analysis revealed that only the Volume

Achievement Pretest entered as a covariate for both the Volume

Achievement Posttest (F =78. 63, df=1,103) and the Volume

Achievement Retention Test (F=58.39, df=1,103). The

Multiplication Posttest, however, had two covariates, tae SAT

(F=35.31, dfe1,103) and the Volume Achievement ?retest

(F=11.33, df=2,102). Similarly, the Multiplication Retention

fest had two covariates the SAT (F=43.35, dfe1,103) and the

Volume Achievement Pretest (F=21.81, df=2,102). Table 4.1

summdrizes thase results.
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Table 4.1
F Values for Entering of Covariates

--- ----- ---
Dependent Variable Covariate df F Value

Vol Ach Post
Mul Ach Post

Vol Ach Ret
Mul Ach Ret

Vol Ach Pre 1,103
SAT 1,103
Vol Ach Pre 2,102
Vol Ach Pre 1,103
SAT 1,103
vol. Ach Pre 2,102

78.63
35.31
11.33
85.39
43.35
21.81

Vol Ach Pre: Volume Achievement Pretest
Vol Ach Post: Volume Achievement Posttest
Vol Ach Pet: Volume Achievement Retention test
Mul Ach Post: Multiplication Achievement Posttest
Mul Ach Ret: Multiplication Achievement Retention test
SAT: Stanford Achievement Test

Assumptions of Analysis of Covariance

Analysis of covariance as recommended by Winer (1971,

pp. 752-753) was preferred to analysis of variance since

blocking was feasible on conservation level only while past

achievement in computation and volume calculation were Jelieved

to be related to future volume achievement. In the analysis of

covariance aljustment of dependent variables (i.e., volume

achievement and multiplication achievement) for the regression

on covariates (i.e., SAT and pretest volume achievement) was

intended to reduce bias and increase the accuracy of the

treatment effect (Cochran, 1957, p. 262).

Further justifications for using analysis of covariance

are related to the fulfillment of certain assumptions

(Elashoff, 1969, p. 385): 1. Randomization was fulfillej since

individuals were assigned randomly to groups and groups were

assigned randomly to tratia,:nts. 2. Covariates, having been

measured at the beginning of the experiment, were indeilenJent
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of treatm,-nt. 3. Covariates are measured accurately u.sing the

s*andardimed SAT (Nuier-aichardson reliability coefficient =

0.90) and the Volume Achievement Test (Hoyt estimate of

reliability = 0.94). 4. The regression of the dependent

variables on the covariates vas believed to be linear. In fact

in the preliminary analysis, a linear regression model Was used

to determine the relationship between dependent variables and

covariates. The significant relationship found confirmed the

assumption of linearity. 5. Fulfillment of the assumption of

homogeneity of covariance and no treatment -slope interaction

was done through comparing scatter plots of the dependent

variables versus covariates for each treatment group (?lashoff,

1969, p. 392). Winer (1971) further claims that "there evidence

IIIto indicate that the analysis of covariance is robust with

respect to homogeneity assumptions on regression

coefficients (p.772)." 6. The assumption of normal distribution

of dependent variables within each treatment group at each

conservation level was not tested because of the small number

of subjects in some cells. Elashoff (1969) expleins taat the

fulfillment of this assumption i.e., normality is required for

"statistical convenience" only (p. 386) .

Instructor Effect

The proposed experimental design in chapter 3 was 3X3

(Treatments X Conservation Levels). However, a beaaviour

problem in a treatment group in one of the schools made

necessary the inclusion of instructors as a factor. The

5 0
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experimontal design Ncame 3X3X3 ( Treatments X Ccnservation

Levels X instructors). Analysis of covariance were conducted to

determine the effect of instructors in bcth the Volume

Achievement Posttest and the loltiplication Achievement

Posttest. Since the intent of the 3-way analysis was to insure

that any instructor effect will be identified, the significance

level for the rejection of the null hypothesis was set at 0.10.

The main effect of instructors and the 3-way interactions were

found to be nonsignificant (p S 0.10). The only 2 -way

interac4ion, found to be significant (p 5 0.10) was /nstructors

X Treatments on the tWitiplication Achievement Pcsttest. A

summary of the analysis of covariance for the instructors

effect is presented in Table 4.2.

Since the main effect of instructors was not significant

and just a tingle 2-way interaction involving instructors was

significant, the effect of instructors was not thought to be

strong enough to necessitate restructuring the original 2-way

design of the study. It was therefore possible to Fool across

instructors and reduce the design to 3X3 (Treatments X

Cw.servation Levels) as was suggested in chapter 3.



Table 4.2
Analysis of Covariance - Instructors Effect

Source of Variation df !S F significance

Vol Ach Past
Main Effect

Instr 2 39.54 1.54 0.22
Tr 2 517.02 20.15 0.00
Cons 2 93.24 3.63 0.03

2-way Interactions
Instr X Tr 4 12.77 0.50 0.74
Instr X Cons 4 52.10 2.03 0.10
Cons X Tr 4 25.58 1.00 0.41

3-way Interactions 8 21.02 0.82 0.59
Error 76 25.65

Mul Ach Post
Main Effect

Instr 2 11.40 1.29 0.28
Tr 2 71.80 8.10 0.01
Cons 2 25.10 2.83 0.07

2-way Interactions
Instr X Tr 4 20.55 2.32 0.07*
Instr X Cons 4 4.58 0.52 0.72
Cons X Tr 4 16.09 1.82 0.14

3-way Interactions 8 13.00 1.47 0.18
EL rot 76 8.86

* p < 0.10 (Instructor effect only)
Instr: Instructor; Tr: Treatment; Cons: Conservation Level

Analysis of Covariance

Hypotheses 1-3

The test of hypothesis (p. 58) revealed that a

siynificant (p 5 0.05) difference was found in Volume

Achievement Posttest scores among conseivation graups. The

ANCOVA for the Volume Achievkfment Po%ttest scones can be found

in Table 4.3. 7cist hoc analysis using Sheffe's method of
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multiple conparisons shovel 3 significant (p 5 0.05)

superiority of the conservers group over the partial-conservers

group. No significant difference was found among any other

conservation groups at the 0.05 level. There was no significant

difference found in Volume Achievement Retention Test scores

among conservation groups at the 0.05 level. The ANCOVA for the

Volume Achievement Retention Test scores can be found in Table

4.4.

The means, standard deviations and group sizes of

treatments by conservation levels for the Volume Achievement

Pretest can he found in Table 4.5. The unadjusted means,

standard deviations and group sizes of treatments by

conservation levels for the Volume Achievement Posttest and

Volume Achievement Retention Test can be found in Appendix D.

The adjusted means, standard Jeviations and group sizes of

treatments by conservation levels for the volume Achievement

Posttest and Volume Achievement Retention Test can be found in

Tables 4.6 and 4.7 respectively. In all of these tables the

marginal values for the means and standard deviations are

determined by calculal:ing the weighted average of the cell

values.

The test of hypothesis 2 (p. 58) revealed tAat a

significant (p 5 0.001) difference was found in Volume

Achievement Posttst scores a=non treatment groups (sae Table

4.3). Post hoc analysis u.3ing Sheffe's irethod of multiple

ccmparisons showed a significant superiority of volume

treatrnt ovl: multiplication treatment (p 5 0.01) ,14.1 over

83
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control tr,atment (p S 0.01). No significant difference was

found between multiplication treatment and control treatment at
the 0.05 level. Similarly, a significant (p S 0.001) difference
was found in Volume Achievement Retention Test scores among

treatment groups (see Table 4.4). Post hoc analysis using

Sheffes 4natho3 of multiple comparisons showed a significant

superiority of volume treatment over multiplication treatment

(p S 0.01) and over control treatment (p S 0.01). No

significant 3ifference was found between multiplication

treatment and control treatment at the 0.05 level.
The test of hypothesis 3 (p. 58) revealed that no

significant interaction was found in Vclume Achievement

Posttest scores between conservation levels and treatments at

the 0.05 level. Similarly, no significant interaction was :found
in Volume Achievement Retention Test scores netween

conservation levels and treatments at the 0.05 level.
The adjusted means on the Volume Achievement Posttest were

13.06 (49%) for th , noriconservers, 10.82 (40%) for the partial
conservers, 15.18 (5) for the conservers, 17.42 (65%) for the
volure treatment groom), 12.30 (46%) for the multiplication

treatmJnt group an] 9.87 (37%) for the contrcl group. Likewise
the adjusted MCA ns on the volume Achievement Retention lest
were 14.52 (54%) for the nonconservors, 11.23 (42%) tor the

partial conservers, 14.87 (55r.) for the conservers, 17.49 (65%)

for the volume treatment group, 13.51 (50%) for the

multirlication treatment yroup and 19.89 (40%) for the control

group.

84



Table 4.3
Analysis of :ovariance of Volume Achiev.,ment Posttest Scores

Source df MS F

Conservation Level 2 88.88 3.20*
Treatment 2 339.56 12.24**
Conservation Level X Treatment 4 31.50 1.14
Error 95 27.74

* p < 0.05 ** p < 0.001

Table 4.4
Analysis of Covariance of Volume Achievement Retention Scores

---
Source df MS F

Conservation Level 2 74.16 2.67
Treatment 2 217.01 7.81*
Conservation Level X Treatment 4 23.35 0.34
Error 95 27.79

* p < 0.001

Table 4.5
!'teans, Standard Deviations, and Group Sizes of

Velure Achievement Pretest Scores for Treatments bi
Conservation Levels (Maximun Score = 27)

_ ------

Conservation Treatments
Level Vallime Multiplication Control Total

Non-con ser v,?rs 7.21 7.61 4.45 6. 37

(5, 23) (4.C8) (3.98) (4.68)
19 18 20 57

Partial-conservers 10.17 8.67 5.75 3.50
(8. 23) (7.71) (4.50) (7. 10)

6 6 4 16

Consetvers 9.18 10.60 14.00 10.75
(6.85) (6.17) (8.85) (6.91)

11 15 6 32

Total 8.31 8.92 6.53 d.03
(6. 23) (5.31) (5.02) (5.73)

36 39 30 105

85
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Table 4.6
Adjusted Means, S tandard Deviations, and Group Sizes of
Volume Achievement Posttest Scores for Treatments oy

Conservation Levels (Maximum Score = 27)

Conservation
Level

Non-conservers

Treatments
Volume Multiplication Control Total

18. 33 11.60
(5.63) (7.27)

19 18

Partia l-conservers 15.149
(7.41)

6

Conservers

Total

16.91
(4. 29)

11

17.42
'5.52)

36

7. 83

(10.17)
6

14.92
(7. 54)

15

12.30
(7.82)
39

9.35 13.06
(6.87) (6.58)

20 57

8.29 10. 82

(7.05) (3. 36)

4 16

12.65 15. 18

(8.59) (6.62)
6 32

9.87 13.36
(7.24) (6. 86)

30 105

Table 4. 7
Ad justed Means, Standard Deviations, and Group Sizes of

Volume 4.zhiavement Retention Test Scores for Treatments by
Conservation Levels (Maximum Score = 27)

w.b......m.dm

Conservation TEeatnents
Level Vol e.me m ultiplicl tion control Total

Non-conservers 19.00
(6.51)

19

Par tia 1-conservers 14.04
(9.13)

6

Conserwrs

Total

13.91 10.81 14. 52

(6.34) (6.90) (6. 59)

18 20 07

8.96 10.41 11.23
(10.00) (8.66) (8.96)

6 a 16

16.76 14.84 11.43 14.87
(5.08) (7.96) (9.05) (7.17)

11 15 6 32

17. 49

(6.34)
36

13.51 10.89 14.12
(7.53) (7.56) (7. 13)

39 30 105

st;
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Table 4.9
analysis of Covariance of Multiplication Retention Scares

Source df MS F

Conservation Level 2 4.62 0.68

Treatment 2 7.81 1.15

Conservation Level X Treatment r! 3.42 0.51

Error 94 6.76

Table 4.10
Adjusted Means, Standard Deviations, and Group Sizes of
Multiplication Achievement Posttest and Retention rest

Scores for Treatments (Maximum Score = 20)

Treatments
Test Volume Multiplication Ccntrol rotal

Posttest

Retention Test

9.67 12.59 10.29 10.93
(3. 69) (3.01) (4.08) (3. 55)

36 39 30 105

10.69 11. 34 10.76 10.95
(2.99) (3.53) (3.1-e) (3. 23)

36 39 30 105

Correlation Stud/

uyDotheses 5 and 7

74

Bi serial correlation coeffi:ients were calculated for

testing of hypotheses 5 and 7 (p. 59). The test of hypotuesis,5

110 Levealcd that the transition from a lower to a higher level of

Irolair
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conservatien between the pretest and the posttest was founl

independent of volume achievement scores at the 0.05 level.

Similarly, the transition from a lower to a higher level of

conservation be.ween the pretest and the retention test was

found indepenlent of volume achievement scores at the 0.05

level. Table 4.11 shows the biserial correlation coefficients

between volume achievement scores and transiticn to a higher or

lower level of conservation at the posttest and the retention

test levels. Table 4.12 shows the cell sizes of conservation

levels X treatments on the pretest, posttest and retention

test. Table 4.13 shows the number of students whose

conservation levels vent up, down or remained the same oetween

the pretest and each of the posttest and the retention test.

Likewise, the test of hypothesis 7 revealed that the

transition from a higher to a lower level of conservation is

found independent of volume achievement scores between the

pretest and the posttest and between the pretest aid the

retention test at the 0.05 level (see Table 4.11).

rven though the transition from one conservation level to

another was indeponieut of volume achievement scores there was

a general improvement in the subjects. conservation levels. In

the eretest there were 57 nanconservers, 16 partial conservers

and 32 conservers while in the retention test there :Jere 36

nonconnervers, 13 partial conservers and 56 conservers (see

Table 4.12).
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Table 4.11
Tii.-rial Corrwlation Coefficients Between Volume

Achievement Scores on the Posttest, Retention Test and
Transition to a Higher or Lower Level of Conservation

Posttest-pretest

Retention Test-Pretest

76

Transition Higher Transition Loner

0.13 (0.101

0.09 (0.34)

0.03 (0.79)

0.03 (0.77)

I Number in ( ) in4icates the significance level

Table 4.12
Cell Sizes of Conservation Levels X Treatments on tae

Pretest, Posttest and Retention Test

Conservation Treatments
Level Volume Multiplication CoLtral Total

Non-conserv,,rs

Partial-conservers

Conservers

191 18 20 57
19 10 17 46
13 11 12 36

6 6 4 16

3 3 4 15

6 5 2 13

11 15 6 32
14 21 9 44
17 23 16 56

Total 36 39 30 105
36 39 30 105
36 39 30 105

1 The first number refers to the pretest
The second number refers to the posttest
The third number refers to the retention test
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Table 4.13
Number of Subjects Whose Conservation Levels Chanyei/

Did Not Change Between the Pretest and
each of the Post and Retention Test

77

Level Up Level Down Same Level Total

Posttest 23 11 71 105
Retention Test 32 8 65 105

Hypotheses 9 and 12

Pearson's product-moment correlation coefficient was

calculated for testing of hypothesis 9 (E. 59). The test

revealed that the Volume Achievement Posttest scores were found

to be sijnificantly correlated (r = 0.35, E 5 0.001) to the

pretest mathematics achievement scores measured oy SAT.

Similarly, Volume Achievement Retention Test scores were found

to be significantly correlated (r = 0.37, p 0.001) to the

pretest SAT scores. Table 4.14 summarizes the correlation

coefficients and the significant levels between the volume

achievement scares and the SAT scores.

Point biserial correlation coefficients were calculated

for tasting of hypothesis 12 (p. 60). The test revealed that

the volme achiev4ment scores oL the posttest and the retention

test were not found to be correlated to sex. Table 4.13

summarizes the Eoint-biserial correlition coefficients and the

significant levels between ti.e volume achievement scores and

SPX.



Table 4.14
Pearson's Product 'foment Correlation Coefficients

and Significance Levels Between Volume Achievement Scores
and SAT Scores on the Posttest and the Betention rest

Volume Achievement Posttest
Volume Achievement Retention Test

SAT Significance

0.35 0.00026
0.37 0.00011

Table 4.15
Point-Biserial Correlation Coefficients and Significance
Levels Between Volume Achievement Scores and Sex on the

Posttest and the Retention Test

Sex Significance

Volume Achievement Posttest
Volume Achievement Retention Test

HuothPsis_10

0.14
0.12

0.13
0.23

7d

Kendall's Tau correlation coefficient was calculated for

testinv; of hypothesis 10 (p. 60). The test showed that the

initial level of conservAion was found to be independent

(Kendall's Tau = 0.09, p = 0.08) of mathematics achievement

scores measuL ad by the computation section of SAT. The sample

used for testing of this hypothesis ccr.sisted of all 146

subjects who took the Volume Conservation Pretest regardless of

their particiation in other parts of the experiment. All other

hypotheses were +estpd using the data of the 105 subjects who

did not miss any fest or treatnent day.
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Tests of Indenenaence

Hypotheses 6 and 8

79

Frequency tables were male and Chi Square statistics were

calculated for testing of hypotheses 6 and 8 (p. 59). The test

of hypothesis 6 revealed that the transition from a lower to a

higher level of conservation between the pretest and the

posttest was found independent of treatments at the 0.05 level;

the Chi Sgu,._e for transition up or no transition up versus

treatments was 0.93 with df = 2. Similarly, the transition from

a lower to a higher level of conservation between the pretest

and the retention test was found independent of treatments at

the 0.05 level with Chi square of 0.97 and df = 2. The

frequencies of transition up versus treatments between the

pretest and each of the posttest and the retention test are

representel in Table 4.16. The frequencies cf transition up or

no transition up versus treatments between he pretest and each

of the posttest and the retention test are represented in Table

4.17.

Likewise, the test of hypothesis 8 revealed that the

transition from a higher to a lower level of conservation

between the protest and ;posttest was found independent of

treatmc:its at the 0.05 level; the Chi square for transition

down or n..) traw5itior1 loon versus treatments as 0.91 with if =

2. Likevi:3o, the transition frog, a hipter to a lower luiel of

consrIvation between the prLtcst and the retention test was
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found init)i,ondent of treatments at the 0.05 level with Chi

sgudre of 3.48 and df = 2. The frequencies cf transition down

or no transition down versus treatments between the pretest and

each of the posttest and the retention test are represented in

Table 4.18.

Table 4.16
Contingency Table: Transition Up, Down, or Staying tae

Same Versus Treatments Between Pretest-Posttest and
Pretest-Retention Test

Tteatment Transition
Up

Transition
Down

No
Transition

'2olume ?ost 6 5 25
Retention 11 4 21

Multiplication Post 10 4 25
Retention 10 4 25

Control Post 7 2 21

Detention 11 0 19

Table 4.17
Contingency Table: Transition Up Versus Treatments

on the Posttest and the Retention Test

Treatment Transition Up No Transition Up

Volume Post 6 30
Retention 11 25

Multiplication ?ost 10 29
Retention 10 29

Control Post 7 23

Retention 11 19

Posttest: Chi sgnare = 0.93, df = 2, p = 0.63
Retention test: Chi square = 0.97, if = 2, p = 0.61

e
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Table 4.18
Contingency Table: Transition Down Versus Treatments

on the Posttest and the Retention Test

Treatment Transition Down No Transition

Volume Post 5 31
Retention 4 32

Nultiplication Post 4 35
Retention 4 35

Control Past 2 28
Retention 0 30

Posttest: Chi square = 0.91, df = 2, p = 0.63
Retention test: Chi square = 3.48, df = 2, p = 0.18

The results reported in this section are related directly

to the hypotheses of the study. However, additional findings

about a.he transition between conservation levels are included

in the section of Post Hoc QtAlitative Analyses.

Huothesis 11

The iiilcoxon two-sample test using tied scores was applied

for testing of hypothesis 11 (p. 60). The test revealea that

the initial level of conservation of the males was foun-

significantly (p 0.05) better than that of the females. The

frequencies of the pretest conservation levels verois sex is

represented in Table 4.19. The saeaple krIed for testing of this

hypoCiesis consisted of the '50 subjects tc whom the ere test



Table 4.19
Contingency Table: Pretest Conservation Level Verses .iet

Conservation Level Males Females Total

Nonconservers 33 45 78
Partial Conservers 13 9 22
Conservers 30 20 50
Total 76 74 150

82

was administered. There were 76 males and 74 females. The

nonconservers were 33 males and 45 females, the partial

conservers were 13 males and 9 females and the conservers were

30 males and 20 females.

Post Hoc Qualitative_Analyses

The results reported in the previous sections of this

chapter relate directly to the hypotheses of this study.

However, some additional findings which seem to ue of

significance are reported in this section.

Transition between Conservation Levels

The tests of hypotheses 6 and 8 revealed that the

transition between conservation levels from pretest to

posttest, pretest to retention test and posttest to eetention

test was independent of treatments at the 0.05 level. The

following, however, are observations based on the detailed

contin3ency tables of transition among consL- rvation levels.

These 4-ables are included as Taales 4.20, 4.21 it'd 4.22.
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1. The rejrnian of conservers to nonconservers o,,:utrci

very rarely. only two of 32 (6.25%) conservers regressed to

nonconservrs between the preteL;t and the posttest. None if the

32 conservers regressed to nanconservers between the pretest

and retention teat. Similarly, none of the 44 conservers

regressed to nonconservers between the posttest and the

retention test.

2. Taere does not seem to he any obzervable differeace in

the progress of nonconservers and partial conservers to higher

levels of conse-vation. For example between the pretest and the

posttest 19 of 57 (336) nonconservers and 4 of 14 (29S) partial

consrvis progressed to a higher level of conservation.

3. Zven though there was a general improvement of

Sconservation levels among all treatment groups, the control

group ,(tared to Lave undergone a steady progress with respect

to conLervaticn levels. That is, subjects in all groups

progressed an.1 regrssed but those in the control group au not

seem to regress $ much as the subjects ih the other two

treatment groups. The two of 33 subjects (6.66%) in :fie contiol

group uhe reqrssod between the pretest and posttest,

progtos:;e1 hack to their original level in the retention test.

,o othc-r nubjects in th' control group regressed betwcen the

posttest and the retention te:A. In the volame and

multiplicttion trf.at:qt-nts thore d4Le four in each who rejrIssed

from prt..fst to retention 4.e :t.

The nigh .ste1iility of the conciva4.10n level of conservers

thrJaghout the exprinent is Lot narprising. Some iJscarch
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reported in chapter 2 indicated that natural conservers showed

stability of their conservation level and even resisted

misleading cues. However, it was curious to note that the

conservation level of subjects in the control group did not

sees to regress as such as the level of subjects in the other

treatment groups. The instability of the other two groups could

be explained by the influence of experience in volume

activities on the partial conservers. Tables 4.20, 4.21, and

4.22 show that most of those who regressed were partial

conservers in the volume and multiplication groups. The

experience in volume activities could have disturbed the

partial conservers so that they incorrectly applied knowledge

acquired in the treatments to volume conservation tasks. Those

who were in the control group could have used their intuitive

understaniing of volume conservation.
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Table 4.20
Contingency Table: Pretest-Posttest Transition

Among Conservation Levels by Treatments

Pretest
Post Test

Nonconservers Partial Conservers Conservers

Volume Treatment
Nonconservers 15 1 3
Partial conservers 3 1 2

Conservers 1 1 9

Multiplication Treatment
Nonconservers 8 2 d
Partial conservers 2 4 0

Conservers 0 2 13

Control Treatment
.1".

Nonconservers 15 3 2

Partial conservers 1 1 2
Conservers 1 0 5

Table 4.21
Contingency Table: Pretest-Retention Test Transition

Among Conservation Levels by Treatments
SC

Retention Test
Pretest Nonconservers Partial Conservers Conservers

Volume Treatment
Nonconservers 11 3 5

Partial conservers 2 1 3

Conservers 0 2 9

Multiplication Treatment
Nonconservers 8 1 9

Partial conservers 3 3 0

Conservers 0 1 14

...... .....m

Control Treatment
.r.m ...i.m... ..........

Nonconservers 12 1 7

2artial conservers 0 1 3

Conservers 0 0 6

85
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Table u.22
Cc+ntingE,ncy Table: Posttest-Retention

Among Conservation

Posttest ionconservers

Test Transition
Levels by Treatments

Test_Retention
Partial Conservers Ccnservets

Volume Treatment
Ncn-conservers 12 4 3
Partial-conservers 0 2 1

Conservers 0 1 13

Multiplication Treatment
Ron-conservers 8 1 1

Partial-conservers 2 4 2

Conservers 0 1 20

Control Treatment
Ica-conservers 10 2 5

Partial - conservers 2 0 2

Conservers 0 0 9

Students' Reasons for their Responses co Question 11

Question 11 of the Volume Conservation Test was a part of

the conservation classification scheme. In this question the

students were asked to give reasons for their responses. The

reasons were intended to provide validity information for the

classification scheme. The reason given by each student for the

response on question 11 was first classified as consistent,

inconsistent, or unclassifiahle. A reason was classified as

consistent if it did not contradict the response. A reason was

coded as unclassifiable if it was not possible to understand

the reason given by the student.

The consistent and inconsistent responses were further

classified according to the following nine attributes:

1. same: general use of the term "same,' with reference to the
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two halls without specifying the attribute. Example: "The

two balls are still the same."

2. Size: general use of the term "size".

3. Volume: specific use of the term "volume".

4. Amount: specific use of the term "amount".

5. Boom: specific use of the term "room".

6. Mass: specific use of the term "mass".

7. Weight: specific use of the term "weight". Example: "It

would be the same because it's got the same weight."

8. Shape: specific use of the term "shape".

9. Other: reference to a reason other than the above.

Examples: "Because they look the same length". *Because

the ball was heated."

There was only one unclassifiable response in the pretest,

none in the posttest and none in the retention test. This

unclassifiable response was eliminated from the data of

pretest. Observations based on Tables 4.23, 4.24 and 4.25 can

be made about 104 classifiable responses in the pretest, 105 in

the posttest and 105 in the retention test. There were ten

inconsistent responses in the pretest, ten in the posttest and

two in the retention test. All of these responses except two

consisted of an incorrect response and a reason which night

support the correct response of "equivalence" or "same water

Level."

1. In the pretest, posttest and retention test the most

frequent reason given for a correct response was related to

size. The second and third most frequent reasons given for a
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correct response were weight and amount respectively. The

reasons for a correct response did not seem to be affected by

the conservation level of students.

2. The reasons given by conservers for their correct

responses seem to be more evenly distributed among the various

attributes than the reasons given by nonconservers and partial

conservers.

3. The reason given most frequently for incorrect

responses in the pretest, posttest and retention test related

to shape, room and weight.

Table 4.23
Number of Stud:z,nts with Respect to their Reason for their

Response on Question 11 of the Volume Conservation Pretest

Reasons
Response 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 i

Question 11 Correct
Nonconservers 2 10 0 7 0 0 7 1 0

Partial conservers 1 2 0 1 0 0 2 0 0

Conservers 0 12 4 5 0 1 9 0 1

Question 11 Incorrect
Nonconservers 0 42 0 11 4 0 51 81 72
Partial conservers 22 11 2 0 4 0 0 1 0

Conservers 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Code for tables 4.21, 4.22, 4.23: 1. Same 2. Size 3. Volume
4. Amount 5. room 6. Mass 7. Weight 8. Shape 9. Outer
1 means 1 inconsistent response included.
2 means 2 inconsistent responses included.

1 oi
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Table 4.24
Number of Students with Respect to their Reason for their

Response on Question 11 of the Volume Conservation Posttest

Egasons
Response 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

3

Question 11 Correct
Nonconservers 2 15 1 1 0 0 5 1 21
Partial conservers 1 2 0 0 0 0 3 21 0
Conservers 4 17 4 10 2 0 5 0 2

Question 11 Incorrect
Nonconservers 0 11 11 0 1 0 7 3 o
Partial conservers 11 11 0 0 1 0 1 1 2
Conservers 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 means 1 inconsistent response included.
4 means 4 inconsistent responses included.

Table 4.25
Number of Students with Respect to their Reason for their

Response on Question 11 of the Volume Conservation
Retention Test

RgaAons
Response 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Question 11 Correct
Nonconservers 1 8 0 1 0 0 6 0 1

Partial conservers 0 1 0 0 0 0 3 0 1

Conservers 5 24 5 8 1 2 9 0 2

Question 11 Incorrect
Nonconservers 0 0 0 0 4 0 51 6 41

Partial conservers 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 4

Conservers 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 means 1 inconsistent response included.

Most of those who answered question 11 correctly gave a

reason related to size. However, a considerable number of

subjects, including nine conservers in each of the pretest and

retention test, who answered question 11 correctly gave a

reason related to weight. If those nine classified as

conservers are only weight conservers and not volume conservers

1X02
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there is doubt about the validity of the conservation test used

in this study. However, an earlier part cf the conservation

test (items 4, 5 and 6) was designed to detect those who were

only weight conservers. These weight conservers were classified

as nonconservers of volume. Language factors could have

prevented sem of those subjects from expressing their reason

more appropriately. The reasons given by students for their

responses to question 11 do not seem to provide sufficient

information for conclusive evidence about the validity of the

classification scheme used in the Volume Conservation rest.

Consistency between Levels of Qgnservation and Responses to

Qugstion 12 of _the Volume Conservation Test

Question 12 of the Volume Conservation Test concerning the

two marble boxes was not a part of the conservation

classification scheme. This question involved two 4nequal

quantities and was not, therefore, typical of the usual

Piagetian questioning protocol. It was inclnded because it was

believed that students might be able to give reasons for

inequality more easily than for eq.Jality. The following

paragraph reports observations about the consistency found

between responses to question 12 and the levels of

conservation. The reasons given by the students for their

responses are reported in the following section of this

chapter.

The numbers of students who answered gnestion 12 correctly

or incorrectly are represented in Table 4.2h for all students

103
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who took that particular test. On the pretest and posttest

there was a positive relationship between the level of

conservation of subjects and their responses on question 12.

For the pretest Chi Square was 7.82 (p S 0.05) and for the

posttest Chi Square was 15.59 (p S 0.001). It was surprising

that there was not a significantly positive relationship

between the level of conservation of subjects and their

responses on question 12 in the retention test at the 0.05

level.

There was a general improvement of correct answers on

question 12 among all conservation groups between the pretest

and the posttest. In the pretest 29 of 78 (37%) nonconservers,

14 of 22 (64%) partial conservers and 29 of 50 (58%) conservers

answered question 12 correctly. In the posttest 32 of 77 (42%)

nonconservers, 16 of 21 (76%) partial conservers and 35 of 48

(73%) conservers answered it correctly. In the retention test,

27 of 53 (51 %) nonconservers, 14 of 24 (58%) partial conservers

and 60 of 93 165%) conservers answered it correctly.

It appears that between the pretest and fosttest there was

a general improvement among all conservation groups in

answering question 12. The conservers seem to have improved the

most (15% improvement) followed by partial conservers (12%)

followed by the nonconservers (5%) . On the other hand the

number of nonconservers who answered question 12 correctly

seems to have increased steadily in the ptetest, posttest and

retention test. The percents of conservers and partial

conservers who answered it correctly seem to have increased in
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the posttest and then decreased in the retention test. The

increased percents of correct responses of these twa groups

followed by decreased percents could possibly be attributed to

the tendency of regression toward the mean in successive

observations.

Table 4.26
Contingency Table: Correct or Incorrect Response
on Item 12 of the Volume Conservation Pretest,

Posttest and Retention Test Versus Conservation Levels

Test Correct Incorrect

Pretest
Nonconservers 29 49
Partial conservers 14 8
Conservers 29 21

Posttest
Nonconservers 32 45
Partial conservers 16 5

Conservers 35 13

Retention Test
Nonconservers 27 26
Partial conservers 14 10

Conservers 60 33

Pretest: N = 150, Chi square = 7.82, df = 2, p = 0.0201
Posttest: N = 146, Chi square .: 15.59, df = 2, p = 0.0004
Retention test: N = 170, Chi square = 2.59, df = 2, p = 0.2735

Students' Reasons for their Responses on Question 12

All the reasons given by the students for their judgement

on question 12 were first classified as consistent,

inconsistent, unclassifiable, or no response. There were very

few cases of no response. There were none in the pretest, one

in the posttest and one in the retention test. There were only

two unclassifiable responses in the pretest, none in the

19
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posttest and three in the retention test. The data of Tables

4.27, 4.28 and 4.29 summarize all reasons given by stulents

excluding the no response and unclassifiable cases. Tables

4.27, 4.28 and 4.29 contain 103 classifiable responses of the

pretest, 104 responses of the posttest and 101 responses of the

retention test.

The consistent and inconsistent reasons were classified

according to the following ten attributes:

1. Weight: specific use of the term "weight". Example:

"Because it is the same weight."

2. Amount: specific use of the term "amount".

3. Size: specific use of the term "size".

4. Room: specific use of the term "room".

5. Shape: specific use of the term "shape".

6. Space: specific use of the term "space".

7. Same: general reference to the term "same" without

specifying any other attribute.

8. Closed container: reference to the fact that when the box

is closed water will not 1 in it. Example: "It will be

lower because it has a lid and water won't go in."

9. Open container: reference to t: 1 fact that the water went

in one of the boxes because it was open.

10. Air inside: reference to the fact chat the closed bat keeps

the air inside it.

O. other: reference to a reason other than the above.

Examples: "Because it is bigger". "Because more pressure

will be on the water than the open box."

.06
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There were four inconsistent responses in the pretJst,

five in the posttest and six in the retention test. All of

these responses except two consisted of an incorrect response

and a reason which might support the correct response of

inequality or different water levels.

1. In the pretest, posttest and retention test most of

those who answered correctly gave a reason related to tae facts

that water can not go into the closed box, that the water went

in the open box, or that there is air inside the closed box.

The most frequently given reason was that water can not go into

the closed box.

2. In the pretest, posttest and retention test mast of

those who gave an incorrect response gave a reason related to

weight, amount or size. The reason related to weight was the

most frequently given.

3. There does not seem to be any observable difference in

the frequency of reasons given by the three ccnservation 4xoups

for their correct or incorrect responses.

10--,
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Table
liumbcr of Students with

Response on Question 12 of

4.27
Respect to their Reason for tneir

the Volume Conservation Protest
=

Reasons
Response 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 0

.10=P

Question 12 Correct
Nonconservers 5 0 0 0 0 1 0 11 1 3 1

Partial conservers 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 3 1 0

Conservers 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 9 3 3 1

Question 12 Incorrect
...1.

Nonconservers 142 0 2 1 0 0 4 91 1 0 2
Partial conservers 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 0

Conservers 7 0 2 0 0 0 0 21 0 1 0

Code for tables 4.24, 4.25, 4.26: 1. Weight 2. Amount 3. Size
4. Room 5. Shape 6. Space 7. Sane 8. Water does not go in, box
closed, etc. 9. water went in, box open, etc. 10. Air inside
O. Other
1 means 1 inconsistent response included.
2 means 2 inconsistent responses included.

Table 4.28
Number of Students with Respect to their Reason for their

Response on Question 12 of the Volume Conservation Posttest.1. .. == =

Reasons
_ -

Response 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 0

Question 12 Correct
Oonconservers 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 5 2 2

Partial conservers 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 5 1 1 0

Conservers 1 0 0 5 0 3 0 12 4 3 0

Question 12 Incorrect
Nonconservers 62 1 2 0 0 0 2 1 21 0 51

Partial conservers 2 0 2 0 0 0 1 11 0 0 0
Conservers 1 2 6 0 1 0 2 2 0 0 2

I means 1 inconsistent response included.
2 means 2 inconsistent responses included.
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Table 4.29
Number of Students

Response on Question
with Respect to their Reason for tneir
12 of the Volume Conservation Detention

Test

Reasons
Response 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 0

Question 12 Correct
Nonconservers 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 7 6 2 0
Part ial conservers 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 5 0 2 1

Conservers 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 10 101 4 61

Question 12 Incorrect
Nonconservers 7 0 1 0 0 0 11 52 1 0 2

Partial conservers 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2

Conservers 3 3 5 0 1 1 51 1 0 1 0

I means 1 inconsistent response included.
2 means 2 inconsistent responses included.

Most students who responded correctly tc question 12 could

give an explicit reason which was related to the fact that one

of the containers was open (closed) and water would (would not)

go inside it. In the pretest 40 of 52 (77%) subjects who

answered correctly gave reason 8, 9 or 10; in the posttest 50

of 63 (79T) subjects who answered correctly gave reason 8, 9 or

10; in the retention test 46 of 66 (77%) subjects who answered

correctly gave reason 8, 9 or 10. on the other hand, it was

previbusly noted that most of those who responded correctly to

question 11 gave an imprecise reason that was related to size.

It appears that it was easier for students who responded

correctly to give mere explicit reasons about inequality of

volumes in question 12 than about equality in question 11.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
sorb'

This chapter contains a brief review of the problem, the

findings and the conclusions, limitations of the study,

implications for educational practice, and recommendations for

future research.

Review of the Problem

The purpose of this study is to determine the relationship

betveen the level of conservation of volume and the degree to

which sixth grade stuients learn the volume algorithm of a

cuboid "V =Lxiixe. The problem is a consequence of an

apparent discrepancy betveen the present school programs and

the cognitive theory of Piaget concerning the time to introduce

the volume algorithm of a cuboid.

Two widely used textbook series in British Columbia

introduce the algorithm "V :=LxVxH" in grade 5 (aye 10)

(Dilley et al., 1974 and EiCholz et al., 1974) . Another series

introduces the algorithm formally in grade 4 (age 9) (Elliot et

al., 1974) and uses it informally in grade 3 (age 8).

Most proponents of Piagets theory would disagrae with
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such early introduction of the algorithm and claim that most

children do not d2velop the necessary cognitive abilities for

learning it before grade 6 (age 11). Piaget (1560) himself, for

example, holds that "it is not until stage IV (formal

operational) that children understand how they can arrive at as

area or volume simply by multiplying boundary edges" (p. 908).

Piaget (1960) considers the concept of conservation to be

necessary for any meaningful computation in both area and

volume:

... Children attain a certain kind of conservation of area
rand volume], based on the primitive ccnception of area
(and volume) as that which is bounded by lines (or faces).
That understanding comes long before the ability to
calculate areas and volumes by mathematical
multiplication, involving relations between units of
different powers ... (Piaget, 1960, p. 355)

IIIOn the other hand, many educators believe that "acquisition of

.formal scientific reasoning may be far more dependent on

specific instructional experiences and far less dependent op

general maturation than hypothesized by Inbelder and Piaget

(1960)" (Siegler and Atlas, 1976, p. 368). Graves (1972, p.

223), for example, considered education and experience to be

necessary for volume conservation. Lovell (1971, p. 179) went

further to suggest that even seven and eight year olds (grade 2

and 3) can learn how to use the algorithm "V eLxilxii" in

order to calculate the volume.

There seems to Le a discrepancy betweeh the present school

programs and the theory of Piage*. Some of the present programs

introduce the volume algorithm of a cuboid as early as grade 3.

This position seems to be backed by some Educators who claim
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that scientific reasoning is more dependent on training and

instruction than maturation. Piayet and his proponents seem to

argue that conservation of volume is a prerequisite for any

meaningful calculation of volume. However, one ought not

necessarily to delay the introduction of the volume algorithm

"V =LxiitH" until all students conserve volume. Studies

have indicated that the majority of adults do not conserve

volume (Elkin 1, 1962; Towler and Wheatley, 1971; Graves, 1972) .

In such a predicament there seems to be a need for research in

order to justify our present school curriculum or suggest its

modification. This need has been acknowledged by such educators

as 0eVault who advocates that "it seems reasonable ... to

assert that the studies most likely to produce useful results

for curriculum work would be experimental studies (DeVaalt,

1966, p. 639) ."

Findings and conclusions

The aims of this study which were stated in Chapter 1 will

be restated in this section. Also a summary of the findings

related to each of the aims will be reported.

Aim 1. To determine the various degrees to which

conservers, partial conservers, and nonconservers of volume

learn the volume algorithm of a cuboil "V =LxWx11".

Findings. The results of the posttest showed a siyni.ficant

(p 5 0.05) superiority of the conservers group over the partial
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conservers group in the Volume Achievement Posttet. No

significant difference was found between any other conservation

groups at the 0.05 level. There was no significant difference

found in Volume Achievement Retention Test scores between

conservation groups at the 0.05 level.

Aim_2. To determine the degree of effectiveness for each

of the two teaching methods on learning the volume algorithm

for a cuboid.

Findings. The results showed a significant superiority of

volume treatment group over multiplication treatment group (p 1

0.01) and over control treatment group (p 1 0.01) on the Volume

Achievement Posttest. No significant difference was found

between multiplication treatment group and control treatment

group at the 0.05 level. Similarly, the results of the

retention test showed a significant superiority of volume

treatment group over multiplication treatment group (p S 0.01)

and over ccntrol treatment group (p S 0.01): no significant

difference was found between multiplication treatment group and

control treatment group at the 0.05 level.

Aim 3. To determine the effect of learning the volume

algorithm of a cuboid on the transition from one volume

conservation level to another.

Findings. The transition from a lower to a higher level of

conservation between the pretest and the Fostest was found to

be independent of volume achievement scores at the 0.05 level.

Similarly, the transition from a lower to a higher level of
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conservaion between the pretest an%I the tetention teat was

found to be independent of volume achievement scores at the

0.05 level. Likewise, the transition from a higher to a lower

level of conservation was found to be independent of volume

achievement scores between the pretest and the posttest and

between the protest and the retention test at the 0.05 level.

Even though the transition from one conservation level to

another was found to be independent of volume achievement

scores there was a general improvement in the suojects$

conservation levels.

Aim_ti. To determine the relationship between sex and the

levels of conservation of volume.

Piniinas. The Volume Conservation Pretest revealed that

the initial level of conservation of males was found to be

significantly (p < 0.01) better than that of the females. Out

of a total 150 students, 76 were males and 74 were females. The

nonconservers were 33 males and 45 females, the partial

conservers were 13 males and 9 females and the conservers were

30 males and 20 females.

Aim 5. To determine the relationship between sex aad the

tog the volume algorithm for a cuboid.

Findings. The volume Achievement Posttest scores vr2re not

found to be significantly (p < 0.05) correlated t.. sex.

Similarly, the volume Achievement Retention Test scores were

not found significantly correlated with sex at the 0.05 level.

Aim 6. To .determine the relationship between mathematics
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achievement and the levels of conservation of volume.

Findings. The initial level of conservation vas found to

be independent of the mathematics achievement scores of the

pretest as measured by the computation section of SAT.

Aim 7. To determine the relationship between mathematics

achievement and the degree of learning the vclume algorithm for

a cuboid.

Finally. The Volume Achievement Posttest' scores were

found to be significantly (r = 0.35, p 5 0.001) correlated to

the mathematics achievement pretest scores aeasured by SAT.

Similarly, Volume Achievement Retention Test scores were found

to be significantly (r = 0.37, p .5 0.001) correlated to the

pretest of SAT scores.

Summary of Conclusions and Discussion

Importance of Conservation Levels. This study was an

attempt to determine the relationship between the level of

conservation of volume and the degree to which sixty grade

students learn the volume algorithm. The only significant

result in th-is cen-wee tion was that the conservers scored higher

than the partial conservers on the voluce Achievement Posttest.

The conservers did not score significantly higher taan the

nonconservers on the posttest; partial conservers scored lower,

though not significantly lower, than the nonconservers on the

posttest. On the retention test, the scores of the conservation

gLoups on the Volume Achievement Test did not differ
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significantly. Furthermore, students of the volume treatment

group scored 65% on each of the Volume Achievement Posttest and

Volume Achievement Retention Test. Children in grade 6 seem to

be able to apply the volume algorithm for a cuboid, at the

computation and compreheusion levels, regardless of their

conservation level.

So far as students who have reached the 6th grade level

are concerned, it appears, that conservation level is not an

important factor in learning the volume algorithm as defined in

this study. It is possible, although this study has no data to

support it, that conservation level might likewise be

relatively unimportant as a factor that influences successful

learning of the volume algorithm by students in, say, grades 4

and 5. If this be so, then the present schocl programs vnich do

present the volume algorithm in those grades may not be

unreasonable. So long as the criterion for reasonability is

learnability, the present study does not support the idea that

the introduction of the volume algorithm should not take place

before the learners have become conservers of volume. However,

there may be factors other than volume conservation whica would

learnability of the vclume algorithm. The

need for further research, regarding the time to introduce the

algorithm, will be discussed later in this chaFter.

Effect of Treatments. Subjects who were in the volume

treatment did significantly better, on the Volume Achievement

Posttest and Volume Achievement Retention Test, than those

subjects who were in each of the other treatments; the subjects
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in the other two treatments did not differ significantly in

volume performance. The subjects who were in the multiplication

treatment did significantly better, on the Multiplication

Achievement Posttest, than those who were in the volume

treatment and the control treatment; those who were in the

volume treatment and those who were in the control treatment

did not differ significantly. This indicated that at the

posttest level the multiplication treatment was successful.

That is, the students had learned the multiplication material

which was taught.

In short, it may be concluded that, at the posttest level,

the subjects who were in the multiplication treatment Learned

the multiplication material but the subjects who were in the

volume treatment did significantly better than those who were

in the multiplication treatment,

Posttest.

The conclusions mentioned above seem to suggest that the

volume treatment is better than the mlltiplication treatment in

teaching sixth graders the volume algorithm of a cuboid. The

volume treatment included activities for determining the volume

of cuboids by building them with cubes and counting the number

of cubes: this method later used the algorithm "V = L x V x H"

for computing the volume of a cuboid. The multiplication

treatment consisted mainly of studying the effect of varying

factors on their product and varying factors when their ?roduct

is constant; this task was supplemented by a brief application

to the volume algorithm "V =Lxiixff."

on the Volume Achievement
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The results of this study do not, therefore, sopt)ert the

conjecture made in Chapter 2 that students who are proficient

in varying factors of a fixed product can rapidly predict and

determine the volumes or dimensions of cuboids. On the

contrary, the results seem to support Piaget's claim that "it

is one thing to multiply two numbers together and quite ancther

to multiply two lengths or three lengths and understand that

their product is an area or a volume ... (Piaget et al., 1960,

p. 408).

Transition between Conservation Levels. Results of the

study revealed that there was, generally, an improvement of the

students' conservation levels regardless of their volume

achievement scores or their treatments. The transition from a

lower to a higher level of conservation between the pretest and

each of the posttest and retention test was found iudeoendent

of volume achievement scores and of treatments.

It appears that the improvement of the saojects'

conservation level was influenced by some factor(s) °titer than

treatments and volume achievement scores. Possible factors

could have been growth, peer influence, test iLfluence

(sensitization) and 'Hawthorne effect'. .Srowth is suspected to

have been a factor because the experiment lasted about two

months during which subjects in grade 6, especially those who

vere "on the doorstep" of conservation, could have developed

from one stage of cognitive development to the next.

Uncontrollable studc-nts' disclssions (peer influence) of the

Volume Conservation Test outside the classroom could have
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influenced the results of the posttest and the rtention test

since these tests were identical to the pretest. Th.: test

itself could have influenced some subjects to think seriously

about conservation tasks and to correct their own errors in

later tests. Finally, the development of the students from one

conservation level to the next could have been partially

attributed to the fact that they were chosen for the experiment

(Hawthorne effect) and consequently to the influence of feeling

special and worthy.

Effect of Mathematics Achievement. Results of the study

revealed that volume achievement scores on the posttest and the

retention test were correlated to mathematics achievement

scores measured by the computation section of SAT. The initial

level of conservatiorrof volume was found to be independent of

the mathematics achievement scores measured by the computation

section of SAT.

The above-mentioned results seem to suggest tnat a

competency in mathematics computation may indicate a competency

in volume achievement or vice versa. Furthermore, the

mathematics achievement score and volume conservation level

seem to be independent.

Effect of Sn. The effect of sex on the degree of learning

the volume algorithm of a cuboid and on the initial level of

conservation of volume was examined. The degree of learning el

volume algorithm of a cuboid, at the posttest and retention

test levels vas not found to be related to sex. On the other

hand, the males were found to have a significantly (p 0.01)
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initial level of conservation than the fetdles.

The above-mentioned su:riority of males over feadles in

volute conservation has been also reported by other researchers

such as Graves (1972), Elkind (1961-b and 1962) and wheatley

(1971). The superiority of the males to the females in the

initial level of conservation could be attributed to the more

active participation of males in practical experiences

involving manipulative skills. (Price-williams et al., 1969 and

Grave, 1972).

Limitations of the Stud/

There are several limitations of the study. Some of these

limitations are related to the type of subjects chosen for the

experiment other limitations are conseguences of the

procedures of the study.

The subjects of this study were sixth grade students of a

suburban area. Their average family income vas slightly higher

than the average income of the greater metrocclitan area. The

subjects consisted originally of 171 students but when those

who missed any test or treatment day were eliminated, the final

sample vas reduced to 105 students. There were 57

nonconservers, 32 conservers and only 16 partial conservers.

Any generalization based upon the results and conclusions of

this study is limited to this or to a similar population of

students. On the other hand, the subjects used in this study

were grade 6 students who followed a mathematics program
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typical of those Utied ih : ;orth America. They were of ales and

socioeconomic status similar to those of suburban grade 6

students in North America. These subjects seem, therefore, to

be representative of the population of suburban North American

grade 6 students and findings could be generalized to this

larger population.

The limitations relating to the procedures involve

constraints due to the treatments and constraints relating to

the tests. One of the experimental treatments, the volume

treatment, was more comprehensive and required more students'

active involvement than is normal in elementary classrooms. The

other experimental treatment, the multiplication treatment, was

different fro'', usual school approaches in its emphasis on

multiplication skills involved in the learning of the alyorith

"V 2Lxlixii." Furthermore, only one version of each of the

Volume Achievement Test, Volume Conservation Test and

Multiplication Achievement rest was used at different stages of

the experiment. The classification of subjects into volume

conservation levels WAS achieved using a judyement-based volume

conservation test. The generalizations of this study are

limited by the treatments and test instruments used.

12i
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Itnlications for FAucational Practic§

Implication__ 1. The students of the volume treatment had an

adjusted mean score of 65% on both the Volume Achievement

Posttest and Volume Achievement Retention Test. This seems to

indicate that students in grade 6 are capable of learuing the

volume algorithm for a cuboid ul, =1,xlixii," The volume

achievement scores of such students do not sees to be affected

by their levels of conservation of volume.

Since the conservation level did not seem to be an

important factor in learning the volume algorithm, ising

conservation as a criterion, the present school programs that

introduce the algorithm prior to grade 6 are not proven

unreasonable. This study does not, therefore, suggest the delay

of introducing the volume algorithm fcr a cuboid

"V =LxVIcH." This is not to say that the prevalent school

practices are justified with respect to the theory of Piajet.

The section on future research outlines possible trays for

pursuing the matter of justification of the school programs.

Implication 2. The results and conclusions of this study

indicate that the activity-oriented volume treatment was

successful. This treatment was based on determining the volume

of cuboids by building them with cubes and counting the number

of cubes: later the algorithm "V r-LxWx0" was used for

computing the volume of a cuboid. It seems, therefore,

appropriate to teach the volume ilgorithm of a cuboid using an

activity oriented method.
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Implicatian 3. The mathematic's computation scorez of SAT

were found to be positively correlated with vclume achievement

scores. This seems to suggest that a competency in mathematics

computation may indicate a competency in volume achievement or

vice versa.

Itplization 4. Females seem to be as capable as males in

learning the volume algorithm for a cuboid "V =LxWxH."

However, the superiority of the males to the females in the

initial level of conservation could be attributed to the more

active participation of males in practical experiences

involving manipulative skills. Activity-oriented programs in

the teaching of volume concepts may be beneficial to the

acquisition of volume conservation by females.

Recommendations for Future Research

The purpose of this study was to determine the

relationship between the level of conservation of vol4me and

the degree to which students learn the volume algorithm for a

cuboid "V =LxWxR." On the basis of the findings,

conclusions and implications of the study, further research is

needed on this topic.

It is recommended that the experiment be replicated on a

larger sample. The sample of this study consisted of 105

students only 16 of which ware partial conservers. A larger

sample might influence the results found in this study.
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It is also recomItnied that the experiment be replicated

III
On subjects in a grade lower than six. The independence of

conservation level and volume achievement could have been

influenced by the high grade level chosen. Students in grade 6

could have developed learning habits that were very effective,

or those students could have been "on the doorstep' of volume

conservation and became conservers early in the experiment. The

choice of a lover grade and consequently a lover level of

development might reveal the importance of volume conservation

level more clearly.

A further recommendation is to conduct a study, in which

volume learning at higher cognitive levels than computation and

comprehension is investigated with respect to a correlation

IIIwith volume conservation.

It is also recommended that a volume conservation posttest

and a volume :onservation retention test be developed which are

parallel forms of, but not identical to, the volume

conservation pretest. The identical conservation tests given in

the protest, posttest and retention test could have alloyed a

greater peer influence or sensitization effect than if they

were not identical.

It is also recommended that the following observations

which were made in the Post Hoc Qualitative Analyses be

investigated further.

1. It was noted that there was a general progress in the

conservation levels of subjects in all groups. However, in

111 cases of regression, the partial conservers who were given
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regressed the

most. Further investigation, which includes interviewing of

subjects, is needed for cases where regressicn occurs. Such

investigation may reveal the effect of volume activities OA the

stability of the conservation level of subjects, particularly

the partial conservers.

2. Students were asked, in question 11 of the Volume

Conservation Test, to write reasons for their responses. Those

responses did not seem to provide sufficient validity

information for the final judgement about the test used. A

considerable number of students gave an incorrect response and

a reason which might support the correct response while other

students gave a correct response and a reason related to

111
weight. Further investigation is needed to validate the

assessing of volume conservation. It is recommended that

methodological studies be undertaken to determine the

relationship between nonverbal and interrogation methods of

assessing conservation of volume.

3. Question 12 of the Volume Conservation Test concerned

two unequal volumes where students were asked to write reasons

for their responses. It was noted that the number of partial

conservers and conservers, who answered question 12 correctly,

increased in the posttest and decreased in the retention test.

The number of nonconservers who answered question 12 correctly

seemed to have improved steadily in the pretest, posttest and

retention test. On the other hand, most correct responses to

Allquestion 12 were supported by explicit reasons. Further
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research is needed for question 12 in particular and cases of

conservation of ipc.quality of volume in general.

Finally, in this study the relationship between volume

conservation and the degree of learning a volume algorithm

involving multiplication skills vas investigated. It is

recommended that similar research be conducted to determine the

relationship between various conservation tasks and the deyree

of learning other algorithms involving multiplication skills in

the elementary school. For example, research may be designed to

investigate the relationship between area conservation and

learning the algorithm for the area of a rectangular region,

"A = L x W ", that is, area equals length times width.

In summary, further research is needed before the

prevalent school practice of introducing the volume algorithm

foracnboid (V = L x W x H) in grades earlier than grade 6 can

be justified on the basis of the cognitive theory of ?iaget.

176
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Treatment A

Lesson 1

Behavioral Objectives:

1. Given two models of cuboids (closed boxes o: solid
blocks) the volume of which differ macroscopically, the
students will be able to state which one has the greater
volume.

2. Given five models of cuboids (closed boxes or solid
blocks) the volume of any two of which differ
macroscopically, the students will be able to order the
five models by volume.

3. Given two closed boxes, the volumes of which do not
necessarily differ macroscopically, and given a set of
deciletre cubes to be used as units, the students will be
able to build models congruent to the closed boxes, and
thereby to state the volume of each box.

4. Given five closed boxes, the volume of any two of which
do not necessarily differ macroscopically, and given a set
of decimetre cubes to be used as units, the students will
be able to build models congruent to the closed boxes, and
thereby to order the five boxes by volume.

5. Given a picture of polyhedral model built from unit
cubes, some of which may not be visible, and given a set
of unit cubes, the students will be able to build the
pictured model and state its volume.

Outling:

1. Direct comparison of objects.

2. Direct ordering of objects.

3. Indirect comparison of closed boxes.

3.1. Need for units; volume is the number Jf unit
cubes.
3.2. Mon-standard units: Discussion.
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4. Standard units: m3, dm' and cm3.

5. Yndirect ordering of closed boxes.

6. Volume of polyhedral modals built from unit cubes.

7. Worksheet.

Materials:

1. Cardboard boxes.
2. 1 inch-cubes.
3. Some decimetre cubes and centimetre cubes.
4. A poster of polyhedral models built from unit cures.
5. A cm ruler.

Activities:

Give each student 25 inch-cubes (refer to these cuaes as
simply "cubes" and not as "inch-cubes). Ask the students to
lay the blocks aside because they will be used later to the
period.

III1. (2 min) Direct comparison of obiects:

Display the two closed cardboard boxes A and B of sizes
6 cm X 4 cm X 2 cm and 40 cm X 20 cm X 10 cm respectively. Ask
the students to guess which is bigger, which occupies more
space and which has the greater volume. Conclude that box B is
bigger than box A and that any one of the following sentences
describes this fact.

a. Box B is bigger than box A
b. Box B takes up more room than box A
c. Box B occupies more space than box A
d. Box B has a larger volume than box A.

2. (3 min) Direct ordering of otjects:

Display, in this order, the five closed boxes F, G, H, I,

and 3 of sizes 2 dm3, 4 dm3, 16 dm3, 1 dm3 and 10 dm3
respectively. Ask the students to help to order the boxes from
largest to smallest. Allow time for responses then order the
boxes by comparing any two boxes and then putting a third in
its proper position between the first two and so on.
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3. (5 min) Iedirect comparison of closed boxes:

3.1. Need for units:

Display a closed cardboard box in each of two distant
locations of the classroom (use box P and box Q) and ask the
students to compare the volumes of the boxes without moving
them. Lead the discussion in order to conclude that perception
may be deceiving; determine 2nd compare the volumes using the
following activ'ties:

a. Use units (smaller boxes provided) to build next to
each box a cuhoid with the same shape and volume as that
of the box.
b. Count the number of units and write the volumes of the
boxes on the board. (Volume of P = 7 units, Volume of
Q = 8 units).
c. Compare the volumes of the boxes using the nuioers of
units found in b.

Stress that in this process, any units of the same size
could be used, but the same units must be used throughout.

3.2. Non-standard units: Discussion:

Encourage individual students to suggest items which could
be used as units.

Discuss with the students the feasibility and convenience
of scme of the suggested units.

4. (5 min) Standard units: 4m3 and cm3:

Ask the students about the common units for measuring
length (desired answer: m, dm, cm, ...) . If necessary use a cm
ruler to measure length. Lead the discussion in order to
conclude that m3, dm3, cm3 are consist6iff--with the units we
usually use to measure length. Show cubes of volume 1 dm3 and 1
cm3. Emphasize that these volumes are the usual metric units
used in industry and commerce. Use decimetre cubes to bmild a
congruent shape and to measure the vclume of box 8
(4 dm X 2 dm I 1 dm) and use centimetre cubes to build a
congEuent shape and to measure the volume of box A
(6 cm X 4 cm X 7 cm). Write on the board statements such as
"Volume of box c3 = 8 dm3" and "Volume of box A = 48 cm3."

5. (5 min) Indirect ordering of closed boxes:

Display three closed boxes (I, F, K) and ask the Students
to suggest how to order the boxes from largest to smallest
using the 1 dm3 blocks and the method described in section 3.1
above. Determine the volume of each box and order the boxes
accordingly.
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6. (5 min) Volume of_eolyhedral models built from unit
cubes:

Display a poster ($1.1) of two arrangements of cubes. The
first of the arrangements includes one block "absent" although
it may appear to be "present." The second of the arrangements
includes one block "present" although it may appear to be
"absent." Ask the students to use the cubes (inchcubes) in
order to build cuboids exactly like the ones pictured in the
poster and to state the volumes in terms of the cubes.

7. (10 min) Worksheet:

Display boxes X, Y. W and Z in one area of the classroom
(station $1). Display also boxes 11 and *2 as well as 15
decimetre cubes in another area (station 02) . Give each of the
students a copy of the attached worksheet and explain it to
them.

Divide the pupils into 3 groups. Let two of the groups
each be of about 1/4 the class and the third of about 1/2 of
the class. Ask each of the smaller groups to start on station
$1 or 02 and the larger group on the seat work.

Instruct the students in the smaller groups to finish the
work at their own station, then, with your approval, to move to
the other station and finish the work there, and then to return
to their seats for the seat work. Similarly instruct the
students in the larger group to finish their seat wort first
then wait for your approval in moving to the stations. Send
students from this larger group to the stations as they finish
their seat work and as space and order at the stations allow.
At the end of the period collect the worksheets.
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Name: Last:_______ _, First:

Lesson Al - Worksheet

(Station 11)
1. Examine the two boxes lettered X and T.

Which occupies less space, T or X?

which has the smaller volume V or X?

2. Examine the four boxes lettered V, X, I, and Z; than order
them from largest to smallest and record your answers below.

(largest) , , , (smallest)

(Station 12)
3. Build stacks of cubes similar to tbese boxes and answer the
following:

The volt:2e of box 11 is: cubes.

The volume of box 12 is: cubes.

(Seat work)
4. For each of the figures below use the cubes to build a

model. Count the number of cubes and record the volume.

Figure A Figure B Figure C

Volume =____ cubes Volume =.,___ cubes Volume =____ cubes

5.list A, 13, and C in order

(Largest) ___ mm.m. 4vobbeapimm.

112
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Treatment A

Lesson 2
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Behavioral Obiectives:

1. Given a cuboid or a diagram of a cuboid, which is
completely partitioned or partially partitioned into unit
cubes, the students will be able to build a layer and
determine the volume of the layer, the number of layers
and the total volume.

2. Given a diagram of a non-partitioned cuboid, the
dimensions shown either by numerals or by the fact of its
edges being marked in unit segments, the students will be
able to determine the volume of a layer, the number of
layers and the total volume of the cuboid.

Cutline:

1. Follow up of the worksheet from the previous lesson.

2. Volume of partitioned and non-partitioned cuboids.

3. Algorithm for the volume of a cuboid "V =LXIIXH.00

4. Application of the volume algorithm to cuboids and
diagrams of cuboids.

5. Worksheet.

Materials:

1. Three cardboard boxes.
2. Some decimetre cubes.
3. A poster of: a partitioned cuboid, a partially
partitioned cuboid and a non-partitioned cuboid.
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Activities:

1. (3 min) Follow up of the worksheet from the Rrelious
lesson:

Give each student his corrected worksheet from the
previous lesson. Explain that in order to compare volumes one
can count the cubes and compare the numbers obtained.

For illustration count the cubes of the shapes in #4 as
each student follows on his own worksheet, report the volumes
of the shapes and state their order.

2. (7 min) Volume of partitioned and non:partitioned
cuboids:

Give each student 25 inch-cubes. Display a poster (#2.1)
of a partitioned cuboid of dimensions 2, 2 and 5. Ask the
students to build with the cubes a cuboid exactly like the one
pictured in the poster, to count the number of blocks and to
state the volume of the cuboid.

Draw on the board a diagram of a non-partitioned cuboid of
dimensions L = 4, V = 3 and H = 2. Write these dimensions along
the edges. Ask the students to guess the number of cubes
necessary to build the cuboid. Partition the top layer then the
rest of the cuboid. Ask the students to determine the volume by
using the blocks to build a model then count the number of
blocks used.

3. (12 min) Algorithm for the volume of a cuboid
V=LXWXH":

Display a closed cardboard box (H) whose dimensions are
L = 4 dm, W = 2 dm and H = 2 im. Display also about 20
decimetre cubes. Discuss with the students how one can
determine the volume of the box using the available cubes. Lead
the activities using the cubes in order to determine:

a. The number of deci!netre cubes along the length of the
bottom layer. Write on the board "L (length) = 4 dm" i.e.,
4 cubes it along the lelgth of the bottcm layer.

b. The number of decimetre cubes along the width of the
bottom layer. Write on the board "W(width) = 2 dm"

c. Build a layer and conclude that the number of blocks
that can fit in the bottom layer is given by L X W.

d. The number of decimetre cubes along the height of the
box. Write on the board "H(height) = 2 dm"

e. Build a shape congruent to the hox and conclude that
the total volume is the volume of one layer (L K W)
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multiplied by the number of layers (H).
V=LXVICH.

Display another cardboard box (R) whose dimensions are
3 dm, 3 dm and 2 dm. Display also about 10 decimetre cubes.
Discuss with the students how one can determine the volume of
the box using the available cubes, knowing that there are not
enough cubes to build a shape congruent to the box or even
build a shape congruent to a layer. Develop again the algorithm
0V =LXIIXR00 by following steps a to e of the previous
activity but without actually building a shape similar to the
box.

Test the algorithm V =LIWIH0 using a different
cardboard box (11) of dimensions 4 dm, 3 dm and 1 dm:

f. Find the length, width and height of the box in
decimetres and multiply them.

g. Build a shape similar to the box with decimetre cubes
and count the number of cubes.

h. Compare the results in f and g.

4. (6 min) Application of the volume algorithm to diagrams
of cuboids:

Present a poster (12.2) of diagrams of cuboids and apply
the algorithm as directed.

a. Refer to the partitioned cuboid on the Foster. ithout
actually using the blocks develop again the algorithm

r.I.XWXBN by verbally following stepsatoe3f the
previous activity.

b. Refer to the partially partitioned and the U3U-
partitioned cuboids. In each case determine the volume of
each layer, the number of layers and the total volume. Use
the algorithm MT 7--LXWXHN to compute the volume.
Compare the two answers.

5. (7 min) $,rksheet:

Give each of the students a copy of the attached worksheet
and explain it to them. Go around and help them to complete it.
Collect the worksheets at the end of the period.
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Name: Last: .., First:_

lueou 12 - Vorksbeet

1. Find the volume of each of the figures telow. (you say use
the cubes tc build cdele of the figures).

Figure D

Volume of a layer =

luster of layers =

Volume = cubes

2. Volume of the bottcs layer =

Number cf layers

Volume =

3. 1. =__
V = m.mk. =1..1.

H =

r=

4. Volume of !be hoz =

17

Figure F

Volume of a layer =

Number of layers = ....1
Volume = cubes



TreatmentA

Lesson 3

Behavioral objectives:
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1. Given either a diagram of a non-partitioned cub3id with
its dimensions marked, or a word descripticn of the
dimensions of a cuboid without a diagram, the students
will be able to use the volume algorithm in order to
determine the volume of the cuboid.

2. Given a diagram of cuboids touching side by side aAd
all of the required dimensions, the students will be able
to use the volume algorithm in order to determine the
total volume of the cuboids.

3. Given a diagram of a cuboid to which there are attached
half cubes (rectangular parallelepipeds or triangular
prisms) the students will be able to determine the total
volume.

4. Given a diagram of a partitioned cuboid vaich is
partially covered, the students will be able to determine
the total volume of the cuboid.

Outline:

1. Follow up of the worksheet from the previous lesson.

2. Application of the volume algorithm to the following
cases:

a. word description of cuboids.
b. Cuboids touching side by side.
c. Diagrams of cuboids with some unit cubes attached

or removed.
J. Attachments of half cubes to cubcids.
e. Diagrams of partially covered cuboids.

3. Worksheet.
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Materials:

1. Posters of cuboids touching side by side, cuboids with
some units attached or removed and attachments of half
cubes to cuboids.

Activities;

1. (7 min) Follow up_of the workshett from the arevious
Itsson:

Give each student his corrected worksheet from the
previous lesson and explain that "V = L X V X H" helps us to
compute the volume fthe number of cubes needed to build a
similar shape) of each of the shapes drawn on the worksheet.

For illustration explain, as each student follows on his
own worksheet, that in 12 the volume of the top layer (of L = 4
and V = 2) is L X V = 4 X 2 = 8, that there are 6 layers and
that the volume is the number of cubes in one layer /8)

multiplied by the number of layers (6) i.e.,
V = 4 X 2 X 6= 48.

2. (18 min) Applicatioa of the volume algorithm to the

111
following cases:

a. Word description of cuboid:

Write on the board a verbal description of the dimensions
of a rectangular box(L = 6 4m, V = 2 dm, H = 5 dm). Suostitute
the given numbers for L, 1, and H in "V =LXVXH" and
compute the volume. Draw a diagram on the board and illustrate
that "L X V" gives the number of blocks in one layer and
LXWXHis the total volume.

b. Cuboids touching side by side:

Present the poster (03.1) of two cuboids tcuching side by
side. Ask students to compute the volume of each cuboid and add
to determine the total. volume.

c. Diagrams of cuboids with aome unit cubes attached or
removed:

Present the poster (03.2) of cuboids with some unit cubes
attached or removed. Lead the students to compute the volume of
the cuboid 3S if there were nothing attached or removed.
Determine the volume of the unit blocks to be added or
subtracted. Add or subtract to determine the volume.

d. Attachments of half cubes to cuboids:

/19
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Present the poster (#3.3) of the diagrams of the
attachments of half cutes to cuboids. In each case ask the
students to determine the volume of the cuboid, the volume of
the attached half cubes and add to determine the total volume.

e. Diagrams 2f 2artially_c2E2E2Lcu§oids:

Present the poster (#3.4) of a partially covered cuboid
(4X3X6). Point out that the blocks of the toF layer are shown
and there is a total of 6 layers. Determine the length, width
and height of the cuboid and use the algorithm to compute the
volume. Count the number of blocks in the top layer (12) and
conclude that each of the 6 layers has 12 blocks. Determine the
total volume (6x12). Compare the two answers.

3. (10 min) Work2beet:

Give each of the students a copy of the attached worksheet
and explain it to them. Go around and help them to complete it.
Collect the worksheets at the end of the period.
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qesson A3 - Worksheet
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1. A box has a length of 14, a width of 11 and a height of 3.

What is the volume of the box?

--_--____---
2.

What is the volume

4.

What is the volume 410.==.111...

6.

A metal block and a half
of a different block on top

What is the volume

S.

A pile of cubes and half cubes

What is the volume

7.
...1

=10.

/1 5 Layers

Z.ZW1

A pile of cubes partially
covered

What is the volume What is the volume



Treatment A

Lesson 4

Behavioral...Objective:
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1. Given a diagram or a word descripticn of a cuboid of
known dimensions and given a proposed additive or
multiplicative dimensional transformation, the students
will be able to state the volume of the cuboid that wowld
result after the transformation.

Outline:

1. Follow up of the worksheet from the previous lesson.

2. Application of the volume algorithm to cuboids with
proposed dimensional transformations.

3. Summary of generalizations.

4. Worksheet.

Materials:

1. A poster of a partitioned cuboid.
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Activities:

111 1. (5 min) Follow ap_of the worksheet from the previous
lesson:

Give each student his corrected worksheet from the
previous lesson and explain that in #2 for example, there are 2
half-cubes attached to a rectangular pile of cubes of L = 3,
W = 3 and H = 2. The volume of the 2 half-cubes is 1, the
volume of the pile is 31312 = 18 (asingV=LXVXH) and
the total volume is therefore 18 1 = 19.

Similarly for #6, explain that the volume of the block is
513X4 = 60 (usingV=LXWX11), the volume of the half
block on top is (3 X 2 X 1) /2 = 3 and the total volume is
therefore 60 I 3 = 63.

2. (18 min) Application of the volume algorithm to cuboids
with proposed dimensional transformations:

Write on the board "V =LXWXH", display a poster
(#4.1) of a partitioned cuboid of dimensions 6, 4 and 10 and
replace L, W, and H by the numbers 6, 4 and 10. Compute the
volume (240) and replace V by 240.

Apply the following changes to the factors (L, W, H) and
observe the changes in the product (volume). Encourage the
students to state and test conjectures about the effect on the
volume when the dimensions are changed.

2.1. Additive (or multiplicativel increase in opetwo or
three of the dimensions_produces additive /or multiRlicativa
increase in the volume.

2.1.1. Additive increase in ones. two or three of the
dimensions:

Ask the students to use the algorithm "V =.1.XWXH" to
calculate the volume of the cuboid if its length increases to 7
units. Write "7 X 4 X 10 = 280" underneath "6 X 4 X 10 =240."

Continue by asking the students to predict what happens to
the volume (240) if the width increases or the height
increases. Allow time for responses, write on the board the two
sentences "6 X 5 X 10 = " and N6 X 4 X 11 = n divide
the students into two groups and ask each group to complete one
of the statements. Solicit the answers (300,264) and complete
the statements written on the board.

Ask the students to predict what happens to the volume
(240) if any one of the dimensions increases. When conjectures
are made test them using examples such as "8 X 4 X 10 = 320"
and "6 X 4 X 12 = 288." Lead the discussion in order to
conclude that the volume increases if any one of the dimensions
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increases.

Similarly, ask the students to predict what happens to the
volume (240) if two of the dimensions increase. Allow time for
responses and test them using examples such as
"7 X 5 X 10 = 350" and "6 X 6 X 10 = 360." Lead the discussion
in order to conclude that the volume increases if two of the
dimensions increase.

Similarly, lead the discussion in order to conclude that
the volume increases if all dimensions increase. Use
"7 X 5 X 11 = 385" for illustration.

2.1.2. Multiplicative increase in one or two of the
dimgnsioss:

Ask the students to predict what happens to the voluae
(240) if any one of the dimensions is multiplied by "2"
(doubled). Alloy time for responses and ask three groups to
test them using "12 X 4 X 10 = ____", "6 X 8 X 10 = " and
"6 X 4 X 20 = " (answer: 480). Conclude that the volume is
multiplied by 2 (doubled). Continue by asking the students to
predict what happens to the volume (240) if any gpg of the
dimensions is multiplied by 3 (tripled) or 4. Test the
conjectures using:

6 X (3 X 4) X 10 = 720 = (3 X 240) and
6 X 4 X (4 X 10) = 960 = (4 X 240).

Lead the discussion in order to conclude that the voluae is
multiplied by 2 (do.bled), 3 (tripled), ... if any one of the
dimensions is multiplied by 2 (doubled), 3 (tripled), ...

Likewise, ask the students to predict what happens to the
volume (240) if each of two dimensions is multiplied by 2; then
if one is multiplied by 2 and another by 3, etc. Use examples
such as the ones written below to establish that if one
dimension is multiplied by a whole number and another dimension
is also multiplied by a whole number, the volume dill be
multiplied by the product of the two numbers.

(5 X 6) X (2 X 4) X 10 = (5 X 2) X 240
30 X 8 X 10 = 2400

6 X (3 X 4) X (2 X 10) = (3 X 2) X 240
6 X 12 X 20 = 1440

2.2. Additive /or multiplicative), deckgase in ones. two or
three of the dimensions produces additive jar multiplicativeL
decrease in the volume.

Model the discussion of this section after the discussion
of the previous section (2.1). For each of the generalizations
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below (lettered a, b, ...) ask the students to predict what
happens to the volume (240) if the proposed changes in the
dimensions are applied, test tLe students* predictions using
the given examples and conclude the generalization.

2.2.1. Additive decrease in oftts_two or three of the
dimensions: (move quickly through this section)

a. The volume decreases if any one of the dimensions
decreases.
Examples: S X 4 X 10 = 200; 6 X 3 X 10 = 180.

b. The volume decreases if any two of the dimensions
decrease.
Examples: S X 3 X 10 = 150; 5 X 4 X 3= 60

c. The volume decreases if all dimensions decrease.
Example: 4 X 3 X 8= 96

2.2.2. Multiplicative decrease in cne or two of the
dimensions:

a. The volume will be divided by 2 (halved), 3, ... if any
one of the dimensions is divided by 2, 3, ...

Examples:
6 X (4/2) X 10 = 240/2
6 X 2 X 10 = 120

6 X 4 X (10/5) = 240/5
6 X 4 X 2 = 48

b. If one of the dimensions is divided by a whole number
and another dimension is divided by a whole number, the
volume will be divided by the product of the two numbers.

Examples:
(6/2) X (4/2) X 10 = 240/(2 X 2) = 240/4
3 X2 X 10= 60

2.3. Additive increase /Lone or two of ths dimensions anfi
additive decrease in one or two can produce any_one of the
following:

a. Additive increase in the volume
b. AIiitive decrease in the volume
c. No chaftge in the volume

Ask the students whether they can predict what happens to

the volume if one of the dimensions increases and another
decreases. Allow time for predictions and ask three groaps to
test them using the following examples:
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6 X 5 X 9= 270 (the volume increases)
7 X 4 X 3= 84 (the volume decreases)
8 X 3 x 10 r- 240 (the volume does not change)

Conclude that the volume may increase, decrease or stay
the same if one dimension increases and another decreases; each
example has to be examined individually.

3. (2 min) Summary of generalizations:

Summarize the generalizations made in this lesson by
asking this series of questions and encourage stuAents to
answer them:

i. What happens to the volume if ve increase one, tvo or
three of the dimensions?

ii. What happens to the volume if we decrease one, tvo or
three of the dimensions?

iii. What happens to the volume if ve increase one of the
dimensions and decrease another?

iv. a. What happens to the volume if we double only one
dimension?

b. What happens to the volume if ve double two
dimensions?

c. What happens to the volume if we double all three
dimensions?

v. What happens to the volume if ve double one dimension
and halve another dimension?

4. (10 min) worksheeti

Give each of the students a copy of the attached worksheet
and explain it to them. Go around and help them to complete it.
Collect the worksheets at the end of the period.

ri
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nae:Last: , First:

/gsscn A4-Vorkshen

soulgte the.fcllovimul

1. A plastic tem.
It tie increased the width of this
box by three snits and the length
and the height stayed the sane,
then in the rev tcx vhat would be the

length?

Vidth?

Height?

Volume? __

2. A metal bcx.
If tie decreased the height by 3 units
and the the length by 2 units
but the width stayed the same,
then in the new icx vhat would be the

length?

Aidth?

Height?

//clove?

3. A wooden bcx.
It e decreased the length by 1 unit
and tie increased the height by 2
units but the width stayed the same,
then in the nem bcx ghat would be the

Length?

'lath?

Height?

_

15 9

4
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4. k rectangular pile of cubes.
If we tripled the height of this
pile and the length and the width
stayed the same, then in the new
pile what would be the

Length?

Width?

Height?

Volume?

5. k rectangular pile of cubes.
If we doubled the length and halved
the width but the height stayed the
same, then in the new pile what
would be the

Length?

Width?

Height?

Volume? 1111.1M ..m aldmINO

6. A cardboard box full of cubes.
If we multiplied the height by 3
and divided the length by 6
and the width by 2, then in
the new box what would be the

Length?

Width?

Height?

Volume?

160
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Treatment B

Lesson 1

Behavi2ral WecrivesI a, b and n denote natural numbers.

1. Given a multiplication equation with the same three
factors on each side of the equal sign, such that the
factors on both sides are not in the same order and that
one or two factors of one side are missing, the students
will be able to state the missing factors.

2. Given an assertion of the form a X b > a X c,
alb<aXc,cIa>bXaorcXa<biasuch that a

is knovn, but only one of b or c is known, the students
will be able to ascribe correct limits to the range of
values for the unknown number.

3. Given an assertion of the formaXbIn>aXcXn or
nxaXa>n XbXasuch thatnandaare knovn and only
one of b or c is known, the students will able to ascribe
correct limits to the range of values for the anknovn
number to make the assertion true.

Outline!

1.'lleview of the commutative and associative principles.

2. Prescribing the range for the missing factor in an
inequality involving two factors at each of its sides.

3. Prescribing the range for the missing factor in au
inequality involving three factors at each of its sides

4. Worksheet.

Materials!

111 1. A poster of 3 X 5 grid.
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Activities:

1.a. (5 min) review of the commutative_irincigle:

Present the poster (11.1) of 3 X 5 grid and ask the
students to tell the number of rows (3) and the nummer of
squares per row (5). Ask the students to give a multiplication
sentence to describe the total number of squares (3 X 5 = 15).
Write "3 X 5 = 15" on the board. Declare that the numbers 3 and
5 are called the factors while 15 is called the product.

Turn the poster 90 degrees and ask similar questions to
the ones in the previous paragraph. Conclude that the sentence
describing the total number of squares is now "5 x 3 = 15".
write "5 X 3 = 15" on the board underneath "3 X 5 = 15". Lead
the discussion to illustrate that both "3 X 5" and "5 X 3"
describe the same number of squares and are therefore
equivalent. Write the statement "3 X 5 = 5 X 3" on the board.

Ask the students to make a generalization about the order
of the factors based on the statement "3 X 5 = 5 X 3". Allow
time for responses and emphasize the commutative principle
(without mentioning the term "zommutative") i.e., the order of
multiplying the factors does not affect the prcduct. Test this
principle using 3 X 4 and 4 X 3 by determining the answer to
3 X 4 and 4 X 3. Confirm the commutative principle by asking
the students to compute the answer (180) to each side of the
sentence 12 X 15 = 15 X 12.

1.b. (5 min) Review of the associative vinciplei

Write "2 X 3 X 4" on the board and ask the students if it
makes any difference in choosing the numbers to be multiplied
first, 2 X 3 or 3 X 4. Then write (2 X 3) X 4 = and
2 X (3 X 4) = on the board. Ask the students to help in
the steps for finding the answers and conclude that one may
multiply the first two factors first or the last two first.
'Write on the board (2 X 3) X 4 = 2 X (3 X 4). Ask the students
to make a generalization about the order of multiplying the
factors based on the sentence written on the board. Allow time
for responses and emphasize the associative principle (without
mentioning the term "associative") for the product of any three
factors i.e., the grouping of the factors does not affect the
product. Test and confirm this principle using "5 X 3 X 4".

Write the following statements on the board and ask the
students to find the numbers which complete the statements.

_ X 8 X 11 = 8 X 6 X 11; 7 X 12 X 4= X 7 X

2. (10 min) Prescribing the range for the missigl_factor
in ag_ineguality Anvolvimg two factors at each of its aides.

Write on the board "3 X ( ) > 3 X 5" and follow the
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discussion below in order to lead the students to prescribe
whole numbers that can fit in the [ J.

T: If we replace [ by 10, will it be true?
(Response: "Yes". Write 10 on the board underneath i. 1)

T: Is there a number greater than 10 that would sake it
true? If so, tell we such a number?
(Write pupils' responses in ascending order. Leave spaces
for contingencies)

T: What if we replace [ ] by 1, will it be true?
(Response: "No". Ask how we tell)

T: Are there any numbers less than 10 that would make it
true? If so, which numbers?
(write then with the sequence in order)

T: that is the least number we have been able to replace
[ I by, so far? Does that mean that 6 is the least whole
number we can use? Can anyone name a smaller whole number
than 6 to make it true? Why not?

T: (Point out the "gap" in the sequence on the board which
probably looks like this:

Numbers that make it true: 6, 8, 10, 64, 100)

Are there any numbers between these two (pcint to 6 and 8)
that make it true? How about here? (pcint to 10 and 64)

etc.

T: Couli we possibly list all of the numbers that aake it
true? Why not?

T: So without actually listing them all, what could we

write that would clearly indicate all of the nuabars that
make it true? Could this do? (write on the board "Any
number greater than 5" or "n > 5")

Similarly let the students prescribe answers to the
following statements.

3 X 8 < [ ] X 8

12 X 15 > [ ] X 12

3. (5 min) Prvscribing the range for the aissing factor in
an inecuality involving_thtee factors ,t each_a its sides:

write the statement "2X3X6 < 211[31(6" on the
board and follow the steps below in order to lead the students
to prescribe numbers that can fit in the [ ]. (Answer: "Any
number greater than 3" or "n > 3").

163
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4

3.1. Determine a number, say 10, that makes the statement
true.

3.2. Determine a number, say 2, that makes the statement
false.

3.3. Establish a lower bound; Find all the numbers less
than 10 which make the statement true.

3.4. Determine a larger number than 10, say 50, which
makes the statement true.

3.5. Determine two or three numbers between 10 and Si) that
make the statement true.

3.6. Establish that it is impossible to list all the
numbers that make the statement true.

3.7. Write a sentence that prescribes all the numbers that
make the statement true. ("Any number greater than 3" or
"n > 3").

Similarly let the students prescribe numbers that fit in
the f 3 in order to make the statement
"6 X 2 X [ ] < 6 X 2 X 20" true.

4. (10 min) Worksheet:

Give each of the students a copy of the attached worksheet
and explain it to them. Move around and help them to complete
it. At the end of the period collect the worksheets.
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Name: Last: , First:

Lesson B 1 Worksheet

toapjclethefcring:

1. 5 X? X 12 = 12 X 5 X

2. 9 X (14 X 10) = 10 X X _ )

3. (23 X 7) X 13 = 13) X

4. 7 X 9 > 7 X [ 3

What number or numbers could go in the L 3?

5.53 X 16 > 16 X E
What number or numbers could go in the

4040141mmlAwmm
6. 22 X 25 X 26 < 22 X [ 3 X 26

411
What number or numbers could go in the E ]?

7. 213 X 19 X < 213 X 19 X 6
What number or numbers could go in the j?

n_each of the following write: <, = or_> in the 0
8. 5 X 4 0 4 X 5

9. 6 x 4 0 6 X 5

10. 9 X 3 0 3 X 8

11. 4 X(2 X 3) (4 X 2) X 3

12. 9 X (8 X 13) 0 (8 X 13) X 9

66
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Treatment B

Lesson 2

Behavioral objectives: a, b, c and P denote natural numbers.

1. Given an assertion of the form a X b = P where a, band
P are known, the students will be able to descrine the
effect on P when any one of the fallowing changes is
applied additively or multiplicatively:

i. Increase in a, or b, or both.
ii. Decrease in a, or b, or both.

iii. Increases in a together with decrease in b (or
vice versa).

2. Given an assertion, of the form aIbIc2P the
students will be able to describe the effect on P when any
one of the following changes is applied additively or
multiplicatively to the factors.

i. Increase in a, b or c
ii. Decreaso in a, i. or c
iii. Increase in one or two of the factors a, la or c
and decrease in two or one of the factors a, b or c

Outline:

1. Follow up of the uarksheet from the previous lesson.

2. Effect on the proddct of twa factors when these factors
are changed additively or multiplicatively. (Note:
nadditivelr and ',multiplicatively,' will subsume decrease
as well as increase.)

3. Effect on the product of three factors whet these
factors are changed additively or multiplicatively. (Note:
"additively" and omultipliaativelyo will subsume decrease
as sell as increase.)

4. worksheet
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Materials:

(The activities of this lesson are mainly number
manipulations and do not require physical materials)

Activities:

1. (4 min) follow ueof the worksheet from the previous
lesson:

Give Mach student his corrected worksheet from the
previous lesson and explain that in #4, any number less than 9
can go in the [ J and make the statement true. Any number
greater than or equal to 9 will make the statement false.
Similarly, in #7 any number less than 6 will make the statement
true and any number greater than or equal to 6 will make the
statement false.

2. (20 min) Effegt_on the_prodnct of two factors when
these factogs are_ahanged Oditively or multipligatively_

write on the board the statement "6 X 4 = 24". Apply the
following changes to the factors (4 and 6) and observe the
changes in the product (24). Encourage the students to state
and test conjectures about the effect on the product when the
factors are changed.

2.1. Additi/g_lor gultiplicativeL illgrease in one or two
of the factors Eg2duces additive_jor multiElicativeLiacreAse
in the Rroduct.

2.1.1. Additive inclease in one or two ol_lhe factors:

Ask the students to predict what happens to the product if
the factor 6 is replaced by a larger number, say 7 or 8
(desirable response: "It increases"). Allow time for responses
and write on the board "7 X 4 = 28" underneath "6 X 4 = 24."

Continue by asking the students to predict what happens to
the product (24) if any one of the factors increases. When
conjectures are made test them using examples such as
"8 X 4 = 32" and "6 X 7 = 42." Lead the discussion in order to
conclude that the product increases if any one of the factors
increases. Write on the board

6

IC 24:1

increases stays increases
the same

Similarly, ask the students to predict what happens to the
product (24) if both of the factors increase. Allow time for

166
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responses and test them using examples such as "7 X 5 = 35" and
"10 X 6 = 60." Lead the discussion in order to conclude that
the product increases if both of the factors increase. write on
the Ward

6 X 4 = 24

4 4 4
increases increases increases

2.1.2. Multiplicative increase in one or two of the
factors;

Ask the students to predict what happens to the product
(24) if any one of the factors is multiplied by 2 (doubled).
Allow time for responses and ask two groups to test them using
"12 X 4 = (answer: 48)" and "6 X 8 = (answer; 48)."
Conclude that the product is multiplied by 2 (doubled).
Continue by asking the students to predict what happens to the
product (24) if any one of the factors is multiplied by 3

(tripled) or 4. Test the conjectures using:

(original statement)
= 3 X 24 and
= 4 X 24.

6 X 4 = 24
6 X 12 = 72
24 X 4 = 96

Lead the discussion in order to conclude that the product is
multiplied by 2 (doubled), 3 (tripled), ... if any one of the
factors is multiplied by 2 (doubled), 3 (tripled), ... write on
the board

6 X 4 = 24

stays' is
the same multiplied multiplied

by 3 by 3

Likewise, ask the students to predict what happens to the
product (24) if one of the two factors is multiplied by 2 and
the other by 3, etc. Use examples such as the one written below
to establish that if one factor is multiplied by a whole number
and another by a whole number, the product will be multiplied
by the product of the two numbers.

6 X 4 = 24 (original statement)
30 X 8 = 240 = 10 X 24

2.2. Additive_i,r multiplicativeL decrease in one or two
of the factors produces additive 'or multiplicativeL decrease
in_the_product. (Move quickly through this section)

Model the discussion of this section after the discussion
of the previous section (2.1). For each of the generalizations
below (lettered a, b, ...) ask the students to predict what
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happens to tt.e product (24) if the proposed changes in the

111
factors are applied, test the students' predictions using the
given examples and conclude tha generalization.

2.2.1. Additive decrease in one or two of the factors:
(move quickly through this section)

a. The product decreases if any one of the factors
decreases.
Examples: 5 X 4= 20; 6 X 3= 18.

Write on the board

6 X 4 = 24

4
stays decreases decreases
the sam e

b. The product decreases if both of the factors decrease.
Example: 5 X 3 = 15.

write on the board

i6
X 4 = 2

l4It
decreases decreases decreases

2.2.2. Multiplicative decrease in ones. two or three of the
factors: (move quickly through this section)

a. The product will be divided by 2 (halved), 3,

any one of the factors is divided by 2, 3,

Example:
6 X 2 = 12 = 24/2

write on the board

6 X 4 = 24

stays4f
sif fi
is is

the same divided divilel
by 2 by 2

.. if

8. The product (24) will be divided by the product of two
numbers if cne of the factors is divided by one of the numbers
and another factor is divided by the othZr number.

Example-:
3 I 2 = 6 = 24/4
2 X 1 = 2 = 24/12

write on the board
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6 X 4 = 24

is A A
divided divided divided
by 3 by 4 by 12

2.3. Additivelor multiplicttiveL increase in one of tkg
factors and additive _Or multipligativeL dgcreage in the other
factor can produce any one of tke following:

a. Additive_jor multiplicative). increase in the rrodact
b. Additive_jor multiplicative). decreme is the Ir2duct
c. No change in the_product

2.3.1. Additive increase in one of the factors and
additive decrease_in the other_factor:

Ask the students whether they can predict what happens to
the product if one of the factors increases and the other
decreases. Allow time for predictions and ask three groups to
test them using the following examples:

6 X 4 = 24 (original statement)
5 X 9 = (45* the product increases)
7 X 3 = (21, the product decreases)
8 X 3 = (24* the product does not change)

Conclude that the product may increase, decrease or stay
the same if one factor increases and the other decreases: each
example has to be examined individually.

write on the board

6 X 4 = 24

increases delireases increases, decreases
or stays the same

3. (4 min) Effect on the product of three fact2rs when
these factors are changed Adjitively or multiplicativelyi (move
quickly through this section)

Write of the board the statement "4 X 6 X 10 = 240" and
ask the students whether they can predict the change in the
product (240) of three factors (4, 6, 10) when these factors
vary. Ask this following series of questions and encourage
students to answer them by making generalizations. When
necessary test the generalizations using numerical examples.

i. What happens to the product if we increase one, two or
three of the factors? (answer: it increases)

ii. what happens to the product if we decrease one* two or
three of the factors? (answer: it decreases)

17j
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iii. What happens to the product if we increase one of the
factors and decrease the other? (answer: we can't tell; it
may increase, decrease or stay the same. Each example has
to be examined individually)

iv. a. What happens to the product if we double only one
factor?

b. What happens to the product if we double two
factors?

c. What happens to the product if we double all three
factors?

(answers: it will be multiplied by 2, 4 or 8) .

v. What happens to the product if we multiply one factor
by 6 and divide another by 2? (answer: it will be
multiplied by 6 and divided by 2.

4. (7 min) worksheet:

Give each of the students a copy of the attached worksheet
and explain it to them. Warn the students that they may not
have enough time to finish the work and ask them to do as such
as they can. Move around and help them to complete it. At the
end of the period collect the worksheets.



name:bast: .., First:

Lesson B2-Worksheet

Complete the following:

1. 16 X 24 = 381

decreases stays ?

the same

160

If 16 were replaced by a smaller number and 24 stayed the
same, what should happen to the product?

411
2, 24:4 X r = 360

increases increases 9

If 24 were replaced by a larger number and 15 were
replaced by a larger number, what shculd happen to the
product?

3. 35 X 28 = 980

i
becomes

4
becomes 3 f

twice times as
as big big

If 33 were replaced by a number twice as big and 2a were
replaced by a number three times as big, what should
happen to the product?

1
kw
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4. 17 X
i9

X 14 = 2142

stays decreases de4creases t
the same

If 9 were replaced by a smaller number, 14 were replaced
by a smaller number and 17 stayed the same, what should
happen to the product?

5. 3 X 36 X 13 = 1404

.....10

1 4 4, 4
become becomes becomes
twice one-third 3 times
as big as big as big

If 3 were replaced by a number twice as big, 13 were
replaced by a number three times as big and 36 were
replaced by a number one-third as big, what should happen
to the product?
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Treatment B

Lesson 3

Behavioral Objectives: a, b, c and denote natural numbers.

1. Given an assertion of the form a X b = P where a and b
are known and given a conlftional statement that P remains
fixed while one factor is replaced by one of its multiples
or divisors, the students will be able to anticipate a

suitable replacement for b.

2. Given an assertion of the form a X b X c = P such that
all variables are known and given a conditional statement
that P remains fixed while one or two of the factors are
replaced by their multiples or divisors, the students will
be able to anticipate suitabe replacement for the
remaining factor or factors.

Outline

1. Follow up of the worksheet from the previous lesson.

2. Effect on one of two factors when the other factcr is
changed and the product is fixed

3. Effect on two (or one) of the three factors 'men one
(or two) of these factors is (are) changed and the product
is fixed.

4. Worksheet

Materials:

(The activities of this lesson are mainly number
manipulations and do not require physical materials)
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Activities:

1. (4 min) Follow u2 of thg_tgrksheet from the arevious
lesson:

Give eac4 student his corrected worksheet from the
previous lesson and explain how one can obtain the correct
answers to #2 and #5.

For #2 write "24 X 15 = 360" on the board and explain that
if 24 ana 15 were replaced by larger numbers the product would
increase. Illustrate by writing "30 x 20 = 600" underneath
"24 X 15 = 360."

Similarly for #5, write 3 X 36 X 13 = 1404 then
6 x 12 X 39 = Explain that the product will. be
multiplies by 2 X 3 and divided by 3. Therefore the number to
fill in the blank will be 2 X 1404 = 2808.

2. (8 min) Effect gaone of two facigrs when the gther
factgr is changed and thg_ugguct is fixed:

Write an the board the statement "9 X 6 = 54" and
underneath it write "18 X E = 54" and tell the students that
in the examples on the board, the product 54 was fixed while
the factor 9 was doubled to 18. Ask the students to suggest a
numbers that can go in the E 3 to make the statement true
(answer: 3). Continue by telling the students that 9 was
multipliel by 2 to get 18 and ask them to predict what happened
to 6 to get 3. Help the students conclude that 6 was divided by
2 since 9 was multiplied by 2.

Similarly write on the board "5 X 8 = 40" and underneath
it write "10 X E = 40". Ask the students to guess how 10 was
obtained from 5 (multiplied by 2 or doubled) and to predict
what would happen to 8 in order to to get the same prod act 40
(divide it by 2 or halve it). Allow time for responses and
replace "[ )" by "4".

Write on the board "4 X 6 = 24" and ask the students to
predict what happens to one of the factors if the product (24)
is fixed and the other factor is multiplied by 2. Test the
students' predictions using "8 X E = 24" and "C ] X 12 = 24".
Lead the students to conclude that if the product is fixed and
one of the factors is multiplied by 2 (doubled) the other
should be divided by 2 (halved).

Similarly, refer to "3 X 12 = 36" and ask the students to
predict what happens to one of the factors if the product is
fixed and one of the factors is divided by 3. Test the
students, predictions using "1 X E 3 = 36" and 1 ] X 4 = 36".
Lead the students to conclude that if the product is fixed and
one of the factors is divided by 3 the other factor shaald be
multiplied by 3.
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write on the board "9 X 8 = 72" and ask the students to
predict what should happen to one of the factors if the ozoduct
is fixed and the other factor is multiplied or divided by a
number. Allow time for responses and test them using:

3 X [ ] = 72 (answer:3 X [24] = 72)
18 X [ ] = 72 (answer: 18 X [4] = 72)
[ ] X 72 = 72 (answer: [1] X 72 = 72)
[ ] X 2 = 72 (answer: [36] X 2 = 72)

Help the students generalize that if the product is fixed
and one of the factors is multiplied (divided) by a number the
other factor should be divided (multiplied) by the same number.

3. (13 min) Effect on two_lor one). of the three factors
whes_one jar twoL of these factors is_larel chssggd
multiplicatively and thl_product is fixed&

3.1. Multiplicative increase is one of the factors asi
multiplicative decrease in another ani vice versa (move quickly
through this section).

Write of the board the statement "4 X 6 X 10 = 240" and
underneath it write "8 X [ ] X 10 = 240 ". Tell the students
that the product 240 is fixed and one of the factors 10 is also
IIIfixed while another factor 4 was multiplied by 2 to become 8.
Ask the students to predict what should happen to 6 in order to
find the number (3) that should go in [ ] and mate the
statement true. Test the students' prediction by replacing the
suggested number in [ ] and complete the statement, conclude
that 6 was divided by 2.

Refer to the statement "4 X 6 X 10 = 240" and ask the
students to predict what happens to one of the factors if the
product and one of the factors are fixed while a factor is
multiplied by a number. Ask the students to test their
predictions using:

12 X [ ] X 10 = 240
[ ] X 6 X 20 = 240
4 X 1 X [ ] = 240

(answer: 12 X [2] X 10 = 240)
(answer: [2] X 6 X 20 = 240)
(answer: 4 X 1 X [60] = 240)

Help the students to conclude that in this case if one
factor is multiplied by a number, the other should be divided
by the same number. Similarly, ask the studeLts to predict shat
happens to one of the factors if another factor is divided by a
number while the third factor and the product are fixed. Ask
the students to test their predictions using

240 (answer: 2 X [12] X 10 = 240)
240 (answer: [12] X 2 X 10 = 240)
240 (answer: 4 X 1 X [60] = 240)

2 X [ ] X

[ ] X 2 X
4 X 1 X [

10

10

]

=

=
=
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3.2 Increase in two of the factors and decrease in one and vice
versa

Refer to "4 X 6 X 10 = 240" and tell the students teat the
product 240 is fixed while 6 is multiplied by 2 and 10 is
multiplied by 2. Write "[ ] X 12 X 20 = 240" underneath
"4 X 6 X 10 = 240" and ask the students to predict what should
happen to the factor 4. Test the students' prediction and lead
the discussion to conclude that since two factors were
multiplied by 2 each and the product is fixed the third facl.or
Should be divided by 2 X 2 or 4.

Similarly, ask the students to predict what should happen
to the factor 6 if 10 vas divided by 5 and 4 by 2. Test the
predictions and help the students to conclude that the factor 6
should be multiplied by the product 5 X 2 (or 10). Test this
conclusion using

2 X [ ] X 2= 240 (ansver:2 X [60] X 2= 240)

Write "4 X 12 X 8 = 384" and tell the students that the
product 384 is fixed and the factor 4 is multiplied by 4 to get
16. Write "16 X [ X ( ) = 384" underneath
"4 X 12 X 8 = 384." Ask the students to predict what should
happen to 12 or to 8 or to 12 and 8 in order to make the
statement true. Test the predictions and lead the students to
conclude that since one of the factors vas multiplied by 4 any
one of the following could he done:

a. divide any other factor by 4
b. divide each of the factors by 2.

Similarly, refer to "4 X 12 X 8 = 384" and tell the
students that the product 384 is fixed and the factor 12 is
divided by 6 to q.t 2. Write "[ ] X 2 X ( ) = 384" underneath
"4 X 12 X 8 = 384." Ask the students to predict what should
happen to 4 or to 8 or to 4 and 8 in order to make the
statement true. Test the predictions and lead the students to
conclude that since one of the factor vas divided by 6 any one
of the following could be done

a. multiply any other factor by 6
b. multiply one of the factors by 2 and the other by 3.

4. (10 min) Worksheet

Give each of the students a copy of the attached worksheet
and explain it tc them. Go around and help them to complete it.
Collet the worksheets at the end of the period.
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same: Last: , First:

Lesson 83 Worksheet

Complete the following:

1. 8 1 5 = 40
f ] X 10= 40

The product 40 stayed the same; 5 was replaced by 1J. What
number should go in the [ J?

2. 9 X 15 = 135
27 X ( ] = 135

The product 135 stayed the same; 9 was replaced by 27.
What number should go in the ( )?

3. 34 X 12 X 9 = 3672
34 X ( ] X 36 = 3672

The product 3672 stayed the same; 34 stayed the same; 9

was replaced by 36, What number should go in the [ 1?

4. 11 X 15 X 22 = 3630
33 X C ] X 22 = 3630

The product 3630 stayed the same; 22 staved the same; 11

vas replaced by 33. What number should go in tile Z 1?

5. 26 X 45 = 1170
13 X C ] = 1170

If tb, product 1170 stays the same and 26 is replaced by

13, what number should replace 45?

6. 20 X 8 X 23 = 5152
C ] X 32 X 23 = 5152

If the product 5152 stays the same, and 23 stays tae same
and 8 is replaced by 32, what number should replace 28?

7. 18 X 5 X 32 = 2880
6 X C ] X 16 = 2880

If the product 2880 stays the same, and 18 is replaced by
6 and 32 is replaced by 16, what number should replace 5?
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Treatment B

Lesson 4

Behavioral Objectives:
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1. Given a cuboid or a diagram of a cuboid, which is non -
partitioned, partially partitioned or completely
partitioned into unit cubes, the students will be able to
use the volume algorithm "V = L X V X H" in order to
determine the volume

2. Given a diagram of a partitioned cuboid which is
partially covered the students will be able to determine
the total volume of the cuboid.

3. Given a diagram or a word description of a cunoid of
known dimensions and given a proposed additive or
multiplicative dimensional transformation the students
will be able to state the volume of the cuboid that would
result after the transformation.

pktliug:

1. Follow up of the worksheet from the previous lesson.

2. clarification of the concept of volume.

3. Algorithm for the volume of a cuboid "V =LIM."

4. Application of the volume algorithm to partitioned,
partially partitioned and partially covered cubcids.

5. Application of the volume algorithm to cuboids with
proposed dimensional transformations.

6. Worksheet.

Materials:

1. Cardboard boxes.
2. Decimetre cubes.
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3. A poster of polyhedral models built from unit cuoes.
4. Posters of partitioned, partially partitioned, non-
partitioned and partially covered cuboids.

Activities:

1. - (4 min) Follow pp of the worksheet from the previous
lesson:

Give each student his cbtrected- worksheet from the
previous lesson and explain how one can obtain the answers to
#5 and *7.

For *5, explain that 26 was divided by 2 in order to get
13. Therefore 45 should be multiplied by 2 in order to get the
same product, 1170. Check by writing "13 X [90] = " and
computing the answer (1170). Write "1170" in the blank.

For *7, explain that 18 was divided by 3 to get 6, 32 was
divided by 2 to get 16. Therefore 5 should be multiplied by
3 X 2 = 6 in order to get the same product, 2880. Thus 5 should
be multiplied by 30. Check by writing 6 X L30] X 16 =
and computing the answer (2880). Write "2880" in the blank.

III2. (5 min) Clarificatign of the concept of volume:

Display the two closed cardboard boxes A ani B of sizes
6 cm X 4 cm X 2 cm and 40 cm X 20 cm X 1C cm respectively. Ask
the students to guess which is bigger, which occupies sore
space and which has the greater volume. Conclude that box B is
bigger than box A and that any one of the following sentences
describes this fact.

a. Box B is bigger than box A
b. Box B takes up more room than box A
c. Box B occupies more space than box A
d. Box B has a larger volume than box A.

Display a closed cardboard box in each of two distant
locations of the classroom (use box #1 and box #2) and ask the
students to compare the volumes of the boxes without moving
them. Lead the discussion in order to conclude that perception
may be deceiving; determine and compare the volumes using the
following activities:

a. Use decimetre cubes as units to build a cuboid next to
each box with the same shape and volume as that of the
box.
b. Count the number of units and write the volumes of the
boxes on the board.
c. Compare the volumes of the boxes using the numbers of
units found in b.

Stress that in this process, any units of the sate size

1 S 1
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(in this case decimetre cubes) could be used, but the same
IIIunits must be used throughout.

3. (5 min) Algorithm for the volume of a cuboid
"V =LXWXH":

Display a poster (14.1) of a partitioned cuboid whose
dimensions are 6, 3, and 4. Remind the students that the height
is always the vertical dimension, the length is the longer of
the two horizontal dimensions and the width is the shorter of
the two horizontal dimensions. Discuss with the students how
one can determine the volume of the cuboid. Lead the activities
in order to determine:

a. The number of cubes along the length of the top layer.
Write on the board "L(length) = 6 0 i.e., 6 cubes fit
along the length of the top layer.

b. The number of cubes along the width of the top layer.
Write on the board "V(vidth) = 3 "

c. Conclude '.nat the number of cubes that can fit in the
top layer is given by L X W.

d. The number of cubes along the height of the box. Write
on the hoard "H {height) = 4 " . This is the number of
layers.

e. Conclude that the total volume is the volume of one
layer (L X W) multiplied by the number of layers (H) i.e.,
V =LXWX H.

4. (5 min) Application of the volume algorithm to the
following cases:

a. Partially partitioned and non-partiticned guboids:

Refer to the partially partitioned and the ncn-partitioned
cuboids on the poster (14.2). In each case determine the volume
of each layer, the number of layers and the total volume. Use
the algorithm "V =LIWXH" to compute the volume. Compare
the two answers.

b. Partially covered cuboids:

Present the poster (#4.3) of a partially covered cuboid
(4X3X6). Point out that the blocks of the top layer are shown
and there is a total of 6 layers. Determine the length, width
and height of the cuboid and use the algorithm to compute the
volume. Count the number of blocks in the top layer (12) and
conclude that each of the 6 layers has 12 blocks. Determine the
total volume (6x12). Compare the two answers.

182
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5. (7 min) Application of the volume algorithm to cuhoids with
proposed dimensional transfornitions:

Write on the board the statement 6 X 4 X 10 = 240. Review
with the students how some of the changes in the factors
(6,4,10) affect the product (240) by asking this series of
questions and encouraging the students to make
generalizations.

i. What happens to the product if we increase one, two or
three of the factors?

ii. What happens to the product if we decrease one, two or
three of the factors?

iii. a. What happens to the product if we double only one
factor?

b. What happens to the product if we double two
factors?

c. What happens to the product if we double all three
factors?

iv. What happens to the product if we double one factor
and halve another factor?

Display a poster (04.4) of a partitioned cuboid of
dimensions 6, 4, and 10. Ask the students to state the
algorithm for finding the volume of the cuboid and write on the
boardV=LXWXH. Replace L, W, and H by 6, 4 and 10
respectively and compute the volume (240). Write on the hoard
6X4X10 = 240 underneathV=LXWX R.

Ask the students to predict the changes in the volume
(240) when L (6) , i (4) , and H (10) vary. Help the students
make the jeneralizations by asking them this series of
Questions.

i. What happens to the vclume if we increase one, two or
three of the dimensions?

ii. What happens to the volume if we decrease one, tvc or
three of the dimensions?

iii. What happens to the volume if we increase one of the
dimensions and decrease another?

iv. a. What happens to the volume if we double only one
dimension?

h. What happens to the volume if we doable two
dimensions?

c. What happens to the volume if we double all three
dimensions?

v. What happens to the volume if we double one dimension

18,3
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and halve another dimension?

6. (9 min) Warksheet:

Give each of the students a copy of the attached vorksheet
and explain it 'o them. Go around and help them to coi4lete it.
Collect the vorksheets at the end of the period.
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Name:Last: _, First:

Lesson WI-Worksheet

Complete the following:

2. 1. = Pd4M

11 =

V

3. A pile of cubes partially covered..

Total volume

196

Layers
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4. A Elastic box.
If we increased the width of this
box by three units and the length
and the height stayed the sane,
then in the new lox what would be the

Length?

lidth?

He

'clone? Immorawyma.1.4.=

174

5. A woocen /ex.
If we decreased the length by 1 unit
and we increased the height by 2
units but the width stayed the sane,
then in the new bcv what would be the

Length?

width?

Height?

Vclune?

6. A rectangular pile cf cubes.
If we dcoblEd the length and halved
the width bet the height stayed the
sane, then in the mew File what
'mold be the

Length?

Width?

Height?

Vcluse?

IS;
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Treatment C

Lesson 1

Behavioral Obiectives:

1. Given a numeral in Base 10 for a number n (n <10s) , the
students will be able to write the numeral in expanded
notation using either of the forms illustrated below:

a. 324 = 3 hundreds + 2 tens + 4 ones
b. 324 = 3 X 100 + 2 X 10 + 4

2. Given a numeral in Base 10 for a number n (n.S124), the
students will be able, with manipulative aids, to conYert
the numeral to the equivalent numeral in Base 5.

Outline:

1. Review of Base 10 place value concepts

2. Bundling in fives and expressing numbers in Base 5

Materials:

1. Popsicle sticks
2. Twist ties
3. Base 10/Base 5 table
4. Base 10 6 Base 5 mats: a paper on one side of which
there are three large columns with headings: ten-tens,
tens and ones; the other side has three large columns with
headings: five-fives, fives and ones.

1S8
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Activities:

Give each student 45 popsicle sticks, 5 twist ties, a Base
10 and a Base 5 mat and a copy of the Base 10/Base 5 table
illustrated below. Ask the students to lay aside the haadouts,
the sticks and the twist ties because they will be used later
in the period.

I expanded form I short I shorts expanded form I

I Iform Iform I 1

Iten-ten1tensiones1 __II Ifive-fivesIfivesioneal
1 1 1

1 I I

I I I

I I I

1 1 I

1 1 I

1. (15 min) Review of_Base_10.place value concepts:

write "111" on the board then ask the students to read
this number. Give pupils opportunity to respcnd then as about
the relationship of the "1" in the tens place to the "1" in the
ones place and the "1" in the hundreds place. Use popsicle
sticks (1 stick, 1 bundle of 10, and 1 bundle of 10 teas) in
order to illustrate that '1' in the tens place means 10 times
as much as the '1' in the ones place; the 01' in the 100's
place means 10 times as such as the '1' in the 10's place and
100 times as much as the '10 in the ones place. Conclude that
"111 = (100) + (10) + 1".

Write "444 = hundreds + teas + ones"
and then ask the children to suggest numbers that will make the
assertion true. Review with the children that:
444 = 4 hundreds + 4 tens + 4 ones.
444 = (4 x 100) + (4 ); 10) + 4.

Repeat using "2795" in order to conclude that :
2795 = (2 x 1000) + (7 x 100) + (9 x 10) + 5.

2. (20 min) Bundling in fives and expressing numbers in
Base 5:

Tell the students that after what they have just dJne the
following may seem to be ridiculously easy. Give the stulents
the following instructions and make sure that each student
completes the work.

a. Count out 14 sticks.

b. Group the sticks in tens and ones. Use the twist ties

139
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to bundle each group of ten.

c. Place the bundles (1) and sticks (4) ir the proper
sections on the Base 10 mat.

d. Enter in the table on the left waat the bundles show.

e. Enter in the table on the left the short form of what
the bundles show.

f. Unbundle the sticks.

g. Regroup the sticks in fives and ones using the twist
ties.

h. Place the bundles (2) and the sticks (4) in the proper
sections on the Base 5 mat.

i. Enter in the table on the right what the bundles show.

j. Enter in the table on the right the short form of what
the bundles show.

Repeat the above steps of instruction for "thirty-two" and
"twenty- six"; in step g say that as soon as 5 bundles are made
they should be bundled into a larger bundle of five-fives.

Tell the students that when they bundled in fives the
'..1 written numbers were in Base 5, just is when they bundled in

tens the numbers were in Base 10. Show the equivalence of the
numerals by using the numerals written on the table and writing
the following:

14 (Base 10? = 24 (Base 5)

22 (Base 10) = 42 (Base 5)

32 (Ease 10) = 112 (Base 5)

26 (Base 10) = 101 (Base 5)

19



Treatment C

Lesson 2

Behavioral objectives:
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1. Given a numeral in Base 10 for a number n (n1124), the
students will be able, with and without manipulative aids,
to convert the numeral to the equivalent numeral in
Base 5.

2. Given a number no greater than 124 (Base 10) wnich is
suggested by a given real life situaticn, the students
will be able to write the equivalent Base 5 numeral for
that given number.

Outline:

1. Review of section 2 of the previous lesson

2. Counting in Base 5

3. Converting numerals from Base 10 to Base 5

4. Worksheet

Materials:

1. Popsicle sticks
2. Twist ties
3. Base 10/Base 5 table
4. Base 10 G Base 5 mats: a paper og one side of which
there are three large columns with headings: ten-tens,
tens and ones: the other side has three large columns with
headings: five-fives, fives and ones.

Actirities:

1. (7 min) Revici of section 2 of the Rsevious lesson:

hold up 22 sticks. Show the students that 4 bundles of 5

191
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sticks each can be male and there will be 2 sticks left aver.

Draw the Base 5 table on the board and write "4" under the
"fives" and "2" under the "ones". Then write on the board the
statement "22 (Base 10) = 42 (Base 5)".

2. (3 min) Counting_in Base_5:

Ask the students to enter "1", "2", ..., "12" vertically
in the left short form section of the table. For each of these
numerals write the equivalent Base 5 numeral. Emphasize that in
Base 5, fives must be grouped (bundled). Make a correspondence
that in Base 5 there are ones, fives, five-fives, ... just as
in .Base 10 there are ones, tens, ten-tens, ... Also point out
that in Base 5 the only digits needed are the five digits "0,
1, 2, 3 and 4." Contrast with Base 10 in which the ten digits
"0, 1, ..., 9" are needed.

3. (10 min) Converting numerals from Base 10 to Base 5:

Tell tht. students to enter "38" in the left short form
section of the table. Ask thq students to think of 38 sticks
and the number of bundles that could be made. Ask if 1 bundle
of five could be made (Yes), 2 bundles (Yes), 3 bundles (Yes),
4 bundles (Yes) and 5 bundles (Yes) . Ask what we would do with
5 bundles of five (lak3 1 bundle of five-fives or twenty five).
Ask the students to enter the number of bundles of twenty five
(1) in the table.

Continue by asking the students to calculate the number of
sticks that would be left over (13) , the number of bundles of
five that could be made (2) and the number of sticks left over
(3). Ask the students to enter the numbers (2,3) representing
the fives and the ones in the table and to also enter the short
form (123). Write on the board "38 (base 10) = 123 (Base 5) ."
Repeat for "56" and conclude that:

56 (Base 10) = 211 (Base 5)

4. (10 min) Worksheet:

Give each of the students a copy of the attached worksheet
and explain it to them. Go around and help them to complete it.
At the end of the period collect the w3rksheets.
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Name: Last:____ ___, First:_____

Les12n C2 - Workshtgi

Do each calculation aid write your answer in the space provided
for it.

1. 938 = 9 hundreds tens ones--___

2. 4207=( x 1C00) ( x 100) (0 x 10) 7

3. 279 = (2 x ____) (7 x ____)

5's 1 ones
4. 18 (Base 10)

III5. 30 (Base 10) -

6. 86 (Base 10)

,11
1

25's 1 52s 1 ones

(Base 5)

25's 1 5's 1 ones

....mgmimemOM (Base 5)

_____-- (Base 5)

I i

7. 57 (Base 10) = (Base 5)

8. The Base 5 number for the number of days in a
week is (Base 5)

9. The Base 5 number for the number of months in a
year is (Base 5)__

10. The Base 5 number for the number of days in
January is (Base 5)

193
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Tregtment C

Lesson 3

Behavioral Objectives:

1. Given a numeral in Base 5 for a number n fn5444(Base
5) le the students will be able to convert the numeral to
the equivalent numeral in Base 10.

Outline:

1. Follow up of the worksheet from the previous lesson

2. Converting numerals from Base 5 to Base 10

3. Worksheet

Haterials:

(the activities of this lesson consist mainly of number
manipulation and do not require physical materials)
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Activities:

1. (5 min) Follow gn_of the vorkshtet from the arevioas
lesson:

Give each student his corrected worksheet from the
previous lesson and explain how one can obtain the answer to #6
and #10.

For #6 explain that from 86 sticks one can bundle 3
bundles of 25's, 2 bundles of 5os and have 1 stick left.
Tkerefore "3", "2" and "1" should be written under "25's ",
"Soso and "ones" and thus "321" should be written in the space
provided on the right.

Similarly, explain that in #10 the 31 days in January
allow for writing "1" under "25's ", "1" under 05os" and "1"
under "ones". The answer is therefore 111 (Base 5).

2. (15 min) converting nuglrals from Base 5 to Base 101

Write the place values for Base 5 on the board as follows:

i 250s i 2L1 ants'
I I I I

I I I 1

I I 1 1

1 I I I

Write also "123(Base 5)" on the board and ask the students what
"123(Base 5)" means (1 twenty-five, 2 fives and 3 ones). Write
"1", "2" and 00300 in the proper sections in the place value
table on the board. Then write on the board
123 (Base 5) = (1 X ) * (2 X ) * 3 and ask the students to
state numbers that will make the assertion true. Conclude that
123 (Base 5) = (1 X 25) * (2 X 5) * 3 = 25 * 10 * 3

123 (Base 5) = 38 (Base 10).

Likewise ask the students to state the usual we), (in

Base 10) of writing the numbers in the following exercises:

203 (Base 5) = (2 X ) * (0 X ) * 3 = (Base 10)
334 (Base 5) = (3 X ) * (3 X ) * 4 = (Base 10)

3. (15 min) Worksheet:

Give each of the students a copy of the attached worksheet
and explain it to them. Go around and help them to complete it.
Collect the worksheets at the end of the period.
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Name: Last: , First:

Leszon C3 - Worksheet

Do each calculation and write your answer in the space provided
for it.

5's I ones
1. 23 (Base 5) - - (Base 10)

i

25's 1 5's 1 ones
2. 401 (Base 5) - (Base 1 0)

I I

3. 34 (Base 5) = (Base 10)

4. 332 (Base 5) = (Base 10)

5. 304 (Base 5) = (Base 10)

6. 432 (Base 5) = (Base 10)
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Treatment C

Lesson 4

Behavioral ObjectivegL

1. Given two numerals in Base 5 which represent two
numbers the sum of which is not greater than 444 {Base 5),
the students will be able to calculate the sum of the
numbers and express it by a numeral is Base 5 without
translating the numerals into Base 10.

2. Given two numbers in Base 5, neither of which is
greater than 444 (Base 5), the students will be able to
calculate the difference of the two numbers and express it
by a numeral in Base 5 without translating the numerals
into Base 10.

Qutliue:

1. Follow up of the worksheet from the previous lesson

2. Addition in Base 5 with and without renaming

3. Subtraction in Base 5 with and without renaming

4. Worksheet

Materialu:

1. Popsicle sticks
2. Twist ties
3. Base 5 table
4. Base 5 mat

197
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Activitiea:
1

1. (3 min) ?alloy up of the worksheet from the previous

Give each student his corrected worksheet from the
previous lesson and explain how one can obtain the correct
answer to t6.

Explain that "4" means four 25's or 100, "3" means three
fives or 15 and "2" means two ones. Therefore "432" in Base 5
is equivalent to "117" in Base 10 (100 + 15 + 2).

2. (12 min) Addition in Base 5 with and without renumim

2.1. Addition without renaminsjusing thg sticks].:

Give each student 40 popsicle sticks, 5 twist ties, a Base
5 mat and a copy of the Base 5 table illustrated belay.

Ishortl expanded form
'form

Ifive-fivelifivesfonesl

1

1

Hold up in one hand one bundle of five popsicle sticks and
3 sticks and ask the students to use sticks and twist ties in
order to isolate a similar amount and place the bundle and the
sticks in the proper places on the mat. Ask the students to
record in the Base 5 table the expanded form of the numeral
(13) representing all the sticks on the mat. Similarly, hold up
in the other hand two bundles of five sticks and one stick. Ask
the students to isolate a similar amount, place the sticks on
the mat and record in the same table underneath "13" the
numeral (21) representing all the sticks just placed on the
mat. Ask the students to draw a horizontal line underneath "21"
and add the two numbers step by step as follows:

a. Join the sticks (3 and 1) on the mat in order to get
"4." Record the number of sticks (4) in the proper place
in the table.

b. Join the bundles (1 and 2) and record the num3er of
bundles (3) in the proper place in the table.

2.2. Addition with renaming_lusing the sticks:
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Repeat activities similar to the ones described in the
above section 12.1) using 2 bundles and 4 sticks (24) in one
band and 1 bundle and 3 sticks (13) in the other. Reaind the
students that in Base 5 we have to bundle by fives if we can.
Ask the students to add 24 and 13 step by step as follows*

a. Join the sticks (4 and 3) on the mat, make a bundle of
five sticks and place it with the bundles on the mat.
Record in the table the resulting number of sticks (2).

b. Join the bundles (1, 2 and 1) on the mat and record in
the table the resulting number of bundles.

Similarly, consider 3 bundles of fives and 2 sticks (32)
and 3 bundles of fives and 4 sticks (34). Ask the students to
place the sticks on the mat, record the numerals and add step
by step as follows:

a. Join the sticks (2 and 4) on the mat, make a bundle of
five sticks and place it with the bundles on the mat.
Record in the table the resulting number cf sticks (1).

b. Join the bundles (1, 3 and 3) on the mat, bundle five
of them into a bundle of five-fives and record in the
table the resulting number of fives (2).

c. Record the number of bundles of five-fives (1) on the
table.

2.3. Addition without using the sticks:

Write on the board
31 (Base 5)

+ 2 (Base 5)

(Base 5)

Ask the students to copy the numerals to the short form section
on the Base 5 table and add. Help the students to calculate the
number of ones and fives resulting from addition without
actually manipulating the sticks.

Similarly, help the students perform the addition without
the sticks for both of the following exercises:

23 (Base 5) 124 (Base 5)
+ 4 (Base 5) + 133 (base 5)
..m.,...... .1=be.,..mOwl.

--- (Base 5) .... (Base 5)

3. (12 min) Subtraction in Base 5 with and without
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renaming:

3.1. Subtraction without rgntming jusinq the stixhsla

Hold up three bundles of fives and two sticks and ask the
students to isolate a similar amount, place the sticks on the
mat and record in the Base 5 table the expanded fora of the
numeral (32) representing all the sticks. Ask the students to
follow each of the steps below in order to subtract (take away,
remove) 22 from the number represented in the table.

a. Record "22" in the table underneath "32" and draw
a horizontal line underneath "22."

b. Remove 2 sticks and record the number of the
resulting sticks (0).

c. Remove two bundles and record the number of the
resulting bundles (1).

3.2. Subtraction with_reniaing_lusing the stichgl:

Repeat activities similar to the one described in the
above section (3.1) using 4 bundles, 2 sticks and subtract 2
bundles, 4 sticks. Ask the students to carry out the
subtraction (take away) by following the steps below:

a. Place 4 bundles and two sticks in the proper columns on
the mat. Record "42" in the expanded form section of the
table. Write "24" underneath "42" and draw a horizontal
line underneath "24."

b. In the ones column on the mat, "2 take away 4: can't
do."

c. Regroup 1 bundle into sticks in order to have
sufficient amount of sticks to allow the "take away" of 4.
Place the sticks in the proper column on the mat.

d. Remove 4 sticks and record the resulting number (3) on
the table.

e. Remove 2 bundles and record the resulting number (1) on
the table.

Similarly, consider 1 bundle of five-fives, 1 bundle of
fives and 2 sticks (112). Ask the students to place the nundles
and sticks on the mat and record "112" in the expanded form of
the table. Ask the students to record "34" on the table
underneath "112", draw a horizontal line underneath "34" and
subtract (take away) by following the steps below:

a. In the ones column on the mat, "2 take away 4: can't
do."
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b. Regroup 1 bundle into sticks in order to nave
sufficient amount of sticks to allow the "take away" of 4.
Place the sticks in the proper :olumn on the mat.

c. Remove 4 sticks and record the resulting number (3) on
the table.

d. In the fives column on the mat. "0 take away 3: can't
do."

e. Regroup the bundle of five-fives iu order to get
sufficient amount of fives to allow the "take away." Place
the fives in the proper column on the mat.

f. Remove 3 fives and record the resulting number of fives
(2) on the table.

3.3. Subtraction wilhout using_the sticks:

Write on the board

44 (Base 5)
32 (Base 5)

(Base 5)

Ask the students to copy the numerals to the short form section
on the Base 5 table and subtract. Help the students to
calculate the number of ones and fives resulting from
subtraction without actually manipulating the sticks.

Similarly, help the students perform the subtraction
without the sticks for both of the following exercises:

23 (Base 5) 6. 340 (Base 5)
- 4 (Base 5) - 243 (Base 5)..

(Base 5)

4. (8 min) Worksheets

.. (Base 5)

Give each of the students a copy of the attached woritsheet
and explain it to them. GO around and help them to complete it.
Collect the worksheets at the end of the period.
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Name: Last: , First:

Lesson C4 - Vorksheet

Do each calculation and write your answer in the space provided
for it.

1. 21 (Base 5) 2. 34 (Base 5) 3. 213 (Base 5)
4 (Base 5) 3 (Base 5) 144 (Base 5)

(Base 5) (Base 5) (Base 5)

4. 34 (Base 5) 5. 23 (Base 5) 6. 340 (Base 5)
- 32 (Base 5) - 4 (Base 5) - 143 (Base 5)

-----(Base 5)
MoOvm10.1M

(Base 5) (Base 5)

7. 143 (Base 5) 31 (Base 5) = (Base 5)

8. 201 (Base 5) - 32 (Base 5) = (Base 5)

9. 244 (Base 5) 40 (Base 5) = (Base 5)

10. 300 (Base 5) - 223 (Base 5) = (Base 5)
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Table Al
Volume Achievement Pretest Item Statistics

191

Item Percent
Number Correct

Point-biserial
Coefficient

Item Percent
Number Correct

Point - biserial
Coefficient

1 80.7 0.35 15 4.1 0.47
2 73.1 0.51 16 19,9 0.69
3 52.0 0.58 17 11.7 0.49
4 28.1 0.66 18 35.1 0.64
5 8.8 0.49 19 18.1 0,74
6 22.8 0,68 20 11.1 0.74
7 51.5 0.53 21 13.5 0.74
8 25.1 0.72 22 19.3 0.68
9 13.5 0.69 23 19.3 0.69

10 27.5 0.66 24 9.9 0.67
11 24.0 0.67 25 11.7 0.68
12 32.7 0.65 26 21.6 0.58
13 8.2 0.65 27 45.6 0.54
14 14.6 0.63

Table 82
Volume Conservation Pretest Item Statistics

=

Item Percent
Number Correct

=
Point-biserial
Coefficient

Item Percent
Number Correct

=

Point-biserlai
Coefficient

1 72.5 0.67 7 57.3 0.78
2 76.6 0.75 8 66.1 0.76
3 35.7 0.52 9 56.1 0.72
4 56.1 0.62 10 56.1 0.71
5 58.5 0,65 11 42.1 0,46
6 53.8 0.73
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Table B3
Volume Achievement Posttest Item Statistics
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Item Percent
Number Correct

Point-biserial
Coefficient

Item Percent
Number Correct

Point-biserial
Coefficient

1 78.4 0.50 15 8.2 0.38
2 74.9 0.61 16 42.1 0.77
3 62.6 0.66 17 17.0 0.35
11 53.2 0,72 18 58.5 0.79
5 27.9 0.63 19 39.8 0.65
6 41.5 0.64 20 32.7 0.73
7 60.8 0.60 21 36,3 0.66
8 57.9 0.76 22 40.9 0.67
9 48.5 0.73 23 33.9 0.62

10 54.4 0.73 24 32.2 0.66
11 43.3 -0.70 25 30.4 0.65
12 51.5 0.75 26 41.5 0.62
13 23,4 0.64 27 56.7 0.61
111 43.3 0.74

Table B4
Volume Conservation Posttest Item Statistics

Item Percent
Number Correct

Point-biserial
Coefficient

Item Percent
Number Correct

Point-biserial
Coefficient

1 86.0 0.65 7 63,7 0.72
2 07.1 0.75 8 76.0 0.75
3 59.6 0.60 9 73.1 0.72

11 66.7 0.47 10 71.9 0,70
5 74.3 0.56 11 56.1 0.46
6 67.3 0.70
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Table 135

III
Multiplication Posttest Item Statistics

m
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Item Percent
Number Correct

Point-biserial
Coefficient

Item Percent
Number Correct

Point -biseri al
Coefficient

1 85.4 0.58 11 71.3 0.5d
2 80.7 0.59 12 63.7 0.58
3 79.5 0.47 13 33.9 0.53
4 49. 7 0.60 14 22.8 0.37
5 50.9 0.65 15 19.9 0.42
6 33.3 0.62 16 67.3 0.59
7 8. 2 0.34 17 71.3 0.58
8 43. 3 0.56 18 23.4 0.46
9 36.6 0.67 19 22.8 0.42

10 84.8 0.58 20 23.2 0.36

Table 86
Volume Achievement Retention Test Item Statistics

i i
Item Percent
Number Correct

Si =

Point-biserial
Coefficient

Item Percent
Number Correct

Point -bi serial
Coefficient

1 87.1 0.39 15 12.9 0.41
2 82.5 0.54 16 54.4 0.71
3 74.3 O. 57 17 22.8 0.41
4 59.6 0.62 18 60.2 0.71
5 29.2 0.59 19 46.2 0.60
6 46.8 0.65 20 36.8 0.65
7 63.2 0.58 21 42. 1 0.70
8 59.1 0.73 22 45.6 0.73
9 49.1 0.78 23 40.4 0.70
10 59.1 0.68 24 34.5 0.6d
11 45.6 0.70 25 37.4 0.69
12 56.1 0.67 26 38.6 0.51
13 24.6 0.58 27 63.2 0.55
14 46.2 0.69
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Table 87
Volume Conservation Retention Test Item Statistics

Item Percent
Number Correct

Point-biserial
Coefficient

Item Percent
Number Correct

=-

Point-biserial
Coefficient

1 90.1 0.54 7 71.9 0.77
2 91.2 0.59 8 82.5 0.70
3 68.4 0.60 9 76.0 0.72
4 81.9 0.54 30 75.4 0.6)
5 79.5 0.60 11 59.1 0.33
6 71.9 0.65

Table 88
Multiplication Retention Test Item Statistics

W
Item Percent
Number Correct

=

Point-biserial
Coefficient

= III

Item Percent Point-biserial
Number Correct Coefficient

1 93.0 0.50 11 775-------0745--
2 91.2 0.46 12 66.7 0.44
3 80.1 0.35 13 28,7 0.35
4 47.4 0.56 14 19.3 0.35
5 56.1 0.55 15 22.8 0.35
6 30.4 0.55 16 71.3 0.50
7 7.6 0.34 17 73.7 0.47
8 50.9 0.55 18 22.2 0.50
9 36.6 0.53 19 26.3 0.44

10 88.9 0.44 20 14.6 0.40
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Codes:
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1 = Nonconserver, 2 = Partial Conserver, 3 = Conserver
Pre = Pretest, Post = Post Test, Ret = Retention Test
Vol = Volume, Mul = Multiplication, Ach = Achievement
SAT = Stanford Achievement Test, Tr = Treatment
V = Volume, M = Multiplication, C = Control

Subject
Number

Conservation
Level

Pre Post lei Tr SAT

Vol
Ach
Pre

Vol
Ach
Post

Mul
Ach
Post

Vol Mul
Itch Ach
Bet Bet

002 3 2 2 V 30 4 18 10 17 14
004 2 1 ' V 33 4 12 5 8 9

006 1 1 1 N 29 4 2 10 2 8
007 1 2 1 C 25 1 4 7 5 7

C08 3 3 3 M 31 3 0 15 1 11

014 3 3 3 C 40 16 23 15 23 13
015 2 3 3 C 37 3 1 9 3 7

016 1 3 1 M 31 5 6 9 15 8

022 1 1 3 C 32 5 6 8 6 7

023 1 1 1 V 26 17 18 13 18 14
024 3 3 3 V 30 8 15 8 7 12
027 1 2 1 M 35 4 10 8 7 11

031 1 1 1 M 43 4 8 14 8 9

032 1 3 3 V 34 14 21 4 21 13
033 3 2 2 M 39 12 21 14 24 8

034 2 2 3 V 25 7 15 3 19 6

036 1 2 3 C 28 3 0 7 3 7

037 1 1 1 C 32 3 2 11 1 13
038 3 1 2 V 38 1 12 10 12 8

039 2 2 2 M 42 11 17 14 16 15

041 2 1 2 C 31 6 11 6 12 10
042 1 1 1 V 21 3 10 8 9 8

043 3 3 3 M 39 11 12 12 11 11

044 1 1 1 C 31 3 2 4 5 10

045 1 1 3 M 21 6 3 6 4 5

047 3 3 3 V 29 4 18 11 21 10
051 3 3 3 C 35 20 25 9 22 15
052 1 1 1 V 39 9 21 13 25 12

053 1 2 2 V 34 7 25 6 23 9

056 1 1 1 C 40 2 1 8 1 10

057 2 2 3 C 18 2 0 0 0 5

058 1 1 2 M 26 4 19 10 18 11

059 3 3 3 V 40 9 19 12 23 10

061 1 1 1 V 28 7 13 11 23 12

062 1 1 1 V 35 2 5 3 10 9

063 1 3 1 V 43 18 22 12 25 13
065 2 2 2 M 40 3 3 14 1 8

066 1 1 3 C 37 2 2 5 3 13
067 2 1 1 V 33 5 6 8 5 9

069 3 3 3 C 39 2 5 13 4 12

070 1 1 1 C 28 3 2 6 4 12

071 1 3 3 M 30 2 2 8 6 8
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074 3 3 3 M 39 13 25 14 25 11
075 1 1 1 C 35 7 7 10 12 12
076 1 3 3 M 35 9 6 6 15 12
077 1 1 3 C 38 3 4 5 7 4
078 2 3 3 V 36 18 23 11 22 13
079 2 1 1 M 23 3 1 13 .. 6
080 1 1 1 C 36 3 7 14 3 10
082 3 3 3 V 35 19 26 16 23 15
083 1 1 3 if 33 4 24 4 19 8
084 1 3 3 V 20 5 12 7 8 8
085 1 1 1 C 43 3 3 11 1 14
087 1 1 2 C 44 12 26 19 26 15
08 8 1 1 1 C 37 1 13 9 10 7
089 1 1 1 ti 27 10 12 6 14 5
090 1 1 1 V 30 3 16 9 9 7
091 1 1 1 m 33 2 10 12 14 13
092 1 3 3 M 38 7 14 15 12 15
093 1 1 1 V 38 5 17 11 21 9
094 2 1 1 m 42 23 25 19 26 19
095 1 1 3 C 41 3 3 8 11 13
096 1 1 2 V 28 2 20 12 17 12
097 1 1 1 C 41 4 8 15 15 14
098 2 1 2 V 44 23 25 16 26 18
099 1 1 1 m 36 6 9 14 20 16
100 1 1 2 V 36 7 22 10 20 9
101 1 1 1 V 41 5 22 12 24 13
102 1 1 1 m 39 7 24 14 23 14
104 3 3 3 m 44 7 20 18 22 18
105 3 3 3 M 39 24 24 19 25 9
109 1 3 3 C 27 0 0 9 7 7
110 1 1 1 C 37 16 20 12 20 12
111 1 1 1 V 42 14 24 18 23 17
113 1 3 3 m 39 21 21 14 22 17
114 1 3 3 m 28 9 22 16 17 15
119 1 3 3 M 18 10 12 9 15 9
120 1 2 1 C 20 5 7 15 1 9
121 1 1 1 V 23 3 17 9 6 9
122 3 3 3 C 44 26 26 19 26 19.
124 1 1 3 V 30 11 18 8 23 10
126 1 3 3 29 11 3 9 10 6
127 2 3 3 V 31 4 22 8 15 6
128 3 2 3 M 31 5 14 11 23 12
129 1 1 3 V 28 1 IP. 9 13 24 10
130 3 3 3 m 35 4 19 15 13 11
131 3 3 3 , m 42 18 22 18 23 14
133 2 2 1 m 31 8 3 10 10 11
136 3 3 3 V 35 18 16 4 20 12
137 1 3 3 C 38 10 14 15 15 9
140 3 3 3 M 39 20 24 18 23 13
142 3 3 3 C 34 14 14 12 17 12
143 3 3 3 M 35 13 18 15 23 16
145 2 2 2 ti 36 4 1 11 2 14
148 3 3 3 II 45 8 23 18 6 15
150 3 1 3 C 28 6 11 11 7 8

21r
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152 3 3 3 V 36 15 17 9 20 9

154
157

3

3

3

3
3

3
V

V
33
33

4

2
16
14

10
7

18

13

10
5

160 3 3 3 V 33 17 25 11 21 11

161 3 3 3 N 29 6 18 15 9 11

164 2 3 3 C 36 12 14 12 19 11

165 3 3 3 N 36 6 10 17 10 13
169 1 2 3 8 36 16 20 11 22 15
170 3 3 3 N 36 9 4 11 17 11

Number of subjects = 105
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Table D1
Unadjusted Means, Standard Deviations, and Group Sizes of

Volume Achievement Posttest Scores for Treatments by
Conservation Levels (Maximum Score = 27)
=

Conservation
Level

Non-7G;;rvers

= =

Tgeatmentg
Volume Multiplication Control Total

17.68 12.28
(5.63) (7.27)

19 18

Partial-conservers 17,17
(7.41)

6

Conservers

Total

17.82
(4.29)

11

17.64
(5.52)

36

Regression coefficient = 0.66

8.33
(10.17)

6

16.93
(7.54)

15

13.00
(7.82)

39

6.55 11.75
(6.87) (6. 58)

20 57

6.50 11.19
(7.05) (8.36)

4 16

17.33 17.31
(8.59) (6.62)

6 32

8.70 13.36
(7.24) (6.86)

30 105

Table D2
Unadjusted teens, Standard Deviations, and Group Sizes of

Volume Achievement Retention Test Scores for Treatments by
Conservation Levels (Maximum Score = 27)

Conservation
Level

_-

Treatments
Volume Multiplication Control Total

13.56 7.81 13.13
_

(6.34) (6.90) (6.59)
18 20 57

Non-conservers 18.32
(6.51)

19

Partial-conservers 15.83
(8. 13)

6

Conservers

Total

17.73
(5.08)

11

17.72
(6.34)

36

, 0 Regression coefficient = 0.67

9.50 8.50 11.62
(10.00) (8.66) (8.96)

6 4 16

17.00
(7.96)

15

14.26
(7. 53)

39

16.50 17.16
(9.05) (7. 17)

6 32

9.63 14.12
(7.56) (7.13)

30 105
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Name: Last: First:

School:
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Volume Achievement Test
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14

Height=

Length=

Width .
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1

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

210

A rectangular pile of cubes.

Volume of the top layer

Number of layers

A rectangular pile of cubes.

Volume of a layer

Total volume 41.

A glass box with some cubes in it.

Volume of the box

A cardboard box full of cubes.

Volume of the bottom layer

Number of layers

A box is 10 unite long, S units wide and 2 units high.

What is the volume of the box?

22 3

A rectangular block of wood.

Volume 0



7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

,.illNO\\\1 LM
IMO Li11LI LI&
MIMIL

-1E5sonsmoss0.0
woommENNENOotmossummtv0simassimsom0

224

A pile of cubes.

Total volume

A pile of cubes.

Volume

A pile of cubes.

Volume

Three rectangular wooden blocks.

Total volume

A pile of cubes and half cubes.

Total volume

211

A wooden block and half of a different

block on too.

Total volume



13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

225

212

A rectangular pile of cubes partially
covered.

Total volume

A pile of cubes. 9 layers are covered.

Total volume

A pile of cubes.

If we removed the top layer, what would
be the volume of the part left?

A pile of cubes.

If we removed both of the shaded portions,
what would be the volume of the part left?

A plastic box.

If we increased the width of this box by
1 unit but the length and height stayed
the same, what would be the volume of the
new box?

A metal box.

If we doubled the length of this box
but the width and the height stayed the

same, what would be the volume of the

new box?



19.

20.

21.

22.

23,

24.

A rettangular Pile of cubes.

if we halved the length and doubled the
width but the height stayed the same,
what would be the volume of the new
shape?

A rettangular pile of cubes.

if we doubled the length, tripled the
height and halved the width, what would
be the volume of the new shape?

A wooden box.

213

If we detreased the width ty 1 unit and
we intressed the height by 2 units but
the length stayed the same, what would be
the volume of the new shape?

A metal box.

If we detreased the width by 2 units,
detreased the length by 6 units and
increased the height by 8 units, what
would be the volume of the new shape?

A britk has a height of S units, a length of 6 units and

volume of 120 units. ghat is its width?

A rettangular pile of tubes partially
covered.

Total volume 42 cubes.

How many layers are there altogether?



Wane:Last , First:

111112ALSAii22_Test

A. is_assil_21.Akt_falkeli43iaits_tar onswqr L2
Iht ku at thr....E1012.

1. (23z 17) x 36 = 171 (( 3x23)
What number should go in the E 3?

2. 13 x (5 x 19) = I z (:)) x 5
What two nubers sho d
the ] and in the

3. 6 I 6 = 9 (

What number should go in the E 3?

4. 15 = 30 I 25
What number should go in the 3?

5. 241 11=[ 31 33
What number should go in the E JR

6. 12 X 15 X 22 = 36 X ( 3 X 22
What number should go in the )2

7. 41 50 7 a ( ] x5135
What number should go in the 3?

S. 10 I 24 = 432

If 18 is replaced by 9 and
if the product, 432, stays the same,
then 24 oust be replaced by what number?

9. 9I 13 I 21 = 2457

If 9 is replaced my 27 and
if the product, 2457, stays the sane.
then 21 oust be replaced by what nueber?
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B. 1II-24A1-0.-Iht-L2li2li8g-IEW1121211.21-22LEIEWR4111-
1atka22Ertetau81? 4_t4t_hax_ak_thlAi3kts.

10, 18 x 27 = 486

If 27 is replaced by a larger number and
if 18 stays the saes,
what happens to the product, 486?

a. It becomes smaller
b. It becomes larger
C. It stays the sae.

11. [ j X 14 < 9 I 14

What number (or numbers) could go in the E 3?
a. Any Quebec greater than 9
b. Aay Quebec less than 9
c. Any number greater than 14
d. Any number less than 14
e. 9

12. E 3 X 27 > 41 127

what number (or numbers) could go in the 3?
a. Any number less than _27
b. Any number greater than 27
c. 27
d. Any number less than 41
e. Any number greater than 41

13. 38 1 53 -4 2014

If 38 is replaced by a number twice as big and
if 53 is replaced by a number three times as big,
what happehs to the product, 2014?

a. It increases to five tines as mucb
b. It increases to six tines as much
c. It decreases to one half as such
d. It decreases to one fifth as much
e. It changes but it is impossible to know how

such it increases or decreases.

228
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14. 72 135 = 2520

If 72 is replaced by a flusher half as big and
if 35 is replaced by a pusher one fifth as big,
what happens to the product, 2520?

a. It decreases to one seventh as much
b. It increases to ten times as such
c. It decreases to one teeth as much
d. It increases to seven times as au:h
t. It changes but it is impossible to know how

such it increases or decreases.

15. 40 X 24 = 960

If 40 is replaced by a number one fourth as biQ and
if 24 is replaced by a Rusher twice as big,
what happens to the product, 9603

a. It increases to six times as such
b. It decreases to one sixth as such
c. It increases to twice as such
d. It decreases to one half as such
e. It changes but it is impossible to know how

such it increases or decreases.

16. 12 X 25 X 18 (121)1L 18

lhat ausber (or lmbers) could go in the [ )?
a. Any number less than 25
b. hay number greater tkaa 25
c. 12
d. hay ausber greater than 12
e. Any ausber less than 12

17. 14 1 9 1 13 = 1638

If 9 is replaced by a smaller ausber and
if 13 is replaced by a smaller number and
if 14 stays the sane,
what happens to the product, 16383

a. It decreases
b. It increases
C. It stays the same
d. It changes but it is impossible to know

whether it increases or decreases
e. It could increase or it could decrease or it

could stay the same

229
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18. 21 1 18 1'25 = 9430

If 18 is replaced by a nuaber half as big and
if 21 is replaced by a nusber one third as biq and
it 25 stays the sale,
what happens to the product, 9450?

a. It increases to six tiles as sub
b. It increases to fire times as much
c. It decreases to one fifth as such
d. It decreases to one sixth as such
e. It changes but it is is possible to know bow

each it increases or decreases.

19. bZ 27 1 17 = 1836

If 4 is replaced uy a Dauber twice as biq and
it 17 is replaced by a number three tines as big and
if 27 is replaced by a nusber one third as big,
what happens to the product, 1836?

a. It increases to three tines as such
b. It decreases to one third as such
c. It increases to twice as such
d.,It decreases to one half as such
e. It changes but it is iapossible to know how

such it increases or decreases.

20. 16 1 154 X 2 = 4928

If 16 is replaced by a number twice as big and
if 2 is replaced by a somber seven. tines as biq and
it the product, 4928, stays the same,
what happens to 154?

a. It increases to nine tines as each
b. It increases to fourteen tines as such

4 c. It decreases to one ninth as each
d. It decreases to one fourteenth as such

. e. It changes but it is impossible to know how
such it increases or decreases.

sellitessolit***441****$ End of Test litempeeireseesestoss
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